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THE DIALECT OF CUlSCm MUHfll (CCTTOF m  TlSPASlAlt A IH)
bgr JaM b jr. Laabmrt#

fhÈm 1# « a  lw ##ki#akiom  # f  Uw |*wnml«gy # f  f fH lfg  (Oabtan

mb veepaais»  A I H ) ,  a  pe#m a r J in a r i l j r  a# lapew H U bl'w a a f  tb #

Nombwm liW N x y  4 ia W *  a f  MW#]# magUab. A d â a U a a U a m ia m a ia -  

I n l m i  b a taaaa  a  l a a t  mr%g%nnl ■■m aa i i pb» o«n»aaad probaU p l a  nm itb tra  

m ifil im#, Bft. 2JC0# im>B bba ax iaab  a aaaaaM#  aartar aw a id araU aa»  wlb-
ta n  prabaU jr i a  Xhafbaa« UfiO,

l^rnabiaadLa ambbada a f  jLnwaaMsatjLea aaa aapHaofab ba aaka aa  a a a l-  

jwXb  a f  bha jphaaaalo ap a taa  ©X bhia d la la a b , and bo aab ab llab  Ib a  %a 

t a  014 S i« U ab . Ib  i a  aaauaaét 1) tb a  paaa baa a  baalo  

a i b r l a a l  f a c u la r ib / i  2) Tba a a b -ila a a  a m  b m a i 3) tb a  a g a H ^ t  ^

p b e m a le a l l j  ra la v m b .
A aaavmbamalm ababaaaab af bha jpbanaai© agn^aa af bhia dialaab 

ia gi wan Oanamlljr ib aonfoma ba daaartpbiva abataaanba of bha
miaadUs tba Movtbam dlaXaab of ittdMla BegUA U00« 

g^^fAmlag aaab of bha aaiiioa ooaalnaiama# Oaibain fuatbaa onnnlia-
s ia a a  a m  bha m au lb  a f  b h ia  abo4F»

1 . In  bba Vaap# d ia laa b  GB / i ^ A / ï /  bafom  m t a a i  danbaia, a la a -

A M *  y ^ .  m »  h— m r .  t  M l '«Ml' (*») M «  B A  ' * H '  w
Im/i/ U l ?M p . «M M  I w g u lm r lU —  a n  — M M llta *  A —

d ia la a b  n ia b a m .
2 . Babb aim  and apaUing aaidaoaa abaa# bbab baCam bba aanaan  ̂

mb elaabara A *» ni* ad/ I*» m m la am  as^narlljr lan g. U bO a

M» to  in fcn « *  “ O  *"■* M

IHI«
3 . a tid an aa  m n a n a tra taa  bbab bba # m a i le n r i ,  B b ift i a
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im $ h l#  d ia lm t  # f  Am w id a m #  aim# # W t #  b b a t

in  ib #  #ba#M  bb# ab ifb  n n j bm a bnam a  m iW ng A ia b  aflpnaimd

prinawlip bnfbm tfHbaln.
4. H w  Vaap. MS glaaa no anaablgnana aaidaoaa bo indiaaba bbab

ttoto la a f  / V > ^  1" «H» 01«ua*, altoaatfi aato •
deralnpnanib ia qniba ganaml in bba Manbb.

f, An oaaiiar anabnaaaad vonai /•/* ooma^xanding bo a biabarioal
Inflaatleoal ayllabla* ia eawjahero laab In tba dialaab of tba Vaap*
US» tba apalliag raiaalning only to indiaaba that tba wowal oi bba
pvoaodiag atraaaad ayllbbla ia lang.

6. An oarUar /•/ bafom /d, a, n, r, 1/ 1» anabmaaad wart- 
final ayllabla ia mgularly loot wban tba fallowing word baa an initial 
wwwol. laldaooa indiaaba# that an aarliar anabmaaad /-«#/ #r /-»</ 
«lao mgnlarly baoonaa /-#/ or /-4/ mapaabimly bafom a word wibb an
initial eonaonanb.

7. Towala of pratonio ayUabloa a m  lamllod bo /•/• A nanbar of
word# f raquonblj ooaurri% in wnaaaonbad poaitiana am alaa lornUod bo 
/ V  ib tbaaa poaitiana* oaaaaianing a nnnbar of apalling confuaiana,

8. so-oallad "laaa of mdial In aSA. An» gglgd* and fmn 
tgjjgga ia idmbifiad aa an anal agi aal damlapnant of now inüaabianal 
.«X4mg. «a tba inflnibim-pmaanb fama damlapad an
eandbi-variatiU in f raqunably m aaaantad poa&biama.

9. of wnrda fmm 014 Fmnah wibb initial /▼/ and
tboaa wibb mdial /I/* and loan in nabim ward# of a final infÜaabianal 
ayllaMLa faHrdng a frlaabtm fdiiab waa originally miaad in indar- 
TtitaMt paaibian* bring abartb a pbmania oandmnb iatwaan ft/ and /▼/.

10. tham ia a fbamidLa oanbmab batman a mdaalaaa and a
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VDimd iadortoodal friambim In tba dialaab of bba Taap. M3, thia ia 
indlaatad by a aonaiabanb apalling diffaranbiabtan babwaan Hi and 3. 
Ib ia abawn bbab na awab apalllî  diabtnabian oaaamd in bba CwFaar 
original.

11. Tnibtal A/  ia laab praaading bba aonorabba /n* n* 1* r/ 
and vary probably A/« in apiba of bba praaarrabian af a rabbar ae*- 
nan qu apalling for tba labtar.
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I, INTRODUCTION

[This study is a description of the phonology of a North
ern literary dialect of Middle English, specifically that 
of Cotton MS Vespasian A III, Brit, Mis., of Cursor Mindl, 
a manuscript written ca. 1400 in or near Durham, which must 
he distinguished from the original poem, composed ca. 1)00 
in Southern Scotland.]
1.1. The present investigation of a Northern dialect of Middle 

English is based entirely on the Vespasian MS^ of Cursor Mindi. This poem, 
a large collection of Biblical paraphrase, nædieval legend and ecclesiasti
cal odds and ends, appears in some ten known manuscripts which vary from 
fragments of a few hundred verses to nearly thirty-thousand verses of the 
complete poem.

1.2. The Northern origin of the Cursor is indicated by the poet 
himself in reference to the Assumption Fragment which he recast into North
ern English:
20061 In sotherin englis was it draun.

And tumd it haue i till our aun
Langage o northrin lede
bat can non oiber englis r e d e .2

The more precise provenance of the original has been the subject of specu
lation by scholars^ over the past eighty-five years. Stated opinions are

^In keeping with the practice of the Middle English Ciciiouary, the des
ignation Vesp is used throughout this study instead of the ordinarily cur
rent Cotton. In order to avoid confusion, the name is changed, without com
ment, in quotations, and the abbreviation C is simply altered to V wherever 
neceisary.

^?hese verses do not appear in the Midland manuscripts. Trinity and Laud, 
but do appear in Vecpasian, Edinburgh, Gottingen and Fairfax. The latter is 
from Lancashire and is considered 'northrin* in contrast to the 'sotherin' 
(Midland) of the Assumption Fragment, vss. 2006)-848.

^James A. H. Murray, The Dialect of the Sout^rn Counties of Scotland, 
Transactions of the Philological Society, I87O-1672 (London, iB?)), p. )0. 
[Durham]
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rather evenly divided between Scotland and one of the Northern counties of 
England, usually Durham. Mich of the difficulty arises from a vagueness on 
the part of the scholars themselves regarding the particular manuscript re-; 
ferred to. It is essential to maintain a distinction between a lost origi
nal manuscript, regarding which only inferences are possible, and certain 
nanUBcripts which have been preserved to the present. Apparently those fav
oring Durham have reference to the Vesp. MS rather than to the original, 
but this is not made clear. Before a decision is reached, one has to ac
count for a somewhat ambiguous passage in the Proloug:
2)1 Efter haly Iqyrc state

bis ilk bok it es translate 
Into Inglis tong tc rede 
For b® loue of Inglis lede;
Inglis lede of Ingland 
For b® commun at understand.
Frankls rimes here I redd
Communlik in ilk sted
Mast es it wroght for frankis man:
Quat is for him na frankis can?
Of Ingland b® nacion.
Es Inglis nan b&r in commun; 
be speche b®t man wit mast may spede,
Mist bar-wit to speke war nede;
Selden was for ani chance 
Praised Inglis tong in franee;
Giue we ilkan bare langage 
Me think we do bam non outrage.
To laud and Inglis man i spell
bat understandes bat i tell.

t! L. Kington Oliphant, The Old and Middle English (London, 1878), p. 400 
[North of Yorkshire]

Majc^Kalusa, "Zu den Quellen und dan Hss-VerhMltnis des Cursor Mundi,"
Englische Studien, XII (I888), p. 45). [NSrdllch vcm Tweed]

Heintich B4ipe, Cursor Studies and Criticism on the Dialects of its MSS.
(1888), p . 186*. [Lincolnshire J

Curt Barth, Per Wort achats des Cursor Mundl. KBnigsberg Dlss., (190)) p. 
50. [Durham]

Otto Strandberg, The Rlme-Vowels of Cursor Mhndl, Uppsala Dlss., (1919), 
p. XV. [Northumberland]'.

Rolf Kaiser, Zur Geographle des mlttelengllschen Wortschatzes. Palaestra 
205,' (Leipzig, 19)7) p. 8. [Scotland]

Br.ice Dlckins and R. W. Wilson, Early Middle English Texts, (Cambridge, 
1951) p. 114. [Durham]
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England Is mentioned specifically. For this reason several sohol^s. In pai- 
tlcular Strandterg, reject Scotland; "I should like to assume, like Kaluos, 
that the original was written In Scotland, if It were not for a passage that 
seenm to speak against this."" As a kind of compromise he s-uggests fcrthum- 
berland. Actually It Is the contrast between Inglis and .%ankis that con- 

cerns the poet. Kaiser remarks;

Æ r i n S ^ ^  r : i : :  -  ̂ :;i_pt
gar nicht gedacht.^

Kaiser demonstrates that the term 'Scottish’ was not commonly used until the 
end of the l)th century, hence 'English’ at that time was applied to all lo
calities where non-Gaelic or non-French was spoken, including Southern Scot

land.
1 .3 . The time of composition is also subject t; some dispute.

The first attempt to assign a date was made ty Murray, written, near Dur- 
v̂ am abolît I27=s-î r)0 Awhile Alexander III reigned in Scotland), and preserved

a
most immediately in contact.
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in an orthography not much later.Murray's dating rests on the Vesp. MS 
which in any case is younger than he supposes. His date is irohably a guess. 
Hupe fixes the time at 1255-1280.' The earlier date he deduces from a refer
ence in vs. 9515 to "sent Robert bok," that is, Robert Grosseteste's Chasteau 
d ' tmour. Tlie terminal date is assigned on negative evidence : no mention is
made of the expulsion from England of the "felun luus" in the year 1290, and 
no mention is made either of a "groat", a new silver coin minted in 1279- 
Actually Hupe has settled on this date to agree with his preconceptions re
garding the author of the Cursor. Strandberg says, without elaboration. It 
was composed just before 1)00."" Kaiser states; "Der C. M. wurde wahrschein-

Llch urn die Wende des xiii/xiv Jh. abgefasst."®
It a p p e a r s  probable thiat the Cursor original was composed in the 

southern part of Scotland at about 1)00. It is neither possible nor neces

sary to locate or date it more precisely.
1 .4 . The Cursor Mundi is unquesti"'nahly tne work of a single rath

er resourceful writer who drew liberally from a variety of English, French 
and I&tin sources.io He may also have added several thousand verses of orig

inal material to his compilation.

"%irray, op. cit., p. )0 . ,.YRupe, op citTT pp. iST'̂ -9*. Hupe settles on Lincolnshire because it en
ables him to e^ilain the name of John of Lindberghe which occurs in Gott. 
17100. He then identifies this name with a Lincolnshire man, having made up 
his mind regarding the date before he begins examining the evidence.

^Siserr^.’ The'latest date -  1)20 -- is given by Jakob
^lOH^^c! ê^^nSStoS ^ ’W i r y  * into t % % w c e s  2f t ^  G^sor Mundi, Breslau

.«To-ap^, - t
considering it proper to the Cursor. Morris points ^ t  (Preface, p. 1%) ttm, 
this material appears only in the Northern copies. The poet himself remrks 
(vss. 219-20): "be last resun of alle bis run/ Sal be of hir concepcicn, 
suggesting that the Additions may be an afterthought or a contribution by a 
later writer. Strandberg accordingly concludes his Investigation at vs. 
24968.
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Survlving In one or more éditions arp a total of 29,555 verses of 

the pcem, of which all except a few hundred were probably to be fcund in the 
rriginal. The poet ordinarily wrote in "short meter," that is, a pair of 
rimed verses having four alternating accents each. There are als^ 1,0)1 
verses in "langer bastune," that is, a verse cf seven accents in rimed grcups 
cf four or more verses. These begin at vs. l49)7« At vs. 2)944 begin 1)5 
stanzas cf "rime cou^e" and another )5 stanzas begin at vs. 2)40).

p.3 . The Cursor Mundi is preserved in a number cf manuscripts, cf 
which the most important aiid most representative is Cotton MS Vespasian A III 
in the Library of the British Museum. This is the meat c-mplete of the sev
eral manuscripts and nearly all of it is in a single handwriting, conç.rehend- 
ing more than 26,000 verses. Two other hands appear in fragments, vss. 16749- 
16848, vss. 17289-17)1 6, vss. 20065-21172, but these contrast rather striking
ly with the first and have therefore been ignored in this study. The Vesp. 
manuscript is the specific basis for this dissertation. Jnless special indi
cation tc the contrary is given, all citations are from the Vesp. and the dia
lect here described is that of the Vesp. MS. Several other manuscripts are 
valuable as bases of comparison and occasionally serve to peint eut revisions

which the Vesp. scribe has made.
Of comparable length is MS Theol. 107 in the Gottingen University 

library. This and Vesp. sometimes differ in phrasing, but such differences, 
chiefly lexical, are ntost pronounced in the first part of Ghtt.preceding a 
transition first observed by B a r t h . T h i s  occurs at approximately vs.
10962. Beyond this rift Vesp. and G8tt. are usually almost identical.
Gott. ends at vs. 27)66, in the sixth of the so-called Additions.

isBarth, op. clt., pp. 10-1).i3Kaiser, 0£. clt., p. 7, raises a question about this and suggests vs. 
11000 as perhaps more exact.
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The third inç>ortant manuscript, the Edinburgh College of Physicians 

MS, is actually a fragment which picks up the narrative at vs. I8989. The 
first part is decidedly more archaic in spelling and other features than oth
er manuscripts, and is presumably more similar to the original than latei 
manuscripts.Edin. is interrupted in several places by defects in the man
uscript. The first hand, Edini, terminates at vs. 22417* The second hand 
continues to vs. 24802 and is often parallel with Vesp. and Gottg.i® Eding

is extremely brief —  1)8 verses.
Other manuscripts of somewhat incidental interest are; Fairfax MS 

l4 Bodleian Library (Frf.), written in a Lancashire dialect; MS R ) 8, 
Trinity College, Cambridge (Trin.), in a Midland dialect.

1,6. The relationship between the several manuscripts is of some 
interest, chiefly as a guide to comparing various readings. At least five 
schemes have been published,all based primarily on the evidence of phras- 

ings and none less than 60 years old.

14A complete, though somewhat old, study of the Edin. Mb appears in Willy 
Horning, Die Schreibung der HMidschriJfb ̂  ̂ es_ Cursor Mundi. Berlin Dlss.
(1906).isThe Vesp. MS is interrupted by an extended insertion by the so-called 
'third scribe' from vss. 20065-2117). Because of this and also because of 
extended gaps in Edin, there are actually only l6)0 verses in which Edini 
and Vespi are parallel, a rather slender basis for any comparisons.

"^Characteristic differences are ± spelling side by side with e of Vesp. 
in unstressed syllables (6.14), h for gh, preservation of an earlier ̂  for 
following dentals (7.26), and the lack of distinction between and th 

’7.25). A lexical difference is Scottish bigube where other MSS generally
have bigan. .. ^iT’Julius Zupltza, Alt- und mlttelenglisches Ubungsbuch, )rd ed. (Vienna, 
1882), p. 9 1. A typographical error has crept Into several of the later edi
tions and has been permitted to remain. Zupltza quotes Edin., comparing it 
first with VG, then FT. The erroneous editions state "Unser text folgt in 
der schreibung TE«" Actually no two MSS are less alike.

Nfex Kaluza, "Zum HandschriftenverhSltnls und zur Textcritik des Cursor 
Mundi," Englische Studlen XI, 2)5-275; "Zu den Quellen und dem Handschrif- 
tenverhkltnis des Cursor Mundl," ^glAsche Studlen, XII, 4)1-8. Kaluza's 
conclusions are usually considered most reliable.

I
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1.7. The Vesp. is a relatively consistent piece of work.

It is not an autograph manuscript] it is probably removed from its orig
inal by as much as a century in time, and by possibly as nany as three 
or four intermediate copyists. It does not, however, appear to have smy 
abrupt transitions. There are a few instances of mixtures, possibly from 
the dialects of one or several of the earlier scribes. The -u- and 
spellings for an unstressed vowel in words like watur or fadir (6.14) are 
to be explained in part on this basis. Occasionally an o spelling occurs 
in various words in which the northern dialects consistently have a, for 
example, womb 5)6; foos 7242; so 9, 915» both 40, 42; non 10, )1, 248,
460. The number is almost insignificantly small. In womb and foos there 
may be some influence from a neighboring dialect, but in ̂  we may have 
one of several spellings for a word frequently employed in unaccented po
sitions in a verse (6.27)» There are a few morphological features too, in
cluding an occasional hem or ham for the more regular bam. The total num
ber of these occurrences is about a dozen. While sal 'shall' is standard 
in the Northern dialects (7.19) a Midland influence is apparent in schal 
55, 46, 11205; schalt bou 60. A relic infinitival -en is fairly common 
(6.18).

1.8. This study, in brief, analyzes a literary dialect of approx
imately 1400.18 A reasonable guess would assign the place of composition 
of the original to Scotland and locate the place of copying of the Vesp. in 
or near Durham.

Heinrich aipe, Genealogle und Uberlieferung der Handscltfiften des mit- 
telengliachea Qedichtes Cursor Mundi, GUttingen Dise., (1886) ("The Filia- 
Uonlmd^Kxt of the MSST^’ # TS No. 99 OS, pp. 59*-10)*). Also Anglia 
XI, 121-145: EEJTS No . 99, pp. 11)* ff.

Charles langley Crow, Zur Oeschichte des Kirzen Reimpaars im Mittel- 
engllschen. Q8ttingen Diss. (l892), p. l8.

i@The Middle English Dictionary assigns the date ca. 1400 to the Ve^« 
MS. Of. Alois Brandi and Otto Zippel, Mittelenglische Sprach- und Idter- 
aturproben. 2nd ed. (Berlin, 1927), p. 100: "ist half l4th cent.
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1.9. Like every other study based wholly or in part on Cursor 

Mundi, this mkes use of Rev. Richard Morris' edition. A number of 
Morris' renderings have been compared with the microfilm of the Vesp. 1^ 
and where changes are called for, these have been noted. Morris' linea- 
tion has been faithfully followed, but punctuation has been altered freely 
wherever it seemed necessary to make a change.

isCursor Mundl, edited by Rev. Richard Morris, (E. E. T. S. Nos. 57, 59, 
62, 6é; 997 loToS; London, 1874-95)- Murray uses his own rendering of a 
brief portion of Vesp. Hupe, while taking Morris as a starting point, relies 
largely on his own critical edition and argues from that.



n. PROCEDURE

[It is assumed: 1) the meter of Cursor Mundi is basic
ally regular; 2) The end-rimes are true; 3) The spelling
of the Vesp. MS is phonemically relevant.]
2.1. The objective of this investigation is to analyze the 

phonemic system of a Northern literary dialect of Middle English and to 
establish its relationships with Old English.

2.2. The descriptive statement takes up the phonemes of the 
dialect one by one and; in each instance, it covers the following points;
1) The identification of the phoneme, its general phonetic character^ and 
its distribution; 2) The spelling or spellings by which it is indicated;
3) The historical sources of the phoneme.

Wherever it is necessary, the descriptive statement is ampli
fied by a comment on apparent or actual irregularities in some signifi
cant feature. After the problem is identified^consideration is given 
to the views expressed by the writers of handbooks and other publications 
dealing with the Northern dialect of Middle English of ca. 1400. Unless 
the evidence of Vesp. is in conflict, these views are accepted. Where a 
disagreement remains, the problem is further discussed and a solution or 
solutions offered.

2.3. Certain assumptions are implicit in this treatment of the 
evidence cf the Vesp. MS. Studies of the Cursor regularly make one or more

iVowels are described in terms of contrasts: long/short, high/low,
front/back, round/unround; consonants are classified as stops, fricatives 
or sonorants, and;where applicable;the point or place of articulation and 
the presence or lack of voicing.
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of these assumptions, ordinarily without comment. The first cf these is 
that the Cursor Fhindi has a basic metrical regularity. This has been ob
served from time to time. Schipper remarks:

Im Gegensatz zu diesen Dichtungen von freierer Structur des Verses 
mcht sich eine Gruppe anderer Dichtungen des Nbrdens durch ein 
entschiedenes Streben, in strengerer Weise die richtige Silben- 
zahl des franzosischen kurzen Reinpaares einzuhalten, bemerkbar. 
Dahin geh'dren . . Cursor Ftindi . . Im Vergleich zu den früheren 
Versen sind die kurzen Reinpaare dieser Gedichte schon sehr 
regelm&ssig, ja filr einen harmonischen Klang des englischen 
Verses zu regelmassig, so dass in Folge des strengeren, silben- 
zahlenden Principe Sfters der natürlichen Betonung der W8rter 
Zwang auferlegt wird.P

Saintsbury says:
We certainly cannot take a better example of the more regular 
form from the mighty mass of non-romantic material which exists, 
than the bulk, ingens, but by no means horrendum or informe of 
the Cursor Mundi. Even here there is a frequent monosyllabic 
beginning, and sometimes, if not very often, a trisyllabic 
foot . . . But for the most part the syllabic regularity is 
very great, and in long stretches of lines you shall not find 
a single violation of it.®

Hupe4 agrees to substantially the same thing, but under the influence of 
tenBrink's analysis of Chaucerian prosody, he introduces modifications and 
qualifications which the bleak metrical system of the Cursor fails to sus
tain. Thus he is sometimes led to suppose that changes which were intro
duced later were part of the system of the original.

Although the original Is regular, individual scribes make alter
ations in the meter. This is true too of the Vesp. scribe. Characteris
tics of an earlier and extremely rigid metrical pattern are still perfect
ly apparent, but they no longer hold for Vesp. It is perhaps well to

^Schipper, op. clt., pp. 264-5*
®George Saintsbury, A History of English Rrosody (2nd ed.; London, 

1925), I, 129.
4Rupe, Cursor Studies, pp. 253*-26l*.
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remember that^lf a choice has to be made between phonological or morpho
logical regularity on the one hand and metrical regularity on the other, 
the scribe is seldom reluctant to sacrifice the latter. At times the 
scribe inserts an atonic particle to compensate for a lost syllable, but 
this practice is not regularly followed. Reconstructions of an earlier 
meter, which one can often make by comparing several parallel manuscripts, 
are quite important, for a statement residing the unstressed vowel in 
Vesp. is based primarily on differences which have arisen In this particu
lar area. Principal attention, however, is directed not to the character 
of the original meter, but to Its treatment at the hands of the Vesp. 

scribe.
2.4. The second assumption is that the end-rlmes are true.® 

Strandberg remarks: "On account of the comparatively small numiber of In
correct rimes, we must state that the author of Cursor Mundl was a fairly 
good rimer."® In reality this Is not a conclusion for Strandberg as much 
as It Is a starting-point. Since much of the analysis of the vowel system 
in this investigation makes use of Strandberg’s classifications, the assump

tion la also Implicit here.
2.5. The third assumption Is that the scribe Is trying to re- 

T»T.çgçnt his own dialect and that therefore his spelling is phcnemilcally

5The poet's preoccupation with careful riming Is quaintly expressed In 
the following:
9237 (Oett.) Ablud *elt cam of him.

Of Ablud, Elyaehlm;
Of gtiam asor, sadoch of him 
bat loth er for to llg In rim.
'Ablud yet came of him;
Of Ablud [came] Elyaehlm;
Of whom [came] Asor; Sadoch [came] of him.
Who [that Is 'whose names' ] are loath to H e  In rime.'

®Strandberg, o£. clt., p. xvl*
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relevant. In other words, we assume that the gelling of Vesp. represents 
the sound system of the scribe's dialect. This cannot be proved without 
using a circular surgument, nevertheless it must be understood as fundamen
tal to the statement on the phonology.

2.6. The investigation Itself falls Into three general parts:
1) Long and short vowels and diphthongs In stressed syllables; 2) Unstressed 
vowels; 3) Consonants. In effect there are three some\diat distinct ap
proaches, one for each part.

2.7. Since Strandberg's Rime Vowels of Cursor Mundl represents 
a cataloguing of all the rimes from vs. 1-24968 and at least a tentative 
classification of the vowels and diphthongs In rime syllables, this forms 
a starting point for the first part of the present Investigation. The 
vowel of a rime syllable Is by definition an accented vowel (6.2) and a 
certain aeasure of Identification Is provided by the word or words with 
idilch It Is paired In rime. There are upwards of 12,000 rimes In Vesp. 
and between eight and ten times as many accented syllables. Strandberg's 
work must accordingly be considered as an extensive but selective samp
ling. Strandberg proceeds on the assunptlon that the dialect of the Vesp.
MS has long and short vowels and diphthongs and he works back to their OE,
ON and OF etyma.^ ^parently he sets up the vowels long and short —  

which the handbooks ordinarily ascribe to the Northern dialect of Middle 
English and than proceeds to Identify them. This Is adequate for a catalog 
and It Is productive of a relatively reliable statement when It Is conducted 
on as large a scale as Strandberg's Investigation Is.

^Strandberg cell* his thesis "a phonological and etymological. Investiga
tion. " One Is Inclined to question acme of his etymologies. Cf. the re
view of Strandberg's Rime Vowels, by Herbert Kalen In Englische Studlen,
LIX, 99.
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It is possible to determine from Rime Vowels that certain words 

are permitted to rime regularly while others are never rimed. Ordinarily 
it nay be assumed that accented final syllables ^Ich regularly rime have 
the AATne vowel phoneme. Since Vesp. is a continuation of an OE dialect, 
specifically ONorthumbrian, there must be demonstrable a regular corres
pondence between a given phoneme in Vesp. and one in OE.® The Vesp. dia
lect has moreover numerous ON borrowings® which have been adapted to the 
phonological system of the native dialect. There are also a substantial 
number of adaptations of the OF system^^ to the Vesp. dialect. In every 
instance it must be possible to demonstrate, or at least to suggest, the 
relationship of OE, ON or OF words to those In Vesp. in terms of the adap
tation of one sound system to another.

2.8. The present investigation assumes that both regular and 
occasional spellings In Vesp. are significant. O'jnsequently the spell
ings of occurrences of various phonemes have been checked not only against 
the comprehensive listings In Kaluza's Glossary, which Is virtually an In
dex verborum, but also against occasional spellings observed and catalogued 
in the course of several intensive readings of the entire Vesp. MS. One 
result of -che latter Is the Identification of a raising In the long vowels 
as a relatively early manifestation of the Great Vowel Shift (3.I8) and 
possibly also of the monophthonglzatIon of /al/ to /&/ (5*6)'

^ e  OE phonemes, although not Identified as such, are adapted from 
Eduard Slevers and Karl Brunner, AHegjg^^che (2nd ed.; Halle,
1951).®The sound system of ON used In this study Is based prlnmrlly on Adolf 
Noreen, Alfclslijndlaiche Grammatlk (4th ed. ; Halle, 192)); also on E. V. 
Gordon, An Introduction to Old Worse (London, 1949)*

ioThe sound system of ÜF used here Is based on M. K. Pope, Rggm 
to Modem Rrench (2nd ed. ; Manchester, 1952).
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2.9. The description of the vowels of unstressed syllables de

pends primarily on an accurate analysis of the metrical system of the Ow- 
sor and the manner in which the meter has been modified In Vesp. Qualita
tive identification of various etyma is relatively unimportant since all 
are merged into a single phoneme which frequently disappears altogether.

Since a preliminary survey indicated that certain recurring en
vironments appeared to correspond very regularly to unconventional proso
dic patterns, some 10,000 verses of Vesp. were minutely examined, supple
mented by a further survey of particular features at vss. 1-1000, 10000- 
11000 and 25000-26000. A number of phenomena were catalogued not only with 
regard to location by verse, but also with regard to the environment within 
the utterance. The purpose was to Isolate and classify all possible condi
tioning factors. The following were included; 1) "Syllabic" unstressed -e, 
and its possible morphological functions; 2) Unstressed final -1, and -u,
3) The suffixes -er, -el, -es, -ed and -en together with their variant spell* 
ings; 4) Metrical gaps (since these appeared to be especially regular fol
lowing certain words, a separate file was maintained for 3uH^ *^d
sulTk);5) Pretonic unstressed elements, both with regard to spelling vari
ations and loss; 6) Unconventionally spelled unstressed syllables.

Further a classification was made of all of the post-rlme ele
ments in the entire poem. These were arranged on the basis of spelling 
since there was no way of determining In advance whether these might be

considered to be syllabic or not.
2.10. The Vesp. scribe and earlier copyists did not merely 

transcribe, but also revised the material before them, thus one may an
ticipate oversights and overcorrections. Only rarely does it happen. If 
it occurs at all, that a given feature has been consistently changed
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throughout the poem. Consequently a quantitative statement Is given where 
the evidence points to, but does not conclusively Indicate, a certain de

velopment .
2.11. The description of the consonantal phonemes rests primar

ily on an examination of the spelling employed by the Vesp. scribe for the 
individual consonants. The operational assumption Is that this spelling 
is fundamentally regular and that there Is a one-to-one correspondence be
tween symbols and s o u n d s . T h e  procedure employed was that of extensive
ly cataloguing spellings to Indicate the distribution of each letter In the 
spelling. A table of correspondences was set up and checked against etymo
logical evidence to Indicate the specific letter used In a given environ
ment to Indicate a given sound.

In certain cases, where special problems were Involved requiring 
a quantitative statement, all occurrences of a particular word or form were 
listed. This was done, for example, with take and make (7«7)* All occur
rences of a the spelling for Vesp. jge (7*25), as well as of the verb thar 
'need' were net only noted, but were Individually examined on the micro
film of the Vesp. MS. Here a statement of relative frequencies would have 
been adequate^but actually It was possible to present a statement with no 
exceptions.

The entire poem was read several times In an effort to find #p- 
parently Irregular or unconventional spellings which would In turn point 
to developments concealed by the normal orthography. The mere fact of 
irregularity, however, was never sufficient to Impart significance, ftich

n'-gyabol” does not necessarily represent "letter." In Vesp. ^  re
presents a single sound just as much as ̂  does.
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irregularity had first of all to recur in either the same word, or pref
erably in analogous words. These irregularities then had to be covered 
by a generalization accounting for all or nearly all such deviations. 
Finally it was necessary to provide a check of some kind on the validity 
of the generalizations. For that reason rather frequent reference has 
been made to reverse spellings as an especially reliable kind of control.



III. LONG VOWELS
[OE had the following long vowels; /Î, ÿ, i, a,
Û, 5/. Except when shortened, OE /I, ê, a, û, o/ >
Veap. /Î, ê, 5, ü, 5/ respectively. OE /y/ > Vero.
/!/; OE (wS) = OAng /ê/ > Vesp. /ê/; OE /eo/
> Vesp. /e/. OE /œ^/ > Vesp. /e/ before voiced 
dentals, otherwise /^. In open syllables OE /l, 
ë, à, u, 6/ > Vesp. 7ç, â, 9, ç/ respectively;
OE /ÿ/ > Vesp. /f/. Subphonemic raising of long 
vowels occurs primarily before dentals. Mid and 
low vowels may be long before /id, nd, st/; before 
these clusters there is probable shortening of high 
vowels that were long in OE; before other clusters 
all vowels are short.]
3.1. In stressed syllables the dialect of the Vesp. MS has 

the following long vowels:
Î Û

ei. ow

The following regular and occasional spellings occur in Vesp.;
Usually Written Occasionally Written

/Î/ i wif 'wife' 742 11
Zai

wijf
wyde
said (3.18)

'wife 
'width' 
'side'

725
1676
23143

/?/ £ her 'here' 549 ei
ee
1

heir
sees
hire (3.18)

'here' 
'sees' 
'here'

3296
862
1626

/!/ £ bem 'beam' 9946 ei heite 'heat' 998

/a/ a mak 'make' 87 aa
ai
£

maa
laith
tene (3.18)

'more'
'harm'
'taken'

4690
2061
1823

/Û/ u
ii

abute
about

'about' 
'about'

995
677

ow
uu
o

now
buu
abote

'now'
'bow'
'about'

51
14496
192

IT
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/ô/ o do 'do' 113 00 doo 'do' 15305

“ FT olber 'other' 148)9
u stud (5.18) 'stood' 1853

/§/ £ chosin 'chosen' 713
3.2. The Vesp. scribe uses i fairly often as a "length nark" 

for vowels.  ̂ It is common with /i, ê/ (5*6) and also with /Î/ where it 
is written almost exclusively. With /o/ it occurs only in the words 
broiber, olber and noiber. These words are ordinarily written broker, 
ober and nober and it is not at all unlikely that the oi spellings are 
relics or borrowings from another dialect. If it is assumed that the 
diphthong /ai/ remains in Vesp.j^ as a "length mark" for /S/ Is rare.
It never occurs with /û/since this is indicated by ou. The spelling 
huited 15833 is irregular, indicating a raising to [u] of /ç/ (3*lS)*

3.3. The high front vowel /Î/ is written 1 or 2 ^ in an open 
syllable or before a single consonant.® It is occasionally written

Ü mIt is derived (a) from OE /I/ and /ÿ/,^ and (b) from OE /ij/ and/yj/.

^Jordan, op7 citT, pp. 12, 36.
PThe usual spelling is 1. The Vesp. scribe, however, occasionally 

uses ^ for i, and there are passages where the proportion of j['s is 
unexpectedly high. Among these are the Prologue and vss. 28078-28632.

®Although there are a number of exceptions, the Vesp. MS indicates 
a decided tendency toward using a double consonant to indicate that the 
preceding vowel is short. In the first 7000 verses, for instance, a 
spelling godd is used for 'God' 112 times, for 'good' twice, vss. 5070, 
5097, both of which may possibly be read as 'Ood.' The spelling grett 
'great', vss. 3967, 4)98, 5304, 5336, should also be noted.

‘‘strandberg, 0£. cit., p. 166: is often miswritten i in MS V,
e.g., wit (sb) is always written wijt." This is quite false. Wijt as 
both sb and vb does occur in Vesp., but is far from being regular. More
over there mmy be reason to question the assumption that it always had a 
short vowel.

®The symbol ^ Indicates the OE rounded front vowel.



(a)

(t)

1338 syth
867 hide 
6227 hij 
969 nine

'time'
'hide'
'hasten'
,9 .

1254 dri 'dry'

bide® (CE bîdan)
cri (OF crier)
mine (OE min)
forqui (OE -hwl)

bite
mine

qui
wise

(OE bitan)

(OE wis)
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(OE sib)
(OE hÿdan)
(OE higian)
(OE nigon)*’'
(OE dryge)

It is also derived (c) from ON /I/ and /ÿ/-®
(c) 8494 tite 'quickly' (OIc tit-t)®

21820 tine 'lose' (OIc tÿna)
It is also derived (d) from OF /i/.

(d) 12283 cri 'cry' (OF crier)
9068 avise 'advice' (OF avis)
In this dialect the rounded high front vowel, OE /ÿ/ or ON /y/,

coalesces with CE /Ï/. CE /î/ or /ÿ/ + OE /j/10 > /!/.
3.4. OF w e  Is are net contrasted as to length, and syllable-

final vowels are probably phonetically short, as in MnF. In ME dialects, 
''n the ether hand, vowels occurring in accented open syllables are regu
larly phonemically long. Accented OF vowels in open syllables are ren
dered in ME by Icng vowels, in ether words, they are phcnemicized as long 
vowels. Such a word as OF cri /kri/ appears in Vesp. as /kri/.

oThe colon is used in this study to indicate that two words rime, in 
this instance hide and bide. The verse number designates a p^icular 
couplet in which the given rime occurs. A complete listing of rime words 
t.as been nmde by Strandberg, but the rimes cited here may be regarded as
Typical.

^Jordan, op» cit., p. 110. y,®Perhaps ON /ig/ should be added. A single word, sto ladder 3779
(either OIc stigi or OE stige) is ascribed by Strandberg, oj>. cit., p. 
162, to an ON etymon. This is possible,* but not obligato^.

% e r e  OIc forms are presumably identical with, or differ in no sig
nificant respect from ON forms, attested OIc forms are regularly given
and identified as such. , ,loThe OE voiced palatal continuant (7.IO), vylously indicated by the
handbooks as etc., is indicated here as /j/*
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3,5. The close mid-front vowel /ê/ is written e in open sylla

bles or before a single consonant. It is also written ee_, or ̂ i« It is 

derived from several OE sources;
OE /ê/ (< Gmc /ê/)

11^5 here ’here’ (OE her)
OE /ê/ (< i-umlaut of Gmc /S/)

5637 fede ’feed’ (OE fêdan) : mede (OE mid)

OE /êo/ (< Gmc /eu/)
5I1II lede ’people’ (OE liod) : fede (OE fidan)

CAng /ê/ (< i-umlaut of /ia/ < Gmc /au/), by "smoothing."
6331 eke ’also' (OAng ic) ; seke (OE sican)

It is also derived from the following ON sources:

ON /e/

ON /^/
13800

ON /eu/
23899

sere ’several’ (OIc sir) : here (OE hiran)

fere ’healthy’ (OIc fcerr) : dere (OE deor)

mek ’meek’ (ON *m5uk-r)^^:eke
It is also derived from OF /e/ in accented open syllables :

I50U cite ’city’ (OF cite) : he (OE he)
Vesp. /ê/ is also derived from OAng /i/ (< Gmc /«/).^* This is indi

cated by the rimes.

iiFriit B,ifirlBMui7̂ candlnavian laan Words jji Wjdja ̂ gllgh (Halle: 
1900, 1902), II, 217. This gives 0. W. Scand. mjOkr as an etymon for 
ME meek. This form scarcely accounts for /f/in Vesp.

: Commonly abbreviated as/ê 7. , ««/-»/ ^4̂
:3strandberg, 2£. ^ . ,  pp. 101-3, 112, 125-7, 140-1. OE /&=/ did 

not occur of course before /n/.
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1746 dede * deed' (OAng dêd) ; lede

437 sele 'happiness'(OAng sil) : wele (OE wêl)
626 slepe 'sleep' (OAng slepan): kepe (OE cepan)

2152 3ere 'year* (OAng gêr) ; here
19921 strete 'street' (OAng strit); fete (OE fit)

Also riming with Vesp. /e/ are reflexes of OE /as/ (i-
umlaut of Gmc /ai/) but only when these occur before the voiced den-
tais /d/, /l/. /%/, /r/ . 15

2401 lede 'lead' (OE IS dan) ; fede (OE fidan)

1364 dele 'deal' (OE dæ 1) ; wele (OE wil)

9793 clene 'clean' (OE clœne) ; wene (OE wenan)

6882 lere 'teach' (OE lœ ran) ; here (OE hir)
It is also derived from OE /i/ lengthened in open syllables.

8291 seit 'sit* (ONth *sita): suete (OE swete)
3.7. Lengthening of vowels in open syllables is regular in 

Vesp.iG as it is generally in ME dialects; OE /ë/ > Vesp. /ê/, OE /&/ > 
Vesp. /a/, OE /Ô/ > Vesp. /ç/. In disyllabic words this lengthening oc
curred when the vowel of a stressed initial syllable was immediately fol
lowed by a single consonant plus a vocalic element. The time of this 
lengthening is ordinarily considered to be about the beginning of the 15th 
century in most dialects and during the 12th century in the North.

In the North the high front and high back vowels are also length
ened in open syllables. Jordan notes;

1 ♦Commonly abbreviated as/# y.
^^Strandberg, o^. cit., pp. IO3-5, 112, 119-20, 127-8. 
Jordan, op. cit., p. 4U-5»
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Spà’ter als die bisher betrachteten Dehnungen fètllt die von i > ç 
und u > ç in offener Silbe. Diese ist hauptsfichlich nSrdlich und 
fand im Norden im 13• Jahrh. statt.ie

A few rimes in Vesp. indicate lengthening of CE /î/ > Vesp. /e/ 
in open syllables. Among these are weit 'know' (OE witan): yelt 'yet'
(OE get) 1873;19 mikel 'much' (OE micel): seker 'certain' (OE sicor)
14066; heven 'heaven' (OE heofon); driuen 'driven* (OE drifen) 22109. 
Lengthening also appears in sete ’sit' (ONth *sita):^ fete 'feet' (OE
f?t) 14734; seit 'sit': suete 'sweet' (OE swete) 8291; sett 'sit':

I strete 'street' (OAng stret), mete 'mete' (OE mêtan) 15002; seit 'sit':
I 'know' 8359; OE /ÿ/ underwent the same ctiange following unrounding
I of the vowel: stere 'stir' (OE styrian): clere 'clear' (OF cler) 6055,
I here 'here' (OE her) 4959, 8229.

3.8. The open mid-front vowel /ë/ is written £ and occasion
ally el. It is derived (a) from OE /ë/ lengthened in open syllables,
(b) from OE /ia/, and (c) from OE /œ / (i-umlaut of Gmc /ai/)̂  except in 
occurrences before voiced dentals.

(a) 4910 stele ' steal' (OE stelan)

(b) 11228 beme 'beam' (OE beam)

(c) 10049 het 'heat' (OE hæ te) ; gret (OE grëat)

7166 res ’rush' (CE rœ s) : les (OE lias)

11221 reke 'attain' (ONth rœ ce) ! speke (OE specan)

J-Slbid, p. 46.
isRimes of wijt 'know': yeitt 'yet' 13082; yett; it 2OO53, seem to

contradict this. Dialect mixture is not at all improbable, considering 
the fact that only scant- information is available regarding the area in 
which OE /Ï/ > ME /ç/ occurred.

M)(if. Uno Lindelèf, Glossar zur altnordhumbrischen Evangelientfbersetz- 
ung (Helsinki, I897). Under sitta are given the spellings site, inp. sg.; 
8iteg (2), sites (2) pres. ind. 3d sg.; sitende (3), sitendum (1) pres. 
peu*t. Side by side with these are spellings with
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mes (OF mes)
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It la also derived (d) from ON /«/.

(d) 997 geite 'guard' (Ole gêbta) : heite (OE hœ te)
It is also derived from AN /e/ into which the following coalesced: (e)
OwF /e/ before /l/,®^ (f) OF /ai/,®® (g) OF /ei/.®®

(e) 4909 lele 'loyal' (AN leel) : stele
(f) 9625 pes 'peace' (OF pais)
(g) 12560 des 'dais' (OF deis)

3.9. The development of OE /œ / (i-umlaut of Gmc /ai/) > Vesp. 
/ê/ before voiced dentals side by side with a development of the same 
phoneme to Vesp. /ë/ in other environments is attested by scores of rimes. 
The rimes in Vesp., of course, are not necessarily those of gg. 1400, but 
of a. 1300. In other words, this contrast is a relatively early develop
ment. Evidently raising of these vowels takes place before dentals, a 
phenomenon which occurs again in a general raising of all long vowels in 
this dialect, (3.18) although at a somewhat later time.

3.10. The distinction the Cursor poet makes between del 'deal* 
(sb) and del 'deal' (vb), and also between red 'advice* and red 'speech' 
(sb) or 'tell' (vb) has been noted=^ but has not been satisfactorily ex
plained. Del (sb) is regularly rimed with wel 'well' 1364, I67O, 2428, 
9522, 10021, etc., the vowel being /ç/. Del (vb), on the other hand, is 
rimed with meles 'talk' (OIc miela) 12249, fele 'many' (OAng feola)
13467, mele 'meal' (OAng meolo) 4679 with what mist be considered /f/.
Both are obviously derived from the same root, going back to OE /# / 
(i-umlaut of Gmc /ai/) which before voiced dentals is /ê/ in Vesp. The

^^^ope, op. cit.T p. 440. 
g^Ibid. p. 4^37 
®^^id. p. 444. 
’̂♦âtrandberg, 0£. cit., p. xvi.

I
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environments of both are identicals The only possible explanation —  

structurally unsatisfactory though it may be —  is that /del/, side by 
side with /del/, represents a dialect mixture. It is quite apparent 
that raising of this OE vowel before voiced dentals occurred in a limited 
and unsatisfactorily defined area of Northern England. =5 Del (vb) is re
tained as a relic from an older dialect or borrowed from a neighboring 
one while del (sb) conforms to the phonemic pattern of the dialect. The 
contrast between red ’tell' and red 'advice' is essentially the same as 
that of del and del. It is possible that red 'tell' goes back to OE rS dan 
with ê (< Gmc /œ/), related to Goth, ga-rêdan while red 'advice' goes 
back to OE rœdan with /œ / (< i-umlaut of Gmc /ai/), related to Goth, 
ma-raidjan. Both of these would, of course, have /§/ before a voiced 
dental in Vesp., but may be differentiated in other dialects. Dialect 
mixture appears to be the only plausible explanation here also.

3.11. The low central vowel /â/ is written a, aa, and ai. It 
is derived (a) from OE /a/ and from OE /a/ in open syllables.

(a) 4569 ban 'bone' (OE ban)
7634 ban 'murderer' (OE bana)

It is also derived (b) from ON /a/, and from ON /&/ in open syllables;

(c) from OF (lat.) /a/.
(b) 4447 bath 'both' (OIc baSir)

3177 tak 'take' (OIc taka)

gsj. P. Oakden. A n -itérative Poetry in Middle English (Manchester, 1930), 
I, 23. "OE #  1 {VQmâ â) appears in ME as '#' or 'f —  The former is the 
Anglian development. Fogatscher, Ritter, Jordan and Brandi have all done 
valuable work with place-names on the basis of str&t-stret. From their 
work it would appear that the boundary line runs by the Severn Valley, S. 
War, Mid. Northants, Mid. Camb and N. W. Norfolk." This line runs some 
distance south of the presumed provenance of Vesp. The distance, however, 
may account for the paucity of variants of this kind in the Vesp. dialect.
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'blame' (OF blame)(c) 2475 blame

There is also a long vowel in tan 'taken' and made 'made' and other forms 
of these verbs. The long vowel is the result of lengthening in an open 
syllable (7*7) and not of contraction.®®

5.12. The high back vowel /u/ is written ordinarily u and ou; 
sometimes ow, im and £. It is derived (a) from OE /u/, /uw/ and /ug/.

(a) 192 hus 'house' (OE hus)

10371 tru 'believe' (OE truwian) : nu (OE nu)

12801 bu 'incline' (OE bügan) : nu

19949 forhu 'despise' (OE *forhugian): tru

It also occurs (b) in Vesp. ygw 'you' as a special development from OE

Sow.®*̂
(b) 5077 yow 'you' (OE eow) : now (OE nu)

It is also derived (c) from ON /u/, and (d) from ON /ug/.
(c) 6744

(d) 22566
bu
drune

'estate'
'drown'

(OIc bu) : cu (OE cu)
(ON "drugna)®® : dun (OE dun)

It is also derived (e) from OF /u/, (f) from OF /U/, and (g) from OF /Ui/.

(e) 10698 vou 'vow' (OF vou) : hu (OE hu)

(f) 11792 vertu 'virtue' (OF vertu) : tru

(«) 11884 trute ' trout '. (OF truite) : ute (OE ut)

geStrandberg, cit.. p. 71-5*
STAlthough rimes with OE -eow in final position y e  not uncommon in 

Vesp., only the pronoun yow (you, you) rimes with /3/. Furthermore, it 
is never rimed with Class II ablaut presents, or reduplicating class 
with ̂  preterits. This may be explained, not on the basis of different 
vowel quality, but simply the fact that the latter group incorporates 
the diphthong /iu/. In yaw this is . MnE you rimes equally well 
with few and who, but such a variation does not appear in the Cursor.
This may be a matter of convention. Luick suggests * "Ich glaube somit, 
dass wir von einem kombinatorischen lautwandel sprechen dürfen, der 
darin besteht, dass me. û nach Rslatalen mit den angegebenen Abstufungen, 
nicht *u [ou, au], sondern zu [iu] woraus spKter [iu] diphthongiert 
wurde." "Beitrage zur englischen Qrsmmatik," Anglia XLV, 173»

®®Bj8rkBmn, cit., p. I76: "Scand. Mrujna < Mrupna < dru^kna.
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3.13. OF had a rounded high, front vowel /a/ and a rounded high 

back vowel /u/. Although. OE made a similar differentiation, this was lost 
in the North and East Midland early in the ME period. Borrowings contain
ing either CF /ii/ cr /u/ in accented open syllables are regularly rimed 
with Vesp. /Û/. Rime evidence also shows that CF /ui/ is monophthongized 
to Vesp. /u/.®9 The Vesp. dialect has a diphthong /eu/ (5-H) but a re
flex of OF /u/ Is never rimed with this.

3.14. The close mid-back vowel /ô/ is written o, co, u and oi 
(3.2). It is derived (a) from OE /o/ and (b) from OE /u/ in open syllables.

(a) 1779 fota 'foot' (OE fôt)
(b) 7937 gome 'man' (OE guma) : dome (OE dom)

It is also derived (c) from Cu /ô/.
(c) 7CC crok 'crook' (OIc krokr) : bok (OE boc)

It is also derived (d) from CF (let.) /o/ in open accented syllables
(d) 12460 foie 'foci' (OF fôl) : scole (OE scôl)

3.15. The development of OE /u/ > Vesp. /5/ is indicated by a 
dozen or more rimes,^ Despite the fact that /u/ is regularly written 
with o preceding m, £, cr £,3i the gome; dome rime is not essentially an 
eye-rime. The o spelling is used before other consonants: wod (OE wudu) 
1727, and dor (OE duru) 1682. Moreover in Vesp, an £  spelling for /u/
Is not at all consistent before m, n, cr u. There are son, sun; love, 
luue; com, cum side by side in Vesp., indicating that both are current.

3.16. The open mid-front vowel /o/ is written o. It is de
rived from OE /o/ lengthened in open syllables,

?9Karl Brunner. Abriss der mittelenglischen Qrammatik (Halle, 1948), 
p. 31 ; Pope, C£. cit., 439-40.

3oStrandberg, op. cit., p. l8l-2.
siJordan, 0£. cit., p. 32,
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713 chosin 'chosen* (OE coren)

It is also derived from ON Joj lengthened in open syllables.
6278 score 'score' (CIc skora)

From rime evidence alone it is difficult to determine the quality of the
reflex of OF /o/. A few proper names are, it is true, rimed with words
containing /Ô/, as, Nachore; score 217I, Tlie vowel of laiole ' jail'
13174 is rimed with cole 'kill' for which Strandberg constructs OE 
*collan.3?

3.17. A rounded high-front vowel /ü/ is a regular development 
from /Ô/ in the Northern dialectsand it should be expected also in the 
Cursor. There is no unambigucus evidence, however, that such a vowel ac
tually occurs in the dialect. Where the rounded front vowel does appear
in other literary works in the North, it is ordinarily rimed with OF bor
rowings containing OF /ü/. In Vesp., however, OF /u/ does not rime with 
/c/ but with /û/ (3.12). ..

The rimes of the Vesp. MS, as has been observed, do not repre
sent the dialect of ça. l400, but of ca. I3OO, If at this time /g/ has
not appreciably developed in the direction of [ü], an OF /ü/ in borrow
ings must be paired with its nearest phonetic equivalent in the native 
dialect.

In the Additions there is one rime which seems to be exception
al:

27628 If %)ou be riche, l̂ou thane fortune ;
If J)ou be fair, it passes sone,

^^Strandbergj op. cit., p. 186-3. The NED does not commit itself.
33Jcrdan, 0£. cit., p. 77«
^Since Strauidberg carried his investigation only as far as vs. 24968, 

this rime was not considered.
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If /ç/ has been fronted, this is, of course, an acceptable rime. Fortune 
turns up in rime only once and only twice in the entire Vesp. suggesting 
that it may be a fairly recent borrowing which retains OF /ü/. Such an 
explanation rests on the assumption that the Additions are later material 
in which sound changes of more recent appearance may be indicated. This 
explanation will then also account for the o^ spellings which occur now 
and then (3.2). There is really no reason for post-dating the Additions 
except the fact that Edin., the manuscript commonly Judged to be the old
est, does not include them. Moreover, the assunption that the fortune: 
sone rime represents the true state of the rimes in Vesp. will demand a 
conpletely new explanation for the OF /if/ rimes. Finally, the occasional 
oi spellings occur only within a relatively restricted environment and 
are evidently a scribal peculiarity.

Since the fortune: sone rime occurs only in Vesp., one has to 
consider another possibility. There is abundant evidence to show a rais
ing of certain of the long vowels, particularly before dentals (3.I8).
It is possible that raising has proceeded far enough in Vesp. that sone 
has a [Û] vowel, making this rime acceptable.

The following rime should also be noted:
17389 Bot sua did noght >ir caitif luus

Sent in-to clinttes and in-to clous
Strandberg says that this "is to be interpreted as a rime Uu: This
rime is very instructive and worthy of attention, as it proves that OE
5 had passed into an ü-sound even before I3OO." He concludes that /§/
"was already modified into an ii-sound is shown by the above rime, which
cannot possibly be accounted for in any other way."®®

35Strandberg, og_. cit., p. 221.
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The last Is a rather sweeping statement. There seems to be no difficulty 
in the suggestion that joj may be raised to [û] and that this is an [uy] : 
[uu] rime. If other evidence were clear, this would be an instructive 
rime. Actually the origin of this word is obscure, the first NED citation 
being the one from Vesp. The etymon "cloras, which Strandberg gives, rests 
almost entirely on conjecture.

3.18. Occasional spellings, in either rimed or unrimed environ
ments, indicate that there is a raising of long vowels before dentals.®® 
Limitations of spelling obscure certain aspects of the change, as, for ex
ample, the probable raising of /ê/ to [ç], or /c/ to [ç]. It is conceiv
able that /û/ is diphthongized to [au] but such a change is impossible to 
identify because the cu spelling by which it would be indicated is already 
used for /ü/.

The following spellings are to be noted: ®"̂

Ill > [Î]
side 'seed' (OAng sed) 5230,3s 10261, 22875 (sede)
wide 'be angry' (OE wedan) 13975 (wede)
fite 'feet' (OE fêt) 6083 (fete)
file 'feel' (OE felan) 3693 (fele)
dide 'deed' (OAng did) 1085
quil 'wheel' (CE hwëol) 21279

asKington-bliphant, 02,. p. 397: "In the Cursor Mindi , it is
important to pay attention to the change in the sounds of the vowels: this 
change soon prevailed all over Northern England and Scotland; it made its 
way to London about the year I6OO, where it altered the sound, but not the 
spelling, of English words." Oliphant's evidence is mainly Impressionistic, 
but he is aware of this significant change.

37A number of the normal spellings are also given here and these appear 
in the right hand columm under each of the several headings.

®®Morris has 'corrected' this to seed.
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stile 'steel' (OAng stele) 7545
bine 'been' (OE bion) 13596
hir
hire

'here (OE her) 7812, 15981, 25914 
1626

Wynnes 'weens' (ONth *wenes) 7579

gli 'glee' (OE glêo) 3588
dipe 'deep' (OE deop) 9899, 21531
thife 'thief (OE àêof) 25783
mike ’meek' (ON *mëuk-r) 429939
> [ê]
tene ' taken ' (< OIc taka ) 1825
sten 'stone' (OE st5n)4i 3836
> [n]
stud 'stood' (OE stod) 1852, 1853, 26022
fud
fude

'food' (OE foda) 6594, 7560 
25285

gud 'good' (OE god) 25833
fludd 'flood' (OE flod) 1854
bout
boute
bute

'help' (OE bot) 2319
2318
5957, 21373, 23848

fut
fute

'foot' (OE fôt) 11976
4662

huited 'hooted' (OIc hota) 15833
dun 'done' (OE don) 7107, 8662, 12578,

(tan)
(stan)

(stod) 
(fode)

(gode)

look the possibility that the £  may be an anticipation of the vowels in 
the following words.

♦orphe OIc past participle was, of course, tekenn. The shortened past 
pairticiple frequently found in Vesp. is constructed on the infinitive- 
present form te which has a vowel lengthened in an open syllable (7«7)*

*^Strandberg, cit., p. 75•
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fune 'few' (OE hwon) 18246
foun 27864

boun 'prayer' (OIc bon) 13156
sune 'soon' (OE sona) 1388, 7108
sun 3045, 3418, 3623, 3639, 14672, 17413
dule 'dole' (OF doel) 23975
fule 'fool' (OF fol) 12089
foul 28

dus 'does' (ONth doas) 5208

pure 'poor' (OF pover) 28586
pur 6798
suth 'truth' (OE sôâ) 25836
south 777

buk 'book' (OE boc) 604l
dum 'doom' (OE dom) 8652
ew spellings appear to point to diphthongization of /Ï/ > [ai], also
narily before dentals:
said 'side' (OE side) 25143 (side)
wais 'wise' (CE wis) 13726
rais 'rise' (OE risan) 21985
ai*2 'I' (OE ic) 15314

The pattern of change is identical to that of the Great Vowel
Shift. Jespersen,'*® Luick,'** and Prins'*® assume that the shift was an

*^The verse reads: 'lauerd, it ai forbede. ' In Oîîttg the same passage 
reads: 'lauerd, i ai forbede.' Possibly a common original of the two
manuscripts manifested this change, but it is more probable that this was 
a scribal error which made no sense to the GiJttg scribe but which was rea
sonable to Vesp.

*®Otto Jespersen, Modern Englleb Grammar (Copenhagen, 1949) I, 232-3: 
"At which end of the series did the movement originate? Luick (Untersuch- 
ungen) ays that as /u*/ was diphthongized in those parts of the country 
only where /o*/ advanced to /u*/, the inference is conclusive that /u*/ 
was diphthongized on account of the advance of /o'/ to /u'/; /o'/ as it 
were drove away /u'/, and there is, thus, a causal nexus between the two
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independent sound change. The above evidence makes it clear that in its 
initial stages the shift must have been combinative, occurring before den
tals. Within a relatively short time, presumably, I'aising also began in 
other environments.

3-19» It is impossible, from rime evidence alone, to make a 
covering statement regarding the length of vowels before those homorganic 
consonant clusters before which at one time or another there was vocalic 
lengthening. Analysis rests on the necessarily circular examination of 
self-rimes, but wherever spelling evidence and morphological features pro
vide further clarification, these are considered.

3-20. In Vesp. some seven consonant clusters occur in final 
position with some regularity, thougti not with equal frequency. The

sound changes. Similarly . . .  he thinks the transition /e"/ > /i*/ 
the primary cliange which caused the diphthongization of /i*/. But the 
nexus may be equally well established the other way: after /i*/ and
/u-/ had been diphthongized, there was nothing to hinder /e*/ and /o*/ 
from moving upwards and becoming /i*/ and /u*/j where /u*/ subsisted,
/o*/ was not allowed to move upwards. And there is some, to my mind, 
conclusive evidence that the whole shift began at the upper end."

♦*Karl Luick, Ilistorische Grammatik der englischen Sprache (Leipzig, 
1914-40, pp. 554-5̂  "ber erste Impuls setzte bei me. ç und ç ein, in 
Wortern wie see, too, und bewirkte, dass sie zu den Votelextremen [I,
G] vorriickten. Der Wandel trat wahrscheinlich uberall ein, wo diese 
Laute vorhanden waren, also bei ê auf den ganzen Sprachgebiet, bei ç in 
denjenigen landesteilen, welche nicht zu Ende des 13.Jahrhunderts die 
Umbildung des ç zu einem ü-artigen laut mitgemacht hatten, also in al
ien sUdhumbrischen Gebieten ausser Ncrd-Iincolnshire, ferner im sUdlichen 
Yorkshire, lancashire und Süd-Cumberland. Dieser Zustand tritt in den 
lebenden Mundarten zum grossten teil noch unmittelbar zutage."

*®A. A. Prins, The Great Vowel Shift (Groningen,.1940), p. l6: "Van 
de a: is zonder meer duidelijk, dat wanneer deze tot œ : en e: wordt, 
wij hier met 'fronting' te maken hebben . . Doch ook de andere langen 
e:, e;, o:, o: worden, als men het nauwkeurig beschouwt, bij de versch- 
uiving zoal niet meer naar vcren geschoven dan vernauwd, dan toch zeker 
evenzeer in beide richtingen verschcven . . Voor de velare vocalen is 
dit minder gemakkelijk te ccnstateren, maar voor deze kunnen desnoods de 
overgangen verklaard worden uit hun articulatorische en acoustische sam- 
enhang met de bijbehorende palatalen." Prins' theory is generally far 
from convincing.
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cluster /mb/ appears in just one rims, while /id/ and,-nd/ aure extremely 
common. The ether clusters are /ng/, /at/, /rd/, and /rn/.

3.pi. The /ng/ cluster is prehahly preceded by a short vowel. 
Rimes of breng: leng*® 21;8-; king; ming (ordinarily meng in Vesp.)

dughti-thingi leng*"̂ 818I are examples cf rimes of reflexes of OE 
,yy ; Qg jaj -t- :.flsal — ccnscnant (1.2 ). Such rimes are possible only if 
ohe vowels are short. Himes with -ang are regularly derived from OE or 
:N , a/ f /ng/. The quantity is indicated in two occurrences of assonance: 
lang; -long': land 'land' 2491; and strang 'strong': land 2595» 
probably has a short vowel (5.26). The quantity of the vowel in hteg^d 
■hanging': thrang 'throng' 11"04 is not clear.Cross-rimes with 
Strang and larges show that all -ang rimes have /&/• There are only 
three -eng rimes in Vesp.5= Clearly falling together with -ing,rimes 
are leng: meng 192'71, 19875. There is also a rime cf geing 'conpany'
; :Z genge): weing 'wing' (ON vœngr) I83OI. Gin^ so spelled, rimes with 
kin^ 6125, showing that the vowel is short. The el spelling®^ nay be a

relic cf an earlier long vowel.
3,22. The /rd/ cluster is also presumably preceded by a short

vcvel. There are three coiplets in which cart 'part' (OF parte) is rimed
with -ard; hiderward 261, eftervard 21615, bastard 502?. Strandberg®2

■isStrandberg, 0£. cit., p. 87-9-

vcwel, simply omits it.
=®Ibid..p. 90.
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cluster /mb/ appears in just one rime, while /id/ and/nd/ are extremely 
common. The other clusters are /ng/, /st/, /rd/, and /rn/.

Ï5.21. The /ng/ cluster is probably preceded by a short vowel. 
Rimes of breng; leng^® 21587; king; ming (ordinarily meng in Vesp.)
7455; dughti-thing: leng*^ 818I are examples cf rimes of reflexes of OE 
/Ï/ : OE /ë/ + nasal + consonant (4.2). Such rimes are possible only if 
the vowels are short. Rimes with -ang are regularly derived from OE or 
ON /à/ + /ng/. The quantity is indicated in two occurrences of assonance: 
lang; 'long': land 'land* 2491; and strang 'strong': land 2595. Land 
probably has a short vowel ( 5-26). The qiuintity cf the vowel in hingand 
'hanging': thrang 'throng' 15704 is not clear.*® Cross-rimes with 
string and lang*® show that all -ang rimes have /&/. There sure only 
three -eng rimes in Vesp.®® Clearly falling together with -ing rimes 
are leng: meng 192'71, 19875* There is also a rime of geing 'coapany'
(OE genge): weing 'wing' (ON vœngr) 183OI. Ging, so spelled, rimes with 
kinp 6125, showing that the vowel is short. The ei spelling®^ amy be a 
relic of an earlier long vowel.

3.22. The /rd/ cluster is also presumably preceded by a short 
vowel. There are three couplets in which part 'part' (OF parte) is rimed 
with -ard: hiderward 26l, eftervard 21613, bastard 5027. Strandbergse

♦QBoth Frf. and CK5tt. recast this couplet.
♦^Strandberg, o£. cit., p. 173, observes that leng occurs only in Vesp. 
*®Phis may be an error by an earlier copyist: hingand for hjmg_. 
♦sStrandberg, C£. ait., p. 87-9. 
soThere is also one in Edin.: vs. 24050.
siin the same passage with the spelling ging 6126 occurs a spelling 

geing 6119. The verse reads 'î»t o t>at geing left he nan.' One may 
venture a guess that the original had jgnge cr ginge, but that the Vesp. 
scribe, who regards final -£ primarily as a length mark for a preceding 
vowel, simply omits it.

®glbid.,p. 90.
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callfl these assonantal rimes. In this cluster in final position /d/ has 
a voiceless variant [d] (7.11), which seems to be what the scribe is try
ing to indicate with the spelling of partd 3028, in this case an inverted 
spelling. Since OE /ë/ + /r/ > Vesp. /a/ (4.6), we may also assume that 
/&/ occurs in words like herd 'hard' l4904, 1918I, 19378, 19483, 21345, 
23735; orcherd 'orchard' 11696. The a spelling is even ncre common in 
words like fard 'fared' 2820, 12763, 24885; misfard 866; ansuard 'answered' 
1504, 1735, 4143, 13887, 19665; warld 'w-rld' 91* This vowel is also short. 
The -ord ending appears in cnly a few words, and although it is derived 
from both OE and OF sources, there is only me instance in which an OE emd 
an OF word are rimed; word: ccmfortd (sb) 7817* The vowel of comfortd 
is certainly short and the rime word: fcrtd 'forth' IIO83 also shows that 
the vowel is short. Word is cross-rimed in all the other couplets.

3.23. The -era ending is consistently written a in 23 couplets, 
the OE /ë/ + /r/>Vesp. /â/ development, occurring here also. From the rimes 
alone Strandberg hesitates to make a decisionss but this development pre
cludes the possibility that the vowel may be long before /rn/. There are 
only a few -urn words, all of which rime with turn or skurn 'hesitate,' 
making /ü/ certain here.

3.24. Evidence of Vesp. rimes and spellings indicates that 
both long and short vowels occur before /st/. The -ast rimes include

» ghost’ and mast 'most', both of which had OE /â/. They are regu
larly interrimed and rime with hast 'haste' an OF borrowing.®* But gast 
also rimes with fast 'fasted' (OE fæstte) 169, and mast rimes with last 
'last' (OE laetest) 22231, 22259*®̂  Hast is rarely written with final

53ibid., p. 91. After giving arguments for both long and short vowels, 
he concludes, "We cannot state any certain results."

5*Ibid. p. 91-2.
®®9Sese rimes were overlooked by Strandberg.
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-e, "a length mark", perhaps indicating that the scribe's dialect has a 
short vowel here. Actually there is no clear signal regarding vocalic 
length of a before A few rimes which have -est spellings are dif
ferentiated into /ë/ and /f/ rimes. Those with breist 'breast'; nelst 
•next' 12709: prist 'priest' I2896, 17721, 26IO8, undoubtedly have /ë/.
The consistency of the e^ spelling points to this, as does the spelling 
prist in several rimes. This also occurs in non-rime environments and 
is probably an instance of raising of the vowel before a dental (?.l8). 
There are moreover couplets in which reflexes of OF /e/, OE /ëa/, and 
OE /œ / (< Gmc /£/) are interrimed before /st/, for example, lest (OE 
list): best (OF beste) 166O, 6OO3, 6739 , 6773- The spelling beist 
which occurs in 6OO3, 6773 may be orthographic to avoid confusion with 
test 'best.' Best 'beast' also rimes with -est cf superlatives 737,
5955, 6039, 22207.®® It is possible that est 'east' and lest 'least' are 
rimed with either a short cr long vowel —  est: mightiest 3383 beside est: 
test 'best' 2473; lest: yongest 4849 beside lest: west 2119» Nearly all 
of the rimes in -1st have the name Chrls£ or Crist 'Christ' which in OE 
has /I/. Such rimes as those with the weak preterite wist 'knew' (OE 
wiste) 8923, 11463, I3612, 14028, etc., however, point to /Ï/ before /at/ 
in the Vesp. dialect.

®®Ibid.,p. 140: "Note. The rimes point to short e_ in the following
, cases:

befl^st s. : brest s. [OE brêost] 893
: e(l)st adj. [OAngl est, Orrm. has esste] 36IO."

It is difficult to follow this argument. The evidence does not indicate 
a regular rime, but /$/ ; l\l which is occasionally permitted by the 
Cursor poet.
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3*23. Evidence also indicates that Vesp. has both long and 
short vowels before /id/. Spellings like taald 'told' 8765, ’cold
15910, unbaald 'unbold' 15914 are clearly indicative of a long vowel.
Some other spellings seem Just as positively to indicate a short vowel: 
alld 'old' 12578, 23873; valid 'yielded' 12329; calld 'called' 265I,
23131. The preterite and past participle cf call (ON kalla) rime, for 
instance, with bald 'hold' IO263, 10741, 23195; with tald 'told' 319,
5455. Paid 'called' undoubtedly has /&/ and hald and tald quite prob
ably have /&/ too. Caald 'cold' and calld 'called' represent a contrast 
of /â/ and /à/. Since hald. tald, and perhaps a few more words in -ald®7 
rime with either of these words, it must be concluded that some words 
have /£/ before /id/, others have /a/J and still ethers have either. There 
is an analogous situation in the words with -eld. Rimes and spellings, 
for exanple, in eild 'age' (4.5): weild 'control’ 585, 10327, 10893 make 
it clear that /?/ occurs here. The vowel /ë/ is also possible before /id/ 
in the preterits and past participles rf weak verbs, and the spelling 
feldd 'felled' 17461 seems to be an attempt to indicate it. A single pre
terit, beheld or beheild has double forms, riming with either /ê/ or /e/.®s 
In nearly all of the -ild rimes child (OE cild) occurs as one of the rime- 
words. The quantity of the vowel is uncertain. Although it may have been 
lengthened earlier to /I/ before /id/, this cannot be proved. The spell
ing chilld 'child' 25959 points to /ï/. On the other hand a child; wijld 
'willed' rime 11293 nay indicate /I/. Strandberg dismisses the spelling 
of wijld as incorrect®s but the IJ spelling may be an attempt to compro
mise . There are only four rimes with -old and no inferences are possible.

57Ibid., pp. 7̂ -81. 
sQIbid.. pp. 115-6. 
5®tbld., p. 166.
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3.26. Rimes with -and contrast /â/ and /a/ in a limited number 

of words. Strandberg catalogues the following rimes:®® faand 'tempt': 
sand 'message' 5769, 6009, seand 24795; saand 'message': faand 'tempt'
3953, 7459, fand 14846, faand 'temptation' 711, land 5099, 5055; aand 
'breath': faand 'tempt' 541; waand 'hesitation' 8465* All of these, with
the possible exception of land, have /â/. These in turn rime with the 
-and of present participles in which half-stress normally occurs. In all 
probability the vowel is short. It should be noted that the -and of pres
ent participles rimes with words like seruand 'servant' (OF servant)31l8,®i 
5883. In addition it is probable that a few words like hand and land may 
have either /£/ or /S/. A few words with /£/ may be relics.®* The vowel 
/e/ before /nd/ may be either long or short. Spellings like freind 'friend' 
(OE frSonde): heinde 'gracious' (OE gehende) 13388, I3868 point to /|/ be
fore /nd/. There are also evidences in ̂  spellings: hind 2337, 2539» wind
'go' 24777, in which /ç/ is raised to [Ï].®® Preterits and past participles 
of weak verbs are crossrimed and themselves rime with a limited group of 
words including OF borrowings, for instance, descend; kend 22639; mend: 
blend 18841. These words have /ë/. The distinction is apparent in Strand
berg 's cataloguing.®* A few words, as freind. heind, sceind 'dishonor,' 
wend, are rimed in both lists and may have either long or short vowels.

"®Ibld..pp. 81-3.®iThe possibility of an internal rime raises an interesting question:
3117 Herkens o godd ^at all weldand/ Hew he wald faand his lei seruand.

®*Barth, on. cit., p. 14. Aand 'breath' appears in V, 0 and T; p. 30, 
waand 'hesitation'appears in V and G, is changed in T. These words ap
pear to be current only in the North.

®®Phls ZDfliy b6 raising befor© a dental ( l8)̂  assuming that the vowel 
is long. It may also be /e/ > /i/ before /n/ + consonant (4.2). In this 
case the vowel must be short.

®*Strandberg, gg. cit.. pp. 121-4.
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Llttle can be stated about -Ind rimes without circularity. A rime find 
'find': brind 'burned' 9205, may have a short vcwel, but there is no
certain evidence to support this. In the -und rimes the word grund 
'ground' is rimed with stund 'stunned' 12279, 12962, 22481. A spelling 
stunt occurs in one rime, 19613, indicating that the vowel is /Ü/. Grund 
is crossrimed with most of the other words in -und. Nothing can be con
cluded regarding bunden: funden 8825, 11253, 12117- The same is true of 
under: wunder 377, 6595, 8259, 8897 and ether rimes of this group.

3.27. The following are apparent; 1) Leng vowels may occur be
fore /st/, /id/ and /nd/; 2 ) Only /ë/, /ë/ and /â/ can be shown to be long 
in these environments. Occurrences of several ether vowels are either 
rare or non-existent. Before the clusters /st/, /id/ and /nd/ the Vesp. 
dialect has no long high front or long high back vowel, but does have long 
mid or low vowels. Gold 'gold' I3265, 21317, 22178, 23862 probably has a 
long vowel, although neither rimes ncr spelling indicate it; 3) A nuibber 
of words have two forms, one with a long vowel, the other with a short 
vowel, probably as the result of dialect mixture. Little reliable evi
dence exists regarding lengthening and shortening before clusters in ME 
and there is every possibility cf a mixture in such a dialect as that of 

the Vesp. MS.



IV. SHORT VOWELS
[OE had the following short vowels : /Ï”, y, ë, a, u, o/.
OE /Ï, y/ > Vesp. /Ï/; OE /ë/ + /n/ + cons., + velar, + 
labial, after /g, j/ and before dental > Vesp. /i/, other
wise /ë/; OE /a/ + yi/ + cons, i-umlauted > Vesp. /e/, 
otherwise /S/; OE /ë, eo/ + /r/ > Ves^. /a/; OE /G, 0/ >
Vesp. /u, ë/. When shortened OE /I, y/ > Vesp. /ï/, OE 
/ê, â, û, 5/ > Vesp. /ë, a, u, ë/ respectively; OE /œ , 
êo, êa/ > Vesp. /ë/.]
k.l. in stressed syllables the dialect of the Vesp. MS has the

following short vowels:
i u
e o

a
4,2. The high front vowel /tj is written i, or ^ and is derived

(a) from OE /3(/ and /y/, (b) from OE /Î/ and /y/ when shortened, (c) from 
OE /ë/ aftir /g/ or y V  and before a dental, i (d) OE /ë/ before /n/ + con- 
sonant,*(e) OE /e/ + velar consonant,® (f) OE /e/ + labial consonant.*

(a) 2460 win 'win' (OE winnan)

4251 did 'did' (OE dyde)

(b) 13352 bitidd 'happened' (OE getidde)

9279 hid 'hid' (OE hÿdde)

(c) 7462 togidder® 'together* (ONth togedre)

795 yitt 'yet' (ONth gett)

(d) 23236 hint 'sieze' (OE hentan)

fJordan, op. cit7, p. 54*
*Ibid.
^Ibid., p. 55*
*Ibîd.
®ÿhis is rimed with bidder (OE hider)

39
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(e) 233 Inglls ‘English’ (OE englisc)
(f) 6754 thift® 'theft' (OE Heft)

It is also derived (g) from ON /Ï/ and /y/, and (h) from ON /I/ and /ÿ/ 

when shortened.
(g) 7157 rin

1081 dil
(h) 19093 nltt

1587 tint

(ON rinna) 
(OIc dylja) 
(OIc nltta)"̂  

(< OIc tÿna)

'run'
'conceal'
'denied'
'lost'

It is also derived (i) from CF /i/ when shortened (3*4).
(i) 21431 unquitt 'unpaid' (< OF quiter)

4.3. The development of OE /S/ > Vesp. /ï/ before a velar falls 
together with a number of occurrences of a long or short front vowel in OE 
or ON before /ht/ or /ht/ which become Vesp. /Iht/ = [ïxtj. Vesp. /ïht/ 
is derived (j) from OAng® /Î/ + /ht/, (k) from OAng /e/ + /ht/, /ê/ + /ht/, 
(1) from OAng /ÿ/ + /ht/, (m) from ON /I/ + /bt/, /œ / + /ht/*

(j) 8396 plight 'guilt' (OE pliht)
8207 light 'lighten' (OAng llhtan)®

(OAng neht)iO(k) 8545 night
3286 hight 
704 light 
2272 hight

'night'
'promised' (CE hêht)
'light‘ (ONth lêht)
'height* (OAng hehto)

®Jordan, 0£. cit., p. 55*
TNoreen, op. cit., p. 195* . ,  ̂^^or the sake of convenience these are simply listed as OAng.
®"Eine Sonderentwicklung trat im Anglischen vor Palatalen ein, die 

bei der LKnge vBllig deutlich ist und zu i. ftihrte . . . llhtan, liacan 
'leuchten.'" Luick. Historische ^ a m t i k ,  p. 178.

loStrandberg, op. cit., p. 4l, suggests ON /e/ + for s l ^ t ,
4562, 9887, 9975, l884o7 setting up ON *slehtr > 01= slettr. There is 
an OE sliht, cited once in Bosworth and Toller, ^  Anglç-Saron lection* 
ary (London, 1898), and also mentioned by Holthausen, Altengllsches 
logisches WBrterbuch (Heidelberg, 1934).
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(1) 621 flight 'flight' (OE flyht)
(m) 6952 wight 'strong' (OIc vîg-r)

6662 slight ' sleight ' (OIc slce^)
The forms maledight 'cursed' 2478, and henedlght 'blessed'

18705 turn up with some regularity, also as rimes with words of the above 
groups.These two words represent a relatively early adaptation of a 
Latin consonant cluster to the English sound system, that is, lat. /kt/
> OE /ht/ ■ [xt]. The same development appears in dight 'prepared' (OE 
dihted < Lat. dictum) II887.

The spelling of -ight in Vesp. is relatively consistent. Higt 
'promise' 215O7 rimes with night and is clearly a scribal error. Hiht 
5723 is an editorial insertion from 08tt. Occasional alternations in 
Spelling between -gh- and or -th- indicate that -gh- was not singly a 
"length mark" for the preceding vowel, but a fricative, in this environ
ment [x], the velar allophone of Vesp. /h/ (7*20). Among such spellings 
are: tifted - t i g h t 'disposed* 19425, tift I76I, 5089; knytht - knight 
'knight' 2135, knitht 12898. Inverted spellings include light ■ lift 
'sky'13 257I; night - pith 'pith' 18175.

The vowel of Vesp. /ïht/ is regularly short as the rimes indi
cate. In the dialects where the velar allophone of OE /h/ is lost, there 
is compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel.1*

^ ^tbid.. p. 3̂ .i*Hune. Cursor Studies, p. l67*-8*. Hupe engages in an involved dis
cussion about^Stt and tight which he imagined the Vesp. scribe had con
fused with eacHoroer. Monris, Areface to Cursor Hindi, p. xxii, fails 
to support this argument.

i?The verse reads: "%)an stems on light and sand in see," that is,
'stars in the sky, ' Another reading is possible, namely, " • • stems 
0 light . meaning, 'stars of light,' or possibly, 'stars alight.' In 
any case there is evident a confusion between [x] and [fl* 

iVordan., cit.. p. 25O.
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The development of OE /ë/ > Vesp. /Ï/, particularly before cer
tain consonants, is indicated by a number of rimesi® and it is possible, 
though by no means certain, that some instances of this change eire con
cealed under conventional spellings. A rime like scrift; eft 26402 nay 
be an /ï/ : /Ï/ rime, but eft is ordinarily rimed with left, which does 
not appear to be confused by the scribe with lift as it should be if /e/ 
before /ft/ regularly develops to Vesp. /i/. Nothing certain can be con
cluded.

4,4. The mid-front vowel /ë/ is written e. It is derived (a) 
from OE /ë/.

(a) 1311 tell 'tell' (OE tellan)
It is also derived as a result of the shortening of the following; (b) 
OE /i/; (c) OE /œ V; (<̂) OAng /i/ji® (e) the diphthongs /êo/ and /ëa/;

(OE bedd)
(f) Gmc /œ / + /l/ + consonant, by i/j-mutation.

(b) 3722 fedd 'fed' (OE fidde) : bedd

(c) 2549 ledd •led' (CE lœ dde) : bedd

(1) 4360 dredd 'dreaded' (OAng dridde): bedd

(e) 503 fell 'fell' (OE fioll)
3754 reft 'robbed' (OE rêafoie)

(f) 2043 elder 'older' (OAng flcldra, eldra)
It also occurs in ordinarily ’.inaccented words when these are in accented 
positions:

1021 es 'is' (OE is)
It is also derived (g) from ON /ë/, and (h) from ON /œ / when shortened.

f®Strandberg, op. cit., p. 44.
^®Ibid, p. 20.
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(g) 2327 neuen ’name* (OIc nefna)
(h) 1067 melt 'spoke* (Olcmœlti)

It Is also derived (i) from OF (lat.) /e/.
(i) 6469 dett 'debt' (OF dette)

4.5. It is apparent that both OE /ë/ from whatever source and 
OE / œ / are shortened to Vesp. /e/. The diphthongs OE /êo/ and /ëa/ which 
normally give Vesp. /ë/ and /ë/ respectively, give Vesp. /ë/ when shortened.

Some uncertainty exists with respect to words like heuen. seuen, 
elleuen, euen.iv There may be lengthening of the vowel in open syllables, 
giving /e/j or there may be a regular shortening, also in words which had 
an OE long vowel, as neuer ( OE nœfre).

A few words, particularly wes and es, ordinarily occur in unac
cented surroundings and the vowel is presumably [©]. Rime evidence points 
to the probability that in accented surroundings this vowel becomes phon
emic i zed as a mid-front vowel /e/ and as a result there are possible such 
rimes as es 'is'; gress 'grass' 24475; wes (spelled was); gress 2845; 
moneth 'month'; Elizabeth 10997* Ou the other hand, there are also the 
rimes es_ 'is': blis 'bliss ' 25762; or e£: o-mis 'amiss ' 25974,1® which
offer the doubtful possibility that phonemicization as /ï/ also occurs. 
Actually rimes of e£ with /ë/ are quite common in Vesp. and may be con
sidered acceptable. Rimes with /!/ are apparently impure.

There is a single rime: mell 'mallet' (OF mail): fell 'cruel'
(OE fel) 23239. Regarding this Strandberg remarks:

î Ibid.. p. 2é.
3 arphese rimes do not occur in Strandberg ' s Rime Vowels ■
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This is an interesting rime, as it shows the quality of 
che vowel a in the northern dialects compared with the more 
palatalized sound of a in the southern regions. Where this 
OF word aaÜI < lat maTleum was represented by mall. Thus 
the palatalized OF a was rendered in the south by a but in 
the north by e. That proves that the southern a was more 
or less ’fronted' and the northern a a more back vowel.

Whether this can be gathered from a single rime is open to some question.
It is also to be noted that Gmc /as / + /l/ + consonant with i/j- 

matation in this dialect very consistently gives /ë/. 20 This is length
ened before /id/ in the substantive eld 'age' 3556 (3»25)« The positive 
degree of the adjective appears as aid II7, or as old 3507-

4.6. The low central vowel /a/ is written a. It is derived from 
Gmc /ae/ which in OS has several positional variants, These coalesce into 
Vesp. pLj* The allophones of OE /* / are as follows: (a) [a] before a
nasal; (b) [a] before /l/ + consonant, except /d/jsi (c) [a] or [æo], 
written ea, before /r/ + consonant; (d) otherwise [ae ].2s

(a) 360 m m  ’man’ (OE mann)
(b) 538 all ’all’ (OAng all)
(c) 3185 arm ’aurm’ (OE e(arm)®®
(d) 972 smal ’small’ (OE smael)

1 ̂ètrandberg. op. cit., p. I8.
fioEilert Ekwall, Contributions tothe History of Old English Dialects, 

p. 64: "OE SB before ̂  + consonant does not denote exactly the same sound
in West Mercian and inTother Anglian texts. West Mertlan ae denotes a real 
[ae ] \diich became ME a. In other Anglian texts ae denotes an open e sound, 
something like [e] which was distinct from e in set and ae in h# tt, yet 
sufficiently like the latter to be usually written ggi ; this open e was later 
on merged with the e-sound pronounced in OE bed, fell. Occasionally this 
open e sound was wrTtten e (OE wella, fellan, etc. )

siluick, cit.. p. î)*3: "Vor langem 1 und 1 + Kbns. ist in den en-
glischen Dialekten Urengl. ae durchaus zu a geworden." Before /id/ the Vesp. 
dialect has /fi/ (3.25).

esin addition to these there is, of course, OE /• / + consonant + back 
vowel > /&/ which becmnes /&/ through lengthening in an open syllable.

s®Sievers-Brunner, cit., p. 56.
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It is also derived (e) from OE /e/ or /eo/ + /r/
(e) 112 ware 'work' (OAng were)

506 farr 'far' (OE feorr)
It is also derived (f) from OE /a/ and / œ /24 and (g) from ON /a/ and / œ /  
when these are shortened.

(f) 22232 mast 'most' (ONth mast)
1557 last 'endure' (OE lœ Stan)

(e) 18075 blast 'blast' (OIc blâstr)
9748 thral 'thrall' (Ole prœ 11)

It is also derived (h) from OE /â/, /œ / + /ht/.
(h) 6719 aght 'owed' (OE âhte)

22679 maght 'might' (sb)(OAng mœ ht)
1461 aght '8' (ONth œhto)
5962 raght 'extended' ( OE ræ hte )

It is also derived (i) from ON /a/, and (j) from

(1) 267 call 'call' (ON kalia)

(j) 7654 saght 'reconciled'(ON *saht-)
It is also derived (k) from OF /a/.

(k) 6581 fais 'false' (OF fais)
4.7* The spelling of Vesp. gives evidence of a development of 

OE /ei/> Vesp. /ar/.26 All of the rimes are, of course, self-rimes, con
sequently no clear conclusion is possible. Words like ware and farr 
(4.6) also appear with 2 spellings. A few words erne never spelled with

P4QE /æ 1/. last (OE Iflestan) is written with e, but only in Eding 
and possibly in G^tt., since it rimes with brest, and only in a single 
rime, vs. 22553. Here Vesp. and Prf. have /a/. This is an instance of 
dialect mixture. Cf. Jordan, 0£. cit., 72-3»

25Cf. BjSrkmn, o£. cit., p. 84.
Jordan, o£. clt., pp. 232-3»
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e,?7 particularly native words in which /r/ is followed by a labial. Two 
spellings may appear for a reflex of Gmc /sc/, for instance, barn IO5I 
bern T 'child' (OE beam); hard 12761 herd 906, 9326 'hard' (OE heard); 
farli 4265 fv/ferli 5469 'wonderful' (OE fee gçr +lice). The frequency of 
e spellings can be esqjlained as a persistence of traditional spelling 
forms in this dialect. Since the er spelling in Vesp. quite regularly 
indicates /ar/, there are likewise double spellings of OF borrowings, both 
of those with historical OF /er/ and with OF /ar/, parel 24852 ^peril 
4050 'peril' (OF peril); parson 28l45 ̂  per sun 19944 'person' (OF person); 
barbicans 9903/v> berbikans IOO55 'barbicans ' (OF barbacana); charité 52 

cherite 10045 'charity' (OF charité); marbul 8288~  merbul 1534 'marble' 
(OF marbre).

4 .8. The high back vowel /u/ is written u and o.s® It is de
rived (a) from OE /u/, and OE /u/ when shortened.

(a) 22027 sum 'one' (OE sum)
9110 dust 'dust' (OE dust)29

It is also derived (b) from ON /u/
(b) 2300 runnen 'run' (OIc runnimi)

It is also derived (c) from OF (lat.) /u/.
(c) 19517 Magus 'Magus' (lat. Magus)

The words in the last group are entirely from lat. sources and very lit
tle can be concluded. There are either self-rimes with lat. words or 
with us and bus, both of which are commonly inter-rimed. It Is clear

27strandberg missed this point and set np two lists of rime vowels.
On. cit., pp. 5» 12.

28Luick, OP. cit.. pp. 85-4.^9The rimes are very infrequent —  only three in all. Of. Strandberg, 
op. cit., p. 49.
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that ̂ us (OE tnis) has a short vowel. The pronoun us (OE us), with which 
it rimes, also has /ù/ since it ordinarily occurs in unaccented surround

ings.
4 .9. The mid-back vowel J'6J is written o. It is derived (a) 

from OE and from OE /5/ when shortened.
(a) 1341 toppe 'top’ (OE topp)

23457 soft 'soft' (OE sôfte)
It is also derived (b) from OE /o/ before /ht/ (4.3).

(b) 4623 boght 'bought' (OE bohte)
4240 broght 'brought' (OE brôhte)

It is also derived (c) from ON /6/ and (d) from ON JoJ before

'on high' (OIc lopt) 
'sickness' (ON *soht)

/ht/.
(c) 532 loft

(d) 14157 soght
It is also

(e) 2457 sot 'sot' (OF sot)



V. DIPHTHONGS
[OE, C^ng /§/ +/j/ > Vesp. /ei/; OE /ë, à  / + / V  • 
Zero, /ai/; OE /a/ + /gA /aw/ > Vesp. Au/; OE /o, 
f fzjf /5vy > Vesp. /oiy; OE /S, êa, êo/ + /w/ > Vesp. 
/eu/; OF /oi/ > Vesp. /oi/.]
5.1. In stressed syllables the dialect of the Vesp. MS has the 

following diphthongs:
ei ai oi
eu au ou
5.2. The diphthong /ei/ is written e^ or and is derived (a) 

from OE /i/ or OAng /ê/ + /j/.
(a) 952 dei 'die' (OE *degan)

25621 flei 'fly' (OAng flegan)
It is also derived (b) from ON /oe/ + /g/.

(b) 4312 slei 'sly' (OIc slœgr)
5.3. The diphthong /ai/ is written ai or aĝ  and occasionally 

ei or ey. It is derived (a) from OE /& / and /è/ + /j/.
(a) 510 day 'day' (OE dae g)

402 clai 'clay' (OE elm g)
1765 rain 'rain' (OE regn)

It is also derived (b) from ON /ei/; (c) from ON /y/; (d) from ON /eg/;
(e) from ON /eig/.

(b) 1708 graid 'prepared* (OIc greidd-)
(c) 1549 lain 'conceal' (OIc lyna)i

i^jhrknan. o p . cit., p. 67: "M. E. lelnen. lainen 'to hide, conceal'
(0. Scand. lyna 'to hide, conceal'), lAich, as far as the form goes, c^- 
not be discriminated from the related native leinen. lainen 'to deny' <
OE (Angl.) li^nian 'to deny'; , . . . But the unmistakable Scand. sense 
'to hide' proves, in many cases, Rcand. origin.”

48
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(d) 12401 gain ’'befit* (Ole gegna)
(e) Il8l4 lai 'reward* (OWN leiga)2

It is also derived (f) from OF /ai/; (g) from OF /ai/.^
(f) 14041 pal 'pay* (OF paler)
(g) 13248 fai 'faith' (OF fei)

3.4. There are two questions with regard to these diphthongs :
1) Are they actually in contrast? 2) Are they still diphthongs, or have 
some of them been monophthongized in the Vesp. dialect?

3.3. Rime evidence with respect to /ei/ is not very productive 
since this group of words is closely interrimed.'* There are, however, no 
couplets which rime /ei/ and /ai/. Occasional spelling confusions are to 
be accounted for by OF influence; earlier /ei/ and /ai/ coalesced into 
Vesp. /ai/, as a result of which there are inverted spellings. There are, 
for instance, waited 'waited' 5O56 and weited 1848.5 Feir 'fair' (OE 
fee ger) 2924 is perhaps a scribal slip.

3.6. With respect to the question of monophthongization of 
/ai/ > /S/, /ei/ > /§/, the evidence is somewhat conçlicated. It must 
be remembered that the rimes of Vesp, are almost wholly those of ça.
1300, consequently a monophthong and a diphthong will not rime, even 
though such a rime may have become quite acceptable at 1400. If the

gibid., p. 61.
301* /ai/and /ei/ had already coalesced in AN. Cf. Pope, cit., 

p. 444.
^Strandberg, 0£. cit.. pp. 215-7.
sWeited Bay siaply be an attempt on the part of the scribe to rqiair 

a faulty reading, since the passage from vss. 1844-64 manifests a num
ber of irregularities. Vesp. has* "Noe and his loked ai don/ And 
weited ai quen i»i suld drun." Q8tt. has; "To drenkil wend i«i had 
ben bun" and Frf., "and vende ay %ian and ̂ an to droun." There seems to 
have been a blunder in an intermediate copying, the original perhaps  ̂
reading, "Noe and his sonis lokid dun/ And wenid tat suld drun.
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contrast between /ai/ and /â/ has been lost in Vesp., one cannot then fail 
to be inpressed by the faithfulness with which the scribe adheres to the 
spelling tradition. Instances of confusion are rare.® Frequent ei 
spellings in words like biheild, beild, feild, veild, leist, preist, 
fe4nA, freind. seind, heind, weind in which /§/ is regular, indicate that 
1 serves as a "length mark" (3«2). It must be noted that ei spellings are 
rarely confused: followed by a consonant or consonant cluster ei presum
ably indicates /s/ but in an open syllable it may still indicate the diph

thong /ei/.
There are such rimes as twai *2'; sai 'say' 12699, 21756; grai 

'gray': ai 'aye' 18849; sai 8287. Assuming that the OE forms of twai and
grai were, as Strandberg suggests,? twegen and OAng grêg, we should have 
Vesp. *twei and *grei. Actually the rime is not /ai/: /ai/ at all, but
/â/: /a/. Tua rather than twai is regular in Vesp. and appears in more 
than four dozen rimes.^ The etymon of grai is evidently ON grS, the rime 
with Vesp. a^ corresponding not to ON e^ but to OE The spelling gra 
occurs in rime with £ »  'from' 25459-62, in which instance it is clearly 
/S/. Pkom this we may conclude that monophthongization of /ai/ > /â/ must 
have proceeded far enough to make such rimes as those above possible.

«A few rare envies are: 55I8 And we ma sua our landes tin (And
we may so lose our lands); 27697 Of this behoues ÿe mai ÿi scrift (Of 
this it behooves thee to make shrift) . Significantly vs. 5518 is para
phrased by all the parallel manuscripts, the reason being that ma^ >diich 
crept into an earlier manuscript, is unrecognizable. The Vesp. scribe, 
often uncritical, sinply accepts it. One is less inclined to accept vs. 
27697 since what Morris renders Of this is a garble, osthus in the MS.
Mzi. in fact, is probably copied from the following line.

?Strandberg, 0|E* cit., 211-2.
®Ibid., p. 51 ff.
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There are «ccaslonal spellings which appear to indicate some - 

confusion of /ai/ and /â/, although little conclusive evidence can be 
withered. For instance:
18426 Sa him 2>ou has ful gode warand 'Say to him . . '

This nay have been a scribal error. The MS has no space between s^ and
him.
4l42 His Hue dais i tell gain
5171 Ihriti yeir es si^en gain

The first of these is plainly defective. Gain is a variant spelling of 
'gone', but both are in turn rimed with slain which is written either 

slan or slain.° Gan and alan may very well be intended.
5>,7. Spellings are also of relatively little assistance in the 

matter of /ei/ and /f/.
7446 And semed sathan on to sei 'And seemed Satan to see'
446 )mt bee drightin ÿat him had wroght Frf: hey 'high'
7945 Of ^  drightin stod he nan au.^o Frf: hey

Both sei and sefe spellings occur in Vesp., sei only in rime.n Sefl 
'see* is identical in spelling with sei 'saw' (OAng segon). Luicki® 
suggests that analogy with flei (inf): flei (pt) may have been opera
tive here. As far as the Cursor original is concerned, this explanation 
disposes of the possibility that sei and see were phonetically identical.

®tbid*.. p. 55: 31an p.p. [New formation —  by the side of sjal^ <
OE slaxen. from the inf. sla on the analogy of aa— aan]." Thô dls- 
tlnctlon may be simply graphic.

lOMorris misses the point of this, punctuating it: "Of he, drigh
tin, stod h® nan au."

liSei appears I6 times in Vesp., all of them in rime. See appears 
42 times, 27 times in rime; s^ 2̂  times, l44 in rime, ge is also 
rimed with dMl. dei and WMi l6460f and ê . 18499*

^*Iaick. aai^en mur eogHschen lautgoschichte, p. 147*
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The dialect sinply had allonorphs, possibly largely for rime purposes.
We cannot conclude from this, however, that /ei/ and /f/ have coalesced 
in Veép. Evidence of the Vesp, MS suggests only that, while monophthong
ization of /ai/ > /â/ and /ei/ > /i/ is under way, the diphthongs and 
monophthongs are still phonemically distinctive.

5.8. The diphthong /au/ is written au, aw, or agh and is de
rived (a) from OE /a/ + OE /g/j and (b) from OE /Sw/.

(a) 792 saw 'saying' (OE sagu)
3281 thrau 'while' (OE ÿrâg)

(b) 210 saul 'soul' (OE sâwol)
It is also derived (c) from ON /fg/.

(c) 1774 lau 'low' (OIc lagr)
1636 au 'awe' (OIc agi)

It is also derived (d) from lat. /au/,
(d) 25169 paule 'Paul' (Lat. Paulus)

5.9. The diphthong /ou/ is spelled cu and is derived (a) from 
OE /o/ + /g/; (b) from OE /5w/,

(a) 2190 inou 'enough' (OE ge-nog)
1882 flou 'flew' (< OE flogen)!®

(b) 385 grouand 'growing' (OE growende)
5.10. Persistence of a -gh- spelling in Vesp. deserves notice 

since it 6ccurs occasionally following a back vowel as the reflex of OE

laStrandberg, cit., p. 219. On the other hand, flou may have de
veloped from OE flugon (pt. pi.) and so contalr’ /§u/ as the result of 
lengthening of /u/ in an c^en syllable.
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/g/. We find, for exanple, aghen 'own' side by side with aun; inogh 
'enough' and inou; foghul 'bird' and fouul. It is possible, of course, 
that the gh spelling is a device to^ obviate confusion with ou = /û/.
One cannot overlook a number of ggi spellings in the earlier verses of 
Vesp., for Instance, draghus 'draws' 28, inogh 'enougli' 92, sagh 'saw' 
(vb) 218, 44-7, 713, suggesting that the Vesp. scribe is making a regu
lar change here which he occasionally overlooks at the beginning of the 
poem. The development is perhaps not entirely complete, as the absence 
of inverted spellings appears to indicate. Rimes cannot be used as a 
check, since they are regularly self-rimes.is The following couplet, 
however, is interesting:
1253 In pat way sal pou find forsoth

pi moders and mine our bather slogh
This sinply means 'Thy mother ' s and my [both of ours ] track. ' Kaluza
has glossed this correctly, but Strandberg reads slogh as the prétérit
of slan, considering the rime assonantal.1® Actually this is merely
bad copying on the part of the scribe in writing slogh for sloth 'track'
(cf. OIc sloà). The fact that such a confusion is possible sustains the
argument that [x] rather than [w] occurs here. Phonetically there is
perhaps an incomplete development from a fricative [x] to a continuant
[w], but the ou spellings indicate that /ou/ is to be regarded as a
diphthong Just as /au/ is. In the latter a spelling development is more
fully carried out.

i*Aun 'own̂  (OE âgen) occurs l82 times with the spelling aun, I6 times 
'Ith auen, five times with aune and twice auin. It also appears as Aghg» 
Six times. It is clear from the meter that aun in any of its various 
spellings is ordinarily disyllabic, suggesting that aghen was the regular 
form in the original.

^^Strandberg, on. cit., p. 220.
^®Ibid.
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3.11. The diphthong /eu/ is written eu, ew and occasionally u. 

It is derived from OE /ew/, /low/ or /iaw/.i?
2150 neu 'new' (OAng newe)
118 brew 'brew' (OE breowan)

13275 theu 'custom' (OE peaw)
The Vesp. scribe nowhere rimes /eu/ with /û/ (3-15)» The reason for this 
is that /eu/ is a falling diphthong, as is evidenced by the loss now and 
then of the final element in a word like gle (OE gliow): he 17873- The
rather frequent occurrence of tru 'true' (OE treow) with a -u spelling is 
evidently the result of confusion with tru 'trust' (OE trdwa). In a sin
gle couplet this results in a peculiar mi sunder standing:
11431 pis king we sal be offrand nu 

And honur him wit truthes tru
As it stands, the first verse reads '(To) this king we shall be offering
now.' The parallel MSS have bere for be so that it reads '(To) this king
we shall bear a new offering.'

5.12. The diphthong /oi/ is written oi_, or and occurs 
only in borrowings from OF;

11885 oyle 'oil' (OF oile)

i?Ibid.. p. 218. This is set up as a separate diphthong but there is 
actually no reason to suggest that the reflex of OE /êo/ + /w/ is a dif
ferent diphthong from that of OE /êa/ + /w/. Actually they rime, deu 
'dew'; heu 'hue' 22463, but Strandberg labels the rime as Incorrect.

18 In this connection one should note the couplet vss. 24353-4; 
Witvten croice pe cros i bare/ pat croiced was, was al mi care. An ol̂  
spelling appears for /ç/ in broiper, oiber and the spelling of cros 
is undoubtedly a spelling inversion. There is no evidence that tua 
diphthong is monophthongized, as^Jordan suggests, op. cit., p. 36»



VI. UNSTRESSED VOWELS

[Metric accent, ordinarily corresponding to linguistic 
stress, points to a distinction between full-stressed, 
half-stressed and unstressed syllables. Written final 
-e, designating an unstressed syllable retained in the 
Cursor Mundi original but lost in Vesp, serves only to 
indicate length of a preceding vowel. A final element 
consisting of unstressed vowel + consonant is non-syl- 
labic before a vowel-initial word, is non-syllabic al
so in other environments when the consonant is /s, d/ 
and probably /r, n, l/. Final -1 or -u in unstressed 
final syllables is phonemicized as /y, w/ before a vow
el-initial word. Pretonic syllables are levelled to 
/q/; monosyllables frequently unaccented are also lev- 
elledto /a/, occasioning graphic confusion.
6.1. The dialect of the Vesp. MS has a vowel /a/ which occurs 

in unstressed syllables. Ordinarily it is written e, but it may also be 

written %, a, u, or ^
6.2. In order to identify the surroundings in which this vowel 

occurs, we must distinguish linguistic stress from metric accent. Stress 
is a phonemic feature in any word of more than one syllable. Accent is a 
metrical feature, being a position in a verse; thus a verse may be said 
to have accented or unaccented positions. In the Cursor these singly al
ternate . ® Native words of more than one syllable regularly stress the 
root syllable, ordinarily the initial syllable.

6.3. In complex words, half-stressed as well as full-stressed 
syllables can occupy the accented position in a verse. This is illu
strated by the following:

^Morris sometimes 'Inserts a bracketed vowel in such a phrase as 11k-
[e] dai 'each day.' There is no clear aystem to his restorations, con
sequently they have been regularly dropped here.

®In Vesp. the metrical pattern is evident, but the scribe has permit
ted himself extensive liberties, especially in discarding unstresaa* 
vowels. The basic pattern is still one of alternation, and any dewi#» 
tlons must be explained with this as a starting point.

55
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912 It sal be belt wit a wranman;
0 man sinles pan mad. 1 pe 
In gal ml wotuilng be.

2987 Yelid hir to hir husband schet,
For hir hilsband es a prophet

4285 And to bi put in sli prlsw,
pat reues man might and als resun?
In fjritttn. hald i pat licam.

In phrases, any monosyllable can occupy the accented as well as the unac
cented position in a verse. For example;
447 For ilhail sagh he pat tide 

Agains him ̂  tok a pride 
Hetlik ̂  lette of ilk[e] fere 
To godd self wald h£ be pere.

1012 pe gresse ̂  ever ilik[e] grene.
Wit alkin blis pat par ^  elles;
Flours par ̂  wit suete smelles;
Treis o frut pan w  par sett

1376 pai s6l til man! man be bote;
pai ski be cedre, ciprese, and pine,
0 pam ««ki haue medicen. 
pe fader in cedre pou aàl take.

There is a limited list of words either syllable of which can 
bear the verse accent. Among these are proper names,® present particip
les of verbs; compounds with -ness» -hede, -rike, -dam, -ing, -man, -scip, 
-ward, -age, -mast, -les, -lik/-li; with agentive -er, with adjectival 
-er and -eat; and OF borrowings.* The latter are, of course, adapted to

®Qf 49 occurrences of Adgg, I8 are accented on the first i^llable and 
31 on the second.^Eenry Dexter Learned, "The Accentuation of Old French Loanwords in 
English," Publications of the Modem lanpmme Aaaociatiflm, XXXVII (1922), 
710* "The usage of theT&ddle English poets aa to the accentuation of 
French words sirnrims to be based solely on metrical convenience, Rrom the 
Owl "MS the Nightinesi# to Chcuccr and even later, litmrally countless 
exampies oî  wavering i^re the real accentuation cannot be doubted, since 
it conditions the vowel changes, as in divers t divers, mfcci : merci, 
sksun » seskn. Chaucer's vletorie : vict<feig cannot represent a popular 
variation J The Middle Englisk poets had on the other hand, plenty Of
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the English stress pattern. Verse structure ordinarily preserves the pat
tern of linguistic stress, as is illustrated by present participles in non-

rime surroundings:
4026 In boke es cald 'pe last and seed 
4086 Amng paa f elles due Hand ware 
4145 For man pat lluand es, ne wijf 
4176 pan sagh pai cumand be pe stret 
4329 And for see foluand fand a spurn 

For this reason metric accent gives indications by which it is possible to 
determine linguistic stress, since, as a rule, the accented position is oc
cupied by a full-stress syllable.  ̂ This is net always true. The accented 
position nay also, as Indicated above, be occupied by a half-stressed syl
lable, and it is even possible that due to a scribal oversight an irregu
lar verse may turn up new and then. On the whole, it is apparent that in 
certain words either syllable may be accented while other words never show 
such alternation. Kingrike, for example, may be accented but
klnges is always accented _/ _.

precedents in French poetry fcr free accentuation of French words . . . 
The Middle English poets felt at liberty to place a French word in any 
convenient position in a line, regardless cf its accentuation in prose, 
hence with an accent anywhere, since they saw, or thought they saw, 
French poets doing Just this." Also p. 717: "From this grouping of
our loan-words it appears that those beginning with a consonant, when 
free to follow popular laws, have consistent first-syllable accent; but 
that among those beginning with a vowel, and free to follow popular 
laws, a strikingly large proportion, I believe a considerable majority,
appear with second syllable accent."

s’̂WiiîT'̂ *nA are used by Jespersen, 0£. cit., p. I5O; loudest,
ordinary, less loud," by Leonard Blcanfield, Language, p. 91-2; "loud, 
reduced loud, medial, weak," by Bernard Bloch and George L. Trager, Out- 
line of Linguistic Analysis, p. 48. To these may be euided many other 
terms, aîîin5ïcâting the same type cf contrast. "Full-stressed, half- 
8tressed and unstressed" are used here.
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■ 6A. The metric pattern indicates that there are three levels 
of contrastive stress to be Identified, thus all syllabic elements may be 
described as being full-stressed, half-stressed, or unstressed. Full 
stress is normally the property of a root syllable, half stress of com
pounding elements. With few, if any, exceptions, only full-stressed and 
half-stressed syllables have the metric accent. Unaccented metric posi
tions may be occupied by full-stressed, half-stressed, or unstressed syl

lables.
Final -£

6.5. Evidence of both spelling and meter in the Vesp. MS in
dicates that final /e/ which occurred in the Cursor original has been 
regularly lost before either the initial vowel or the initial consonant 
of a following word.

6.6. In the spelling of the several related parallel manu
scripts there is little consistency in the treatment of pcst-rime -e.
As indicated in Table 1, all manuscripts have couplets in which one 
verse has a final -e_and the other not, indicating that in such coup
lets final -e has no syllabic function. Further, as the table also 
shows, the relative number of couplets in which final -ê  is paired with 
itself varies greatly, in contrast to couplets in which written final 
-e indicates /ç/. This latter number varies little, especially where 
the manuscripts are quite similar. It may be concluded that post-rime 
-e is purely graphic and does not represent /s/. This is further shown 
by spelling inversions:

285 And he J>at ordaind wit his witte 
%  multiplis and gouerns itte

9289 Honi sal he ete and mi Ike
Wei sal he cun knau quilk es quiIk
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table 1̂
FINAL -E IN SELF-RIMES

Couplets with 
-e = /§/ self-rimed

Couplets with 
spelling -£ 
(not /§/) 

seIf-rimed

Instances of 
written -e. 
unpaired

Vss. 5000-6000
Vesp. 56 164 23

Gott. 58 245 28

Vss. 10000-11000

Vesp. 64 191 32

Gott. 56 510 31
Vss. 19000-20000

Vesp. 32 191 14

Gott. 51 274 22

Edini 17 248 86

Vss. 23300-24500

Eding 51 186 15

6.7. In the Cursor original, as the meter indicates, a final unstressed 
vowel occurring in non-rime position was normally preserved before the ini
tial consonant of a following word, but was lost when the following word had

**Phese figures represent a sampling. The extensive Vesp. and G8tt. MSS 
are represented by samplings at vss. 5OOO-6OOO; 10000-11000; 19000-20000.
No count was made at vs. I5OOO since the verses here are in "langer bastune," 
that is, a seven-stress line. Edini, a short and defective MS, was sampled
fr-:m 19000-20000; Bding, also short, from 25500-24300.
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an Initial rowel or /h/ in an unaccented syllable. If this were faith
fully preserved in Vesp., all occurrences of final ■*£ in spelling (with 
the exception of those in accented positicn) must represent /e/ before 
consonants, but must be non-syllabic before vowels. As the evidence 
(see %ble 2) clearly indicates, this correspondence is lost in Vesp.

TABLE 2
FINAL -E BEFORE CONSONANTS AND VOWELS

Final spelling -£ *! 
non-syllabic be
fore consonants

Final spelling -£ 
before vowels and 
unstressed /h-/

Total

Vas. 1-1000 11 (47.0^) 109 226
Vss. 5000-6000 80 (54.0$) 68 148
Vss. 10000-11000 102 (60.7̂ ) 66 168
Vss. 25000-26000 78 (57.9%) 72 135

6.8. Side by side with the above are a number of verses in 
which the final -e appears to be syllabic t 

39 ï>at i speke o his ilk£ tre 
88 And luue hir suett£ sun amang 
190 Com for to was our lorde fete 
312 All things quen h»i war£ notght 
388 Bath ware made sun and mon 
397 ^  fifte dai hat failld noght 
938 Imuerd h*t i ne had troude h*
1014 Flours l*r es wit suet£ smelles?

?IVarther examples % vss. 1312, 20l6, 2912, 3004, 3113» 3246 , 3232,
3279, 3326, 3341, 3374, 3523, 5126, 5135, 5147, 5205, 6055, 6123, ètc.
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F: grete
FG; aide 
F; wikket 
F; kirkis 
F: iche a 
F: Iche wyse 
T : also 
T; hridde

T: longe
T; olde 
G: wicked
G: klrkes
G: Ilka

Even more common, however, are verses in which the meter calls
for an unstressed syllable, but in which there is no final letter -e to
indicate it;

5 0 grece and troy he strang[e] strijf
ll6 h&t done were in he hald[e] law
170 Was fondid wit he wik[e] gast 
231 Efter haly kyrc[e] state 
238 Communlik in llk[e] sted 
301 Bot ilk[e] wis[e] man it watte 
339 Bot said wit word, and als[e] son 
379 he thrid[e] day hat drightin did®

In the above groups cf verses there is an extensive correspon
dence between a historical final syllable and either a written final -e_ 
or a metrical gap.® The occurrence of ̂ e fifte dai 397 and he thrid dai 
379, or lorde fete 190 and kyrc state 23I reflects a divided spelling us>- 
age in Vesp. If the final -e_ serves a function, it should be possible to 
demonstrate what it is.

6.9. We must not overlook the possibility that final -£ may 
retain its function as a morphological element in Vesp. If this is the

SFurther examples: vss. 450, 496, 506, 579, 715, 991, 994, IOO8, 
1028, 1030, 10h% 1088, 1109, 1229, 1259, 1316, 1338, 1340, etc.

A complete statement on this is given by Z. M. Arend, linking in 
Cursor Mundi. in Transactions of the Philological Society. 1925-30 
(London, 1931), pp. 208-9: "The neutral vowel is often kept in the
Cursor Mindi in those places where there was an unstressed vowel-suf- 
fix in OE. The correct observation of the Cursor poet's usage in this 
matter is essential to the proper scansion of his lines. The scribes 
lost this tradition. It can be shown that in the dialects of the 
scribes of all the extant copies the neutral vowel had disappeared, es
pecially at the end of words. Correct scansion being essential to the 
right interpretation of many sandhi facts, especially in the amtter of 
hiatus, we shall have to adduce certain groups cf cases where fiaftl 
is either preserved elided." There fellow some thirteen categMdJ*, 
most of them inflectinal.
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ease It will be possible to demonstrate a close correspondence between 
the occurrence of this letter and a historical Inflectional or deriva
tional element. Further, if the morphological function remains, a met
rical gap cannot occur in this position. But as Table 3 demonstrates, 
any correspondence between final -e_and an inflectional element must be 
regarded as a coincidence. There is a somewhat better than even chance 
that a historical inflection will not be indicated at all in Vesp.

TABLE 3^0 
FINAL -E AS A MORPHOLOGICAL ELEMENT

Final 
letter -e

Metrical
gap

OE weak adj 31 28
OE -a (e.g. â̂ ridda) 4 34
ON -a 1 1
OE dative sg 8 14
OE preterit (wk vb) 3 3
Conpounds 4 13

6.10. It is also possible to examine unaccented positions in 
the meter and to deteimine where such positions correspond on the one hand 
to a written final -£, smd on the other hand to a metrical gap. The one 
of these appears most frequently —  as Table 4 shows —  with certain words, 
the other with other words.

The distinguishing characteristic of the words of the first 
group ccnpared with those of the second is a long vowel in the stressed

^OThis sanpling"TliBply covers all occurrences from vss. 1-10000.
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table 4

"SYLLABIC" FINAL -E RETAINED AND LOST

l4 times 3 times 2 times 1 time

riche suete . gode made wine huse hare wode
wreche time hide bete pine spouse guile

grene troude stede smale dere
mare clene 

----r—
dipe Hue

11 times 8 times 5 times 4 times 3 times 2 times 1 time

thrid first erth wik
king
suet

hard
fais
als
eild

Strang
hand
hert
herd
frees
quik
ferth
form

were thyng win 
hald hell ass 
lang self wist 
calf well best 
hend salt skil 
hund lamb hill 
fijft mast gret

syllable. Words in which there is a long stem vowel are likely to have 
final those with a short vowel normally do not have final -e. This 
is not conpletely consistent, for to the first group may be added ilke.n 
thride, fifte, and forme, all of which represent relic occurrences of OT 
-a, and lorde, a genitive singular. The second group also contains rich, 
rod, god, freind, wok, fair, aid, brad, wijf, ham, son. These are

iiThere should also be included ilk (OE ilea), but this word is per
haps better considered separately in view of special problems it in
volves. In the first 8000 vss. of Vesp. there are 75 occurrences of 
ilk. Of this number 50 appear to have lost an unstressed element; ilk-
[e] dal. In eight instances like or ilka remains. In two instances 
final /a/ is lost before a vowel. Ilk man occurs six times, very like
ly a recasting of ilkan and consequently there is no irregularity In the 
meter. Ilk appears twice before a following initial /k/, perhaps coin
cidence .""%e renaining six instances sure in doubt. They seem to be re- 
castings, but this is difficult to prove.
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Instances of conplete loss of final -e in spelling, even where final -£ 
should ordinarily he anticipated. Such loss is fairly common in V e s p .12

6.11. The above evidence demonstrates that in the dialect of 
the Vesp. MS final -e in the spelling is sinply a graphic Indication for 
0 preceding long vowel « That is its only function. Since occurrences 
of various words turn up in analogous and even identical surroundings 
either with or without final -e it is highly probable that in the Vesp. 
dialect final /@/ is completely lost. From the evidence of the manu
script this cannot, of course, be conclusively proved.

6.12. Polysyllabic words of native origin are relatively un
common in the Cursor, except for compounds carried over from OE. The 
stress pattern in these is regularly _/ _  Often this appears in what 
was OE noun + noun compound. Sometimes the historical stress pattern 
seemis to remain unaltered:
28006 Or wiche-craft or charmes soght 
28310 And folud wiche-crafte and frete 
29255 J»t wiche-craft or soceri 
29311 All |>aa î»t dos wiche-crafte 

Sometimes a medial syllable apparently developed analogically in words 
not regarded in OE as compounds:
16604 tial sett t>is rode-tre 
16941 And thoru tils hali rode-tre

6.13. The Cursor original exhibited only limited loss of a «oe* 
dial unstressed syllabic vowel, and this loss is ordinarily limited also

ISA count of alFoceurrences of certain verbs in Vesp. gives some in
dication of the extent of the loss: ches. chese (inf), 3 occurreMss
each; com (inf) 21, come (inf) 8; mad (pt ppl) 50, W l e  (pt ppl) 64.
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in the parallel manuscripts. In Vesp. on the other hand, a complete loss 
seems to have occurred, suggesting that wiche-craft and rode-tre cited 
above may be nothing more than traditional spellings. It is quite normal
for the spelling in Vesp. to indicate a disyllable, even where the meter
calls for a trisyllable :
1525 Scho was t>e formest webster 
5586 Baldlik hat dar i sai
5730 All his eildfader scepe
6191 Son be a mikel wodside 
7005 Aioth was han h® denpsteri^
7171 Thoru chance he fand an assban 
7159 hair oliues wit hair wintres 

The loss of a medial vowel is apparently extended occasionally to borrow
ings .1* This may be inferred from the following, where als has been in
serted :

609 He gaf it him, als in heritage
Final -£ + consonant

6.14. The pattern of final unstressed syllables in Vesp. is /a/
~ /-/ + /d, n, 1, s, or r/. The vowel is ordinarily written -£-, although 
both -i- and -u- occur. The -i- spelling is a r e l i c  is from an from an eai*- 
lier transcript ion,16 and a comparison of several manuscripts shows that the

G webister 
T boldely 
G elde fadris 
F wode side G wodis 
G demister 
F asse ban 
F vyne-trees

i3The Vesp. scribe seems to have found this word especially troublesome. 
The spellings demester and dempster are fairly common, and apparently as a 
kind of blend, he also writes demmmepster 5585.

i4This also occurs in names: 213, Of antecrist com hat sal be kenej al
so: 4447,he spenser and he botelar bath; also 4459, 4497, 4501

16Jordan, 0£. cit., p. 126.
i^ctually this spelling is not common, appearing only about 55 times 

in the first 8OOO verses. In the post-rime elements of 427 couplets in 
Vesp. where /s/ + consonant occurs, only 28 have an -^- spelling. In 44 
such post-rime elements in Vesp.1, an -^- spelling occurs in all but five.
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Vesp. scribe has tried to level earlier spellings to a uniform -e. 
There is also an occasional -u- spelling, i? Side by side with spell
ings in an "e- area," this is evidently a mixture of dialect influences.
In general, -u- is rather narrowly distributed, appearing primarily in 
words in which a labial consonant, that is, /w, f, b, p, m/ is initial 
or medial. The frequent occurrence of watur ’water’ suggests that these 
may be alternate spellings, but there is little other evidence to support 

it.
6.15. In post-tonic position the Vesp. dialect has the follow

ing variants: /ss/^/s/; /3d/~/d/; /on/^/n/; /or/'-^/r/; /ol/~ /l/.
Since -es and -ed are almost exclusively inflectional syllables, quite

1?Jordan, 0£. cit., pp. 126-7*. "Im west lichen Mittelland aber ent- 
stand ein dunklerer Laut, der in der Schreibung mit u wiedergegeben wird.
. . . Mit Einschrankung auf Liquide und Nasale (ur, ul, on, m )  erscheint 
u wohl auf weiterem Gebiet, vgl . . C.M. Hs. V." The distribution in Vesp. 
should be noted. By thousemds of verses, -u- spellings appear in the fol
lowing frequencies; 1st, 21; 2nd, 21; 3rd, 15; 4th, 5» 5th, 8; 6th, 8;
7th, 8; 8th, 2; 9th, 2; 10th, 3. This diminishing frequency suggests that 
-u- m y  be a feature of an earlier MS which is n-'rmalized by the Vesp. 
copyist. Of the 93 occurrences of -u- spelling in the first 10,000 vss., 
63^ have an initial labial consonant: bettur 68, 33^5, 4321, 4388, 6539;
bittur 697; buttur, 2715; bibul 1900; bolnud 4726; fabul 2349; fundun 77, 
1040; mengud 2259; micul 593; mikul 283, 451, 674; merbul 1534; modur 78; 
watur 357, 398, 399, 519, 1532, 1537, 1652, 1885, 1997, 2868, 3277, 3289, 
4779, 4784, 5687, 5701, 5924, 5925, 6249, 6274, 6332, 66I6, 6617, 6625;
wattur ^85; wexus 5563; wickud 1227; vigors 23O3; wikcud 6822; wikudli 
4376; wikkudhede l64l; wintur 1191, 3888; wissud 1540; wittur 698; wltutun 
1572; wonnus 2371; wundur 6596; vydur 64; wygur 2290; wynus 289; vynturs 
1554. In addition, l8k have a labial consonant in medial position; appuis 
2878; appui 1112; comun 9709: common (sb, vb, adj) 236, 1371, 2445, 2532; 
communlik 9792; dubul I528, 7644: stabul 235O, 8372; stapul 8288; samun 
7151. The above number also includes occurrences cf a labial in a medial 
cluster: eftursons 4241; liftud 4767; sauimaul 47. The residue consists
of the following: drightun 159Ü; draghus ’draws' 28; heghur 2232; hur 
'her' 1898: litul 530; lichur 31; liggus 2033; neddur 1336; quedur 2251; 
rengud 2285, 5491; saulus l822; tonus 5528; tellus 916O; vndur 452. Jor
dan's explanation appears plausible in that of the 93 occurrences cf -u-,
48 precede r, I6 precede and 11 precede n. No explanation is given 
for ten preceding d and eight preceding £.
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posslbly /s/ and /d/ are allomorphs of /as/ and /ad/. In some instances 
this may also be true of /n/ ̂  /on/. It must be noted, however, that
/ad/ ~  /d/ and /as/ ~  /s/ are not exclusively allomorphs. For example:

/ / / /523 His heued with in has eien tuin
910 %)ou sal haf euer t»i heued h^d 
9715 Or ells agh dom be cald again 
9802 Moght nan tak elles t>is emprise 

There is no evidence to suggest that -ed or -es inflections developed dif
ferently from the others or that this phase of the problem breaks into a 
morphological aspect and a phonological aspect, each with an exclusive 
list of words. It is actually tax simpler to make the entire description
in terms of phonology.

6.16. The various Cursor Mundi manuscripts point to a regular
alternation of /a/ + consonant before consonant-initial words, and loss
of /a/ before other vowels, that is -/aC/ before C- - /c /  before V-.
5362 Thritte yeir es siben gan

bet i mi sun had losen dere; 
loseph bet i haue funden here, 
bat he es funde^J. thane drightin;
He sceild him fra his wiber-vinl

8241 Quen all was close^^-boute bat tre,
A siluer cercle son naild he 
bat was be stouen for to strength 
And knau be wax o gret and length

If we are to assume that this type of alternation prevails also in Vesp.,
then it must be possible to demonstrate: 1) Prom metrical evidence, that
post-tonic /@c/ occurs only before consonants; 2) Also from metrical evi
dence that /C/ occurs only before vowels; 3) Since presumably the letter 
-e- in spelling stands for either /@/ or /-/, a written -eC may occur ei
ther before words with initial vowel or initial consonant; 4) The 
-C may occur only before words with an initial vowel.
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table 5^ ®

UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES BEFORE VOWELS AND CONSONANTS

1-
1000

10000
11000

25000
26000

1-
1000

10000
11000

25000
26000

-es * /os/
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

19
64
83

12
48
60

20
62
82

-es = /s/
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

7
17
24

1
8
9

12
8

20

-8 « /oe/ 
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

5
19
24

5
8

13

2
11
13

—s — /s/
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

7
5

12
2
8
10

8
13
21

-ed = /sd/ 
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

8
19
27

8
32
40

1
13
14

-ed = /d/
vowel 

+ cons 
total

6
2
8

6
9
15

6
6

12

-d = /sd/
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

0
2
2

0
6
6

2
4
6

-d = /d/
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

3
9

12

7
14
21

7
4

11

-en = /on/ 
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

4
27
51

13
56
69

6
21
27

-en = /n/
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

1
3
4

9
11
20

8
6

14

-er ■ /or/ 
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

4
1721

3
33
36

4
53
57

-er = /r/
+ vowel 
4 cons 
total

11
3

14
12
4
16

23
9

32

-el - /Ol/
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

0
8
9

1
2728

2
911

-el = /l/
+ vowel 
+ cons 
total

5 1
6

2
2
4

1
3
4

ly readjustments; from 10000 to 11000 for the scribe's "normal style" 
and from 25000-26000 for any newer features that may not have occurred 
in the original, assuming that the Additions are later. Actually there 
is considerable consistency in the language.
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The evidence of Table 5 shows that /sC/ appears actually to be 

fairly conmon before vowels, occurring about one-fifth of the time; final 
-/C/ is likewise common before consonants, accounting for about one-third 
of the total number of occurrences; final written -C is regular before ei
ther consonant-initial or vowel-initial words. From this evidence we may 
conclude that the correspondences of the Cursor original have become mean
ingless in the Vesp. dialect. The fact that -£ or -d written in word-fi
nal position may correspond to a syllabic element suggests that the loss 
is even more general, that in actual utterance this syllabic element does 
not exist at all but is carried over as a relic from the Cursor original.

i

This further suggests the possibility that an older -/sC/ has regularly giv“ 
en way in Vesp. to - /c /  before a word with either an initial vowel or ini
tial consonant. It cannot, of course, be proved since the evidence is 
largely concealed under traditional spelling.

6.17. As has been mentioned (6.15), the Vesp. dialect may have 
allomorphs -d and -ed, -£ and -es, occurring primarily in verbs and sub
stantives. Both the meter and spelling, particularly spellings like 
things, mans, failld, fulfild, clearly indicate that the allomorphs
and are common in Vesp. There is a possibility of variants /an/ ~
/n/, /ar/ ~/r/, /el/ ̂  /l/ in word-fiiml position, regardless of whether 
the following word has an initial vowel or consonant. Perhaps spellings 
like ordre, numbre and dub le point to this tendency.

6.18. A specific instance of /an/ ~/n/ turns up from time to 
time in infinitives^® which have been preserved in Vesp.

lender no condition must it be assumed that the -en inflection is com
pletely lost. This is the conclusion reached in D. W. Reed, The History 
of Inflectional N in Boglish Verbs Before I5OO (Berkeley, 1950), pp. idoff. 
Using a statistical method, Reed concludes that there were no -en infini
tives in Cursor. The error is the result of taking too «mmn a saaç'le (vss*
1-785).
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5299 I Bal askln yow sum recett 
15892 He and his lare will lasten ai 
22196 To hiden us fra î>is felun 
22285 He-seIf sal do to rasen him 
24241 %uils î>ou sal lengen here 

Ordinarily the scribe recasts verses in which an infinitive occurred, as 
is apparent from a conç)arison of Vesp. with other manuscripts.^ In this 
dialect it is probable that -en and -n were variants and that side by side 
with these there is complete loss of the inflection.

6.19. The meter shows that a final scnorant may occasionally be 
syllabic, that is, there are probably the variants /l/~ /dl/, /n/~ /an/, 
/r/ /@r/. This is suggested by the verses;

7 0 brut t>at bern bald of hand 
575 he light wit sterns, gret and smale 
528 And mans hefd has thirü seuen 
2945 For moght we any barns brede 
468o Wit >yn and corn, fless and mele 
5484 Sihen born til his erth was he 
6486 Godd self re^a in h&t tre

PoMany such infinitive -en inflections have teen discarded by the Vesp. 
scribe, but they mist have been conmon in the original, as comparison with 
other MSS shows:
22092 Chese him stede o birth iwiae Chesin stede . .
22951 8ua haali sal h&l h»n rise |mre Gq rise |mn tmr risin
25417 Rise %mt he ne freli ras Eg Risin Jmt he ne freli ras

Also 22102, 23027, 23660, 25984, 24054, 24090, 24139, 24724. A few are 
simply to be conjectured:

64 Vfjrdur to wende ne wat he noght Read: Wydur to wenden . .
159 Qythen sal i tell yow Sythen sal i tellen yow
604 A luraesum land at lenger in . . at lengen in
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Occaslonally thle Is reflected in a reverse spelling:
11532 he morun quen h»! risen ware 

It seems likely that the dialect of the Cursor poet contained such vari
ants as /bersn/, /steran/, /thirel/, /korsn/, /bcrsn/ emd /reyen/. In the 
dialect of the Vesp. scribe /a/ has almost certainly been lost, as the 
consistent spelling of these words indicates.

6.20. Post-rime elements cannot be tested on the basis of me
ter, nevertheless non-metrical approaches are possible. The general as- 
sunption appears to be that post-rime syllables —  that is, feminine 
rimes, occur in Vesp.21 By actual count there are 427 couplets in Vesp. 
whose post-rime elements are written -eC.22 These are presumably the 
only elements which can constitute a post-rime syllable, since final -e 
is never syllabic (6.6). These endings comprise 3.2 percent of the to- 

® rather small figuz'e for a feature which apparently serves as a 
stylistic variation. A comprehensive analysis of all these endings would 
prove to be too extensive for the scope of this study, and would still 
fall short of a conclusive answer.

^iThis is argued by Hupe, Cursor Studies, p. 253*: "The ending of the
line is either masculine —  i.e., the line terminates in the lift or
stress —  or feminine, i.e., the last lift is still followed by an un-
streSt syllable, as:

0 lonek and of Ysambras 19
Storijs als o serekyns thinges 21
Wid heye note and lude steven 2246?

aipe's illustrations, it must be noted, are from his own critical edition 
of a part of the Cursor and therefore represent his recasting of the lines. 
It is difficult to imagine a more circular argument. Hupe's statement 
apparently never been challenged.

***^e count of the endings has been relatively liberal since it includes 
rimes like vnknauin; aun ll809; lers; messagers 12782; plaies : ways 28146. 
ihe net nuinber of verses in Vesp. used as a basis for comparisons is fig
ured at 26,488. The only msterlal checked is that in the handwriting of the Vespi scribe.
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The 427 -eC pairs of rlme-words are further divided as follows:

-en 192 45.0 percent
-es 133 31.1 percent
-er 72 16.9 percent
-ed 21 4.9 percent
-el 9 2.1 percent

The relative frequency of these endings appears to he somewhat different 
from that of words in non-rime environments, but this may be a matter of 
choice of suitable rimes.

Post-rime -en, the largest classification, may be further dif
ferentiated on the basis of types of stems:

Vowel + /v/ + -en (heuen, neuen, giuen, steuen, etc.) 99
" /b/ + -en (quepen, pepen, hepen, benepen) 3
" /m/ + -en (samen, gamen, commen, nommen) 35
" /z/ + -en (-losin, chosen) 5

Cl 3 ablaut verb
past participles (suonken, funden, suongen, etc.) l8
V'less stop + -en.23 (forgeten, cropen, spoken, etc.) 25

/iv/ + -en (seluen, tueluen, deluen) 4
/au/ + -en (knauin, auen, etc.)s4 5

Still further examination of these individual groups raises the possibil
ity that post-rime -en is only rarely, if ever, syllabic. Of the above 
endings, 102 (53%) occur following voiced fricatives. Both spelling and 
meter show a frequent loss of the fricative: giuen > gin, pepen > pen
(7.29). Another 68 (35%) are ablaut verb past participles in which there 
is undoubtedly some loss of the inflection,put the precise extent is 
difficult to determine. The losen: chosen rime, actually an instance of

23Thegg are all past participles of ablaut verbs and most of them oc
cur only once in rime.

^^The aun spelling is the one normally occurring in rime. Cf. Strand- 
berg, o£. cit., pp. 212-4. Aun (OE Sgen), while it is often pronounced 
disyllabically, according to the meter, rarely has a spelling to indicate 
it.

^ Êxaraples are: bigun, 12726; begun 28545; bedd 'offered' 6O69, 17824;
; 'come' 2832; gin 'given' 3938, 5258, 696T T T 792 , 9659, I386I, 16944,comme

1717 , 19008, 23601, 27829, 28466; gine 'given' 9819; giue 'given' 4371, 
6950, 26140; nom 'taken' 12730; rune 'run' 1548.
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a stem-final voiced fricative as well as ablaut verb past participle, may 
have an entirely different explanation. Losen and its compounds occur 
nine times in Vesp., five of them in rime. A variant, lorn, occurs elev
en times, all of them in rime, suggesting that losen may be merely a rel
ic spelling for a monosyllabic /l%zn/. Seluen and tueluen are patently ; 
relics, since -n-less spellings are common, even in rime. The same is 
probably true of samen and gamen^G as well.

A comparable study of -es, er and -eds? endings yields analog
ous results, namely, fairly solid circumstantial evidence that loss of 
/@/, but preservation of the distinctive consonant, and even loss of bath 
vowel and consonant, is regular in Vesp. The evidence at hand, however, 
fails to give conclusive proof (6.11).

Final and -u
6.21. Final /Î/ has an allomorph /y/ in Vesp. and final /ü/ 

has an allomorph /w/, occurring in unaccented syllables.
6.22. In the Cursor original, as Arend,using other terms, 

points out,2® the allomorphs -li, and -lik occur respectively before 
consonants and vowels:

488 Jiar he badd noght fullik an vre 
555 A gastli light man sais it es 
1145 Openlik i tell |>e here 
1157 For hou sal ani herthli flesche 
1559 Namlik amang kaym kyn

2?Phere is one same: game rime IO565; and in two couplets the letter -n 
has been lost from one of the rlme-words, 12553, 22751.

2*^e limited number of /®l/ endings makes any statement open to ques
tion.

28Arend, o£. cit. pp. 236-41.
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In Vesp. this has become free variation, -lik occurring frequently before 
consonants,^® and -li before vowels.̂  This is a half-stressed syllable, 
appearing in rimes,and there is no indication that the vowel ever be
comes consonantal, that is /y/, before the initial vowel of a following 
word.

Final -± (OE -ig, -yg, ON -ig) in such words, however, as ani, 
mani, honi, bodi, redi, worthi, and some cardinal numbers, e.g., thritti, 
fourti, is phonemicized as /y/ before vowels:

24.4. For manl_gr- ̂ ai herof to spede 
1268 For i haue liued so man^ yere 
1755 He tald resun til manl^ man 
2270 Now ér l«r speches sexti_atua 
4-297 Hert o stele, and bodi^ brass 
5793 A land rinnand bath honi^nd milk

There is a rather common -e spelling for this final -± in Vesp. 
It is possible that final -^, which in unaccented environments is very 
likely [ï], is occasionally lengthened to /i/ in an open syllable (3*7). 
But this happens only in half-stressed or full-stressed syllables. It 
is more probable that since final -e is frequently lost in Vesp., and be
fore vowels final is likewise non-syllabic, these are merely instances 
of scribal confusion. The following are typical:
4912 Bot thing î>at we ha le le boght 
4928 |>aa sorful now, J>aa sare men 
5270 }>air mete to î»im i rede broght

^^Vss. 2322, 2606, 3586, 4l43, 5190. 
30VSS. 626, 733, 973, 3̂ 14, 3742. 
®iStrandberg, 0£. clt.. pp. 146-64.
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8514 Was king and regn fourte yeir 
8596 î>air moders selli nede war 
9520 He had an anlepe son

6.23. Final -u in such words as moru, folu, soru, horu, thorn 
and halu is regularly phonemicized in Vesp, as /w/, as is evidenced by 
its regular monosyllabic occurrences. These words are monosyllabic be
fore either the initial vowel or initial consonant of a following word:

56 Today it es, to moru_away 
745 And thorw^e wijf to wyn J)e man 
904 Insoru^ou sal ÿi berns ber 

4322 J>an folL^i prai î»t es bot tint 
10212 î>e lues war wonto halitbi yere 
13103 Sortie bunden folk o baie

6.24. A French borrowing, vertu 'virtue,' illustrates what are 
evidently several of the intermediate stages in the development of final 
-u. It occurs in rime several times,sg indicating that the syllable here 
is half-stressed, rather than unstressed. This is supported by these 
verses ;

34 0 guat vertu is ilka tre 
1016 ÿat serekin vertu has at ette 
6258 Swilk es J)e vertu of l>is wand 

In these occur both the original accent pattern and an adaptation to the 
English system: and The latter is maintained even before a vowel.
A third stage, occurs prevocallcally.

4>̂ Ibid. p. Ï9C
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8012 Of hu gret vertu and grace ar i»l 

This is quite clearly /vertwand/ to judge from the meter. The final stage, 
/vertw/ before consonants, does not seem to occur in Vesp.

Pretonic Vowels
6.25. In pretonic position the Vesp. dialect has em unstressed 

vowel which is derived from various OE and ON enclitic particles. These 
were levelled to /a /  at a relatively early period. Just as / a /  has a 
standardized -e- spelling in final position, with -^- and -u- variants, 
so /s/ occurring initially has certain standardizations :

4252 emid 1
11629 imid J 
995 abute 
927 again 
1537 egain 
2633 ogain 10210 enang 
10293 amang 
10215 omang 
2704 beside'i
2380 biside 
571 iwis 
532 o loft

'amid'
'about*
'again*

'among'

'beside'
'truly*
'aloft*

(OE âmiddan) 
(OE on bûtan) 
(OE on gegn)

(OE onmang)

(OE be + side)
(OE gewis)
(OIc â Iqpt)

6.26. There is a certain degree of regularity here. When the 
vowel of the tonic syllable is a front vowel, the pretonic vowel is writ
ten or ĵ -j when it is a back vowel, the pretonic vowel is written a- or 
o Î when it is /a/ or /ai/^® the pretonic vowel is written ^  or o, 
Phonemically the pretonic vowel is /a/, but it probably has positional vari
ants [«*], [a] and [®’l respectively before front, central and back vowels 
in the tonic syllables.

"^his may already have coalesced with /*/ in Veq). (5.6)
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The pretonlc syllable is by definition regularly unstressed and 

like unstressed vowels in medial and final position it is frequently lost. 
In Vesp. there are the allomorphs: amang mang; again ~  gain; abute /-.v
bute; emid /-omid.

4955 Yee said him t>an gain mi consent 
6570 Qua held %>e fast mang o^r men?
17482 Sittand his disciplis mid 
21695 Quen strijf was bute >e preisthede 

Loss occurs occasionally in French borrowings:
9722 Blithli wald i cord ]pam sua 
2237 t>at ai quen we se ani chesun 
6723 Sal man giue ))e lord to mend 

Loss of the vowel is to be explained in part perhaps by the final vowel 
of the preceding word, but the existence of these allomorphs in Vesp. 
makes it apparent that unstressed OF /a/ > Vesp. /a/.

Unstressed Particles
6.27. A few enclitic particles, particularly those which or

dinarily appear in unstressed environments, have a common allomorph /a/ 
in Vesp. Arend®4 demonstrates that £  and of alternate, or in other words 
that they are allomorphs, o occurring before consonants auid of before vow
els. The same thing is true occasionally of o and on. Phonemically we 
have /o/ -irtiich falls together with Vesp. a 'a* and a few other regularly 
unstressed syllables. Ordinarily these words are rq>resented in writing 
by conventional symbols and thus a and £  present no difficulties to the 
reader. An effort to restress /a/, or more cosmnnly, to represent /d/

3*Arend, pp. citT pp. 228-35.
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by a conventional symbol may result in confusion on the part of the scribe. 

For example:
10494 Qui was i born o moder geld? 'Why was I born of a barren mother?' 
Frf. and Trin. apparently realize the biological absurdity of this and 
substitute bold for geld. Gott. standardizes the spelling with of. The 
context of the verse makes it perfectly clear that what was intended is 
'Qui was i born a moder geld?' Some typical examples of this are the fol
lowing :

271 Of all men agh bat drightin dride 
1779 Bot al for noght bai suanc a fote
1889 Forbi men sais on messager

bat lengs lang to bring answare

Read o '01'
F on
F a; read of

GFT and schame 
G all; F read at 
GFT of 
GPT of 
F of GT in

2202 Mikel he cuth o sin a scham 
2727 bat godd ne may his will of do 
5028 And eue bat wroght was on his side 
5726 His ei reuth he on bam kest 
6629 All bat er o godds pa[r]tie 

The more common of these particles are of, ja, on, 0, i£, at, and and haue. 
These have the common allomorph /a/. The difficulty lies not in reading, 
but in assigning the appropriate standard spelling to a given word.

6.28. The article ̂  'the' and negative adverb 'not,' which 
are quite regularly pretonic and therefore in unaccented position in the 
meter, may be expected to have the. following variants: /bs/ /b/ and /na/
~/n/. Arend gives the following explanation:

^®An extended description of the mechanics of transcription and an ex
planation of the process by which such confusions are possible is found 
in H. J. Chaytor, From Script to Print (Cambridge, 1945), pp. 5-21.
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In the definite article 'be' the vowel is, as a rule, elided 
before vowels or h« Sometimes b- ts then written together 
with the following noun or adjective. Ibis spelling is fre
quent in Edin. When the last sound of the preceding word 
is also a vowel, b- may be regarded as an intervocalic link 
consonant. Examples:

1115 And he will bat he biibejrttrage (link!)
1302 To send himb^oile bat he him hight 
1567 ab^PPel tre (link!)
10950 VG vnto be^uter (link!)®®

Whether there was regularly an allomorph /b/ before vowels is 
quite doubtful. The meter makes it evident that the allomorph /b^/ oc
curs in the following:

299 And if be érth awai be tan 
349 bat es be elementes to sai 
353 be elementz first in dais thrln 
412 He wroght be angels all of heuen 

On the other hand, the allomorph /b/ must be assumed in:
4276 Luken luue at bq^end wil kith 
10375 Quen be angel had his errand don 
10984 0 be^haligast fulfild be
It is apparently quite regular too before apostels 'apostle,' I887O, I8912, 
18952, 19034, 19039, etc. It is also spelled baapostels 19OI5.

6.29» Such spellings are not at all rare in Edin., but quite un
common in Vesp. One apparent instance of a spelling elision is in fact
merely a bad scribal reading:

1677 Fiueten on heght, bat es bentent 
Fra grund vnto b® tabulment

Gott. and Trin. render this as £e entent and Frf. as npme entent. Kaluza
glosses it as 'the intention.' Careful reading discloses the fact that

^^Arend, op. cit., p. 212
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the phrase makes no real sense. It must be remembered that in the origi
nal, usually in Edin., and sometimes in Vesp., initial /b/ following a 
word ending in a dental is written t (7.27). Most of such spellings have 
been normalized in Vesp. The above verse represents an attenpt by an ear
ly scribe to normalize a perfectly acceptable word, tentent 'stretching, 
extending' (< ME tenten < OF tenter). The passage simply meant 'Fifteen 
[ells] in height, that is extending from the ground to the rafters.'

It is possible that the Cursor original regularly manifested 
spellings like bapostels, bangels and the like. Such a spelling as 
borth 'the earth' 3757 seems to bear this out. The Vesp. scribe's care
ful effort to separate b®. in every instance in the writing may indicate 
that the allomorph /b/ does not occur in his dialect. It may be merely 
a scribal convention. Clear-cut evidence appears to be wanting.

6.30. The negative adverb ne clearly has allomorphs /ns/ and 
/n/ in Vesp. Arend remarks:

Another monosyllable is the negation 'ne.' Its vowel is like
wise elided before vowels and h, e.g.,:

5650 Of hebru childer bat bis ne^es an®?
8329 bat benefit thoght (linkI)
9080 we ne au to brek (link! )3®

There are a few verses in vdxich the spelling appears to indicate that the 
allomorph /n/ occurs before es in Vesp.

55 Hit neys bot fantum for to say POT, also laud, Bedford; ^
929 For bou nees bot a pudre plain 

These spellings are anything but typical. In general, as Arend did not 
notice, the /n/ allomorph is not indiscriminately employed as a "linking

~ s'hAiy Arend should have selected this verse as an example is puzzling. 
Neither G8tt. nor Trin. have ne here and the sense of the passage does not 
require it.

®®Arend, op. cit., p. 212.
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eleuent," but between certain pronouns: JÇ, ^  bai, yee (Jee), qui, 
qua (and possibly bou and me) and a word with an initial vowel, the /n/ 
allomorph is regular. In such environments the /n/ is poste lit ic as ap
pears from a number of spellings:

8157 Sua hale quin ware i and sua light?
17223 Quin suld i, iesu, do bi will?
17392 Quin had yee broght b*m wit yow b®t»®n?
25884 Man, he sals, quin cuth bou fele?
25901 To do penance b®t hen had ned

The /n/ allomorph may also precede words with an initial conso
nants® and cannot be enclitic with the following word, as Arend supposes. 
Prevocalic occurrences are approximately three times as frequent as pre- 
consonantal. The above patterning was noted by Hupe^o but was confused 
with an entirely different phenomenon to which it bore little relation.

38Cf. W 8 .  5158, 10762, 11575, 12056, 15509, 16106, 16305, 17223, iflM, 
19416, 19945,^4750, 25004, 2 5 ^ ,  25884, 2 5 ^ .

**%pe, o£. clt. pp. 177-8.



VII. CONSONANTS
[OE had a series of voiceless steps: t, é, k/; a
series of voiced stops /h, d, j, g/; (/g/ having an al- 
lophone [w] medially and [x] finally). Stops occurred 
initially, medially, finally. Medially and finally OE 
also had a series of voiced and voiceless geminate stops:
/pp, tt, 66, kk, bb, dd, jj, gg/. Long and short pho
nemes fell together, giving Vesn. /p, t, d, k, b, d, g, 
g/ with these exceptions: OE /j/ > Vesp. /y/; OE /jj/
> Vesp. /I/ medially; OE /g/ > Vesp. /g/ initially only;
OE /gg/ > Vesp. /g/ finally only. Occurrences of Vesp.
/g/ and /g/ in other positions derived from OF, ON or 
both.

OE had a series of voiceless fricatives /f,p, s, 
g, h/ in all positions, and geminates /ff, bî>, ss, hh/ 
medially. Voicing of OE /f, b, s/ in voiced surround
ings remained in Vesp., becoming phonemic when contras
tive duration medially became non-distinctive. Vesp. 
has the phonemes /f, th, s, i, h/ in all positions, al
so /v, b/ in all positions, initial /v/ being an OF bor
rowing, initial /p/ a special development of words fre
quently occurring in unstressed positions. OE /hh/ >
Vesp. /h/ • [x] medially; OE /g/ > Vesp. /h/ = [xj fin
ally.

OE had a series of sonorants /m, n, 1, r, w/ in 
all positions; medially and finally geminates /mm, nn,
11, rr/; initially the clusters /hn, hi, hr, hw/. The 
geminates and clusters coalesced with the former to 
give Vesp. /m, n, 1, r, w/. OE /g/ > Vesp. /w/ medi
ally; finally with loss of an inflection.]
7.1. The dialect of the Vesp. MS has the following consonant

phonemes:
Stops

Fricatives

P
b

t
d

th

6

ë
g

g
h

Sonorants
V b z

m n

w y
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The Voiceless Stops
7.2. The voiceless bilabial stop /p/ is regularly written £. 

It occurs initially, medially and finally. In all positions it is de
rived (a) from OE /p/,i medially and finally also from OE /pp/.

(a) Initial 5125 pall •pall' (OE pae 11)
Medial 7572 wapen •weapon* (OE wse pen)

795 appel 'apple' (OE œppel)

Final 14-308 wep 'wept' (OE wep)
13402 cupp 'cup' (OE cuppe)

It is also derived (b) from ON /p/ medially, and /p/ and /pp/ finally
(b) Medial 4457 drupand •drooping' (OIc drupande)

Final 25439 rape 'hasten' (OIc hrapa)
7532 scrip 'scrip' (OIc skreppa)

It is also derived (c) from OF /p/ initially and medially.
(c) Initial 262 part 'part' (OF part)

Medial 8504 pepin ' kernel' (OF pepin)
. 7.3. The voiceless dental stop /t/ is regularly written t.

It occurs initially, medially and finally. In all positions it is de-
rived (a) from OE /t/, medially and finally also from OE /tt/.
(a) Initial 2724 tale ' number' (OE talu)

Medial 737 littel •little' (OE lytel)

2767 sitand •sitting' (OE slttende)

Final 702 at •at* (OE m  t)
4100 mett •met' (OE mette)

i"Sie (i.e. /p/) ist im Anlaut selten, daf^gen hKufig im Inlaut und 
Auslaut." Sievers-Brunner, ci£. cit., p, I63.

?"Anlautendes £ kommt, soweit die etymologischen verhUltnisse klar 
Sind, fast nur in lehnwOrtem vor." Noreen, g£. cU., p. 237.
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It Is also derived (b) from ON /t/ in all positions; medially also from 
ON /tt/.
(b) Initial 3364 tak 'take' (OIc taka)

Medial 22792 roten 'rotten' (OIc rotinn)

2015 flitting 'stripping' (OIc flettini

Final 6262 gat 'path' (OIc gata)
It is also derived (c) from OF /t/ in all positions.

(c) Initial 14040 term 'term' (OF term)
Medial 348 mater 'matter' (OF matere)
Final 5540 frut 'fruit' (OF fruit)

7.4. The voiceless palatal continuant /6/ is regularly written 
ch. It occurs initially, medially and finally. In all positions it is 
derived (a) from OE /c/® and finally also from OE /6c/.

(OE cild)
(OE 1ÊB cung)
(OE rice)
(OE vrecca)
LI positions.
(OF cheance)
(OF licherie)
(OF roche)

(•) Initial 156 child 'child'
Medial 6685 lechyng 'remedy'
Final 994 rich 'rich'

3051 wreche 'wretch'
It is also derived (b) from OF /ch/* in
(b) Initial 57 chaunce 'chance'

)fedial 2883 licheri 'lechery'
Final 6390 roche 'rock'

^The palatal developed as an allophone of Gtoc /k/. It occurred ini
tially before front vowels and before long diphthongs, medially between 
/i/ and a front vowel, finally immediately following /i/. Cf. Sievers- 
Brunner, 2£. cit., pp. 183-4. The palatal remained sinply an alloptume 
of /k/ until, as the result of i-umlaut, front vowels also appeared fol
lowing the velar allpphone, producing a phonemic split. Cf. Herbert Pencl, 
"The Phonemic Split of Germanic k in Old Boglish," Language. XXIII (194?), 42. “

^This phoneme, spelled ch, arose from Gallo-Roman /k/ before /a, aû  
i/ and was palatalized. Later it was assibilated to [ti]. It was 
duced into ME by way of Anglo-Norman. Cf. Pope, g£. cit., m>. 127-8*
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7.5» The voiceless velar stop /k/ is represented as a rale by 

c before back vowels and by k before front vowels® or at the end of a syl
lable. It is derived (a) from OE /k/ in all positions, finally from OE 

/kk/.
(a) Initial 4l6 king 'king* (OE cyning)

Medial 9196 spekand 'speaking' (OE spaecende)
Final 87 mak 'make' (OE macian)

2041 nec 'neck' (OE hnecca)
It is also derived (b) in all positions from ON /k/.
(b) Initial IO3 call 'call' (OIc kalla)

Medial 649 mikel 'great' (OIc mikill)®
Final I661 tak 'take ' (OIc taka)

It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /k/.
(c) Initial 9953 castel 'castle' (OnF castel)7

Medial 9711 record 'record' (OF record)
Final 6513 relik 'relic' (OF relique)

There are relatively few irregularities in the consonants of 
the voiceless stop series. Some obvious scribal blunders occur, partic
ularly the graphic confusion between £ and £, for example delites (FT 
delices) 1027; tald (G cald) 23219. Two special problems, however, de
serve some attention: 1) The /6/ phoneme; 2) Loss of final /k/.

®The k spelling is sometimes used before back vowels. A purely graph
ic distinction as mikel 596 •'-< micul 593 is in accord with this system.
In unstressed words £  may appear: tac.

®Thls may have been either OE or ON. OE mikel was undoubtedly rein
forced by ON mikill.

northern traits that appear to have had some vogue in insular 
speech are . . The retention of the velar articulation of k and £  ini
tial before Latin a . . castel." Pope, g£. cit., p. 428.
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7,6. The phonemic split of Gmc /k/ into OE /c/ and /k/ took

place in all OE dialects. Consequently there is phonemic contrast be
tween /6/ and /k/ in all ME dialects as well. There are differences in 
the incidence of /6/ and /k/ in the various dialects; the problem con
sists in part of accounting for such differences.

The Northern dialects, including Vesp., show a number of oc
currences of /k/ in words in which the Midland dialects ordinarily have 
/2/. Among these are breke 'trousers' (OE brec) 2048; dik 'ditch' (OE 
die, OIc dlk) 9899; mak 'match' (OE gemœc, OIc maki) 100; mikel 'great' 
(OE micel, OIc mikill) 596, 649; pike 'pitch' (OE pic, OIc bik) 1673; 
rlke 'rich' (OE rice, OIc rikr) 9*

Since the split in Gmc /k/ which took place in PrOE did not
occur in ON, it is possible that occurrences of the velar stop in the
above words in Northern dialects may be explained as borrowings. Bül- 
bring® claims to find evidence of a spelling contrast between OE Jij 
and OE /k/ in ONth but his evidence is inconclusive and even contra
dictory. Not until the introduction of AN orthography is there reli
able spelling evidence. Examination of place names in England® points 
to a Northern and North-Eastern area having a different development . 
from that of the dialects of other areas, but this type of evidence may
be pushed too far. Evidence of geminate consonants —  which includes

«

^Karl b. stilbring, *Tfes IKsst sich aus dem Gebrauch der Buchstaben k 
und c im fhtthKus-Evangelium des Rushworth-Ms. folgem?" Anglia Beiblatt. 
IX, 289-300.

®01ga Gevenich, Die englische fttlatalisierung von k > c. in Studien 
zur englischen Philologie, No. 37; Alfred Ritter, Die Verteilung der ch 

k-Formen im Mittelenglischen, Marburg Diss., 1907; G. Vanlangenhove, 
'̂The Assibilation of Ailatal Stops in Old English," A Grammatical Mis
cellany Offered to Otto Jespersen, pp. 69-75. ~
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OE /gg/ —  Indicates the same areal distribution as the above with re
spect to lig /w lie, brig bridge. 1° Both lig and brig occur in Vesp.

It is apparent that /k/ of words like dik or mak may have come 
from ON. This is the view expressed by Jordan:

Die k-formen beinahen hauptsachlich auf skandinavischem 
Einfluss, d.h. Verdrangung durch das skandinavische 
Wort: . . Wo im Altnordischen keine Entsprechung vor- 
leigt,. ist doch mit Lautersatz im Monde der skandi- 
navischen Ansiedler zu rechnen, der auf die englische 
Aussprache uberging.^^

Luick favors the idea that this is a native development:
Doch es gab ein kleines Gebiet, das im wesentlichen 
Cumberland, Westmorland, Nordlancashire, Yorkshire,
Lincolnshire und Norfolk umfasste, in welchem £ vor 
BE nicht zu £ weiterschritt: me. kaf 'Spreu,' ne.
dial, kaff und -caster wie in lancaster. Hierher 
gehSrt wohl auch der Verschlusslaut in again 'weider.'12

Nearly every word in Vesp. in which /k/ occurs side by side with Midland 
/c/ has not only an OE etymon but one in ON as well. In the latter /k/ 
is regular and Jordan's suggestion appears to be correct. Jordan does 
not, however, attempt to explain how in instances where [c] must cer
tainly have appeared in the North the Scandinavians regularly substituted 
their own phoneme. On the other hand no substitution occurs in words 
like child, chese and chin. The clearest indication appears in the mor
pheme -lik in words like dughtilik 'stoutly' 3673; fellik 'fiercely'
4143; hastelik. 'hastily' 5190; straitlike 'straitly' 6IO5. This mor
pheme is regularly /lid/ in the Midland dialects. The OE form is -lie 
in all dialects. Whether this OE spelling indicated a velar stop in
ONth cannot be determined. It is apparent, however, that the ON cognate

~ loKarl Luick, "Zur ftilatalisierung," Anglia, LX, 274-286.
iiJordan, o£. cit., p. I6I.
^^luick, Historische Grammatik, p. 902.
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is -lîg.^® This cannot give Vesp. /lik/ but may, however, appear as the 
rather connnon allomorph /li/ (3.3)- Vesp. /lik/ must then be explained by 
assuming that PrOE /k/ in ONth remained unpalatalized in some environments 
in which it vaa palatalized in Midland dialects.

The Vesp. MS gives evidence that /6/ variants tend to displace 
/k/ forms which must have occurred in the original. Beside reke 'reach' 
11221, 22375, 244-52; spek 'speech' 12197, 13260, 13348; rike 'rich' 9, 
2091, occur the forms reche l840, 2232; speche 243; and. riche 1797, 2127» 
The /k/ variants are regular in rime. Of /6/ variants only reche occurs 
in rime, and that twice, 3649, 5308.1* The rike/riche variants are rela
tively common in Vesp. Rike is the only form appearing in r i m e a n d  ap
pears some 20 times, but it is found only occasionally out of rime, is 
In non-rime environments riche is regular. The reason for the contrast 
may be that Vesp. has few words, if any, to rime with riche. If riche 
represents a normal phonetic development in the Vesp. dialect, the /&/ 
phoneme ought to turn up occasionally in words like ilik, like and others. 
Actually, it never does. Rike is evidently not an unfamiliar variant and 
is pemiitted to remain in rime to avoid the difficulty of recasting a 
score of verses. Elsewhere riche has been substituted. For example:

^%oreen, op. cit., p. l84; "Das schon in der Kite at en zeit auftret- 
ende -ligr, -legr in adj. wie dagligr 'tKglich,' u. dgl. beruht wohl 
wesentlich auf analogiacher umbildung von -lite 'gleich' durch anschluss 
an adj. wie aubigr. -egr, ntr. aubikt. -ekt ^reich.'"

i*In addition, only teche 'teach' I325I, I87IO, 21203; Ische 'heal*
176; leche 'physician' 21204, 24465; and preche 'preach' 175, 13250,
48709 occur in rime. Cf. Strandberg, ££. clt.. p. 100.

^®Strandberg, o£. cit., pp. 148-9, 151* some reason rik 12492
was overlooked.

^®Rynell, Rivalry of Scandinavian and Native Synonyms in Middle 
Bigllsh (1948), p. 1107 His totals give; "rike 2 r(imed) 2 u(nrimad)." 
This figure is difficult to e;q>lain.
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1796 All tok a right, hath pouer and Rlke;

All hade a dom, bath riche and pour
7918 Tua men, a pouer and a rlke, 

be riche he had sua mikel fee.
The related kingrike 'kingdom' occurs 22 times in Vesp. It appears in 
rime seven times, with the following words: rike 4l6, 7598, 8575» slik
46l6; relike 8272; sulk 11460, 13147» The spelling kingriche. which 
does not appear anywhere in Vesp., occurs 12 times in GStt. Kingrike 
rimes in 8272 with relike and from ll460 on is regular in G8tt., cor
responding precisely with Beurth's rift (I.5), and demonstrating that 
rike is the original form, riche a later one. Vesp. merely shows that 
riche is the preferred variant. It is substituted only where it is con
venient and suggests a borrowing from a more southerly, possibly more 
prestigious dialect.

In the case of rike and riche there is a clear phonemic con
trast and these contrasting forms must accordingly be interpreted as 
variants. An analogous contrast appears in some of the OF loans:
22002 Or clerk, or munk, or canun 
29284 Als munk, or frer, nun, or chanun 
These variants reflect a double borrowing from two French dialects.
There are additional variants, all apparently semantically identical: 
arche 1843 ̂  arke 8273; is calanged 19148 chalenged 28766; carked 
13747 '^oharked 23994; calice 15633 ̂  chalice 15237; canelf s 1866 
Chanel 22563.

iTjespersen, pp. cit.. p. 25; also Jordan, g£. cit.. p. 197» 
isit is possible that the scribe is making a distinction between 

the ark of Noah (Gen. 6-9) and the ark of the covenant (Sxod. 25:10ff). 
Both are consistently referred to as area in the Vulgate. There seems 
to be a more reasonable distinction between cart(es 'wagon' (Vulg. 
plaustrum) 6220 and chare 'chariot' (Vulg. currus) 5184.
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7.7° Loss of final /k/ occurs in certain words subject to fre

quent unaccenting, that is, words which through their grammatical function 
occur rather commonly in unaccented metrical environments (6.2). Œÿpical 
of such words are lo 'I,' take 'take,' make 'make,' and lik '-ly' of ad
verbial and adjectival suffixes.

The variants ma ̂  mak, mas makes, mad ̂ naked, ta ̂  tak, tas 
~  takes, tan ̂  taken are well attested in Vesp.^® Two factors are to 
be considered, namely, stress and sandhi.

TABLE 6 
TAKE AND MAKE WITH VARIANTS

Unrimed 
Accented Unaccented

Aimed

te 8* 27 9 *0 prevocalic
tec 1 0 1
tak 56* 15 20 *30 prevocalic
take 3 2 34
ma 14* 12 0 *0 prevocalic
mak 109* 30 26 *53 prevocalic
make 7* 0 18 *7 prevocalic

Certain regularities meGœ it apparent that te ̂  tak and ma 
mak occurred before consonants and vowels respectively at a somewhat 
earlier stage of the Northern dialect. According to Arend, this alterna
tion was at one time extremely regular and may have been so in the lost 
original of the Cursor. Arend remarks:

i^ïns-teoces of -k-less forme are comparatively rare in Q8tt. and the 
Min. Mss are so fragmentary in this respect as to be almost useless. Trt, 
and Trin. have been "normalised" by their re^>ective scribes.
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The final k of the verbs 'take', 'make' is unstable in 
C.M., being frequently omitted, before the initial con
sonants of subsequent words. It is also frequently 
dropped before consonant endings. The k-less forms even 
appear in rime with words having no k.
The following are a few exanples:

1980 o bam sal i ta ny iustice, PG take
9795 o sin ma clene G ma, T make
2560 bo’j ma b® bune PGT make
24250 VE ta to, PG take to

On the whole it seems that the full forms were preferred 
by the Cursor poet himself, though the rimes show that 
the apoc-pized forms were not unknown to him. We may say 
perhaps that the k of 'tak,' 'mak' was in the beginnings 
of the stage of lability. %

Cne is not convinced that the Cursor original manifested the neat regular
ity Arend would like to reconstruct for it.

Tak and mak are rather common in set phrases in Cursor and in 
these nhrases tak and m k  tend to have half stress in contrast to the 
ether word of the phrase which has fiall stress. ^  rather than ma is 
usual here, as a nromber of citations from Vesp. illustrate:

'^9'' His faas stilli sco badd ta kep-e 
1C so- Hu [he] b*ur de It ta nu god kepe 
1-1 ?t Bot b*t 1 sai, ta yee god kepe 
25>Ô5'4 bCRi cristen man I forbi ta kepe 
26260 b® sext case, pcrj. preist ta kepe 
2D 1* For-bi bes war, and tak god kepe 
2"%50 And sal; Sere biscop, ta god kepez:

%Arend, 0£. cit., p. 240.
“-The phrase *take keep* was obviously used by the Cursor poet him- 

E If The first two of the above verses have ta in both Vesp. and G8nt.,
bu- m  nbe remaining (and later) verses the CZftt. scribe has evidently
restored tek. 3s is ^ven twice in tl% Bding fragment:
2*1*6 3s me to b® «po- bl rod Ve^.r same
2*2;€ Bot ta to Ichan kep : Bet ta to iohn na kepe

tYiience that ta kg)e CKjcurred in the original is circumstantial bnt is 
sustained by the rimes.
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To assume that loss of /k/ came about through such set camblna- 

tlons as these is not entirely out of the question. From tak kepe a re
duction in stress brings about te kepe which is presently separated by an 
adjective or pronoun, as appears to have occurred in the above verses.
It is unlikely, however, that a few such phrases coulÆ. have been primarily 
responsible for a widespread remodelling of several words.

The tabulation (Table 6) of tak and mak forms shows that the 
te and ̂  variants originally appeared in unaccented surroundings before 
consonants while tak and mak generally remained in accented environments, 
often prevocalically. The same kind of variation mist be assumed for ^  

ic and the suffix lik, both of which are also often unaccented. At 
one time, as evidence of the Vesp. demonstrates, £  was regular before con
sonants and io before vowels and before unstressed words with initial h..
Once the distinction became lost or obscured, te and tak, ma and mak be
came free variants. Consequently both full and k-less forms may occur in 
rime and clearly did so in the Cursor original.^3

The emergence of te and ma side by side with tak and mak brings in* 
to the dialect, two somewhat Similar pairs of ..Variants. The vo^el, probably 
long in take and make, is certainly lengthened in te and ma. The fur
ther development of these forms is the construction, by analogy, of a

saThe Vesp. scribe is apparently familiar with the tradition but runs 
into all sorts of contradictions because the tradition has became mean
ingless. I is common before vowels: i o 9616, 24034, 24429; i are 87O;
i agh 116ST i i n  2410?, 24629, 28806; 2388I; 1 am II67, 12lI87 15531?
i ar 26838; 28325. On the other hand, the scribe uses ic preceding
initial h of"stressed words: ic hope 2036, 23920, 28053; ic herd 7360; 
ic hatt 9683, 12814. It also occurs before other consonants: ic spak
26895: ic forsdke 28246. nie distinction is singly a relic in Vesp.

^®The poet rimes with fte, aa. alsua, baa, wa; and tak with make, aak, 
spak, wrake, sake, slake. Strandberg, 0£. cit., pp. 71-5*
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new Inflected present, Ingeratlve, and past participle. In the latter,
ta significantly takes on the inflection of the strong verb and ma of
the weak. Variant past participles are apparent in rime evidence:

989 Adam vas out don nars and naked 
In-to b® land guar he vas maked

1259 Vn-to bl® vreched war Id slade
bar i first me-self vas made

25736 To brek his lagh b®t we ha taücen
Wit sin we haf him b®n forsaken

18575 bai sagh him rise fra vnder stan 
And bat bai had fais giftes tan
The problem of the loss of medial /k/ in makefd and takefn

has been discussed a number of times. Jespersen^* describes it as a
loss of /k/ before a point consonant in some words used frequently in
unaccented positions. Moss6 singly says "II y a chute de k dans le
preterit et le participe pass6 de mSke(n) . ."ss Wright offers this
explanation:

For miken, taken the northern and north Midland
dialects had mak, tak through early loss of the fi
nal -n, and these forms are still preserved in the 
modem dialects of this area. The pret. and pp. 
ngde, gfcd (maad) for older mâkede, naked arose from 
the loss of intervocalic k. From the new pret. and
pp. was then formed a new"present mâfn). after the
analogy of which was formed a new present ta(n) for 
tiken.g®

EcrnP"̂  suggests that the past participial forms have been constructed on 
the ingerative singular. In taking issue with this explazmtion, Luick®®

®*Je8persen, or. cit., pp. 25-6.
®®Femand Mosse. Manuel de l'Anglais du Mcyen-Age (Moyen Anglais)

(1949) I, 6 0 . ----------- ------------
Ush Grammar (1928) p.4l.
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states that lenlzatlon of a medial k produced a velar fricative which even
tually served to produce the diphthong in maude (a well-attested ME fozn) 
and finally made. One obvious difficulty with this explanation is the fact 
that maude is not Kbrthern, but distinctively Southern, appearing in South
ern English Legendary. Still another suggestion comes from Plasdieck*® 
who comes to makte by ordinary linguistic processes and then "(uber ^majde?)" 
to made. Luick also has this explanation:

Ahnlich Bind wie es scheint auch made 'machte* (y)mad 
'gcmacht* nSrdlich mas, ma 'macht, machen, ' fttr rnaicftde 
usw. zu erklaren. S|ynlope wie Konsonantenschwund waren 
wohl an mindere Betonm.g (in der kausativen Verwendung 
des Verbums) gebunden. Die ursprîfnglich nordençlischen 
Formen tân, tâe, tâ 'genommen, nimmt, nehmen* sind wohl 
Jîfeigere Analogiebildungen dazu . ... .^o

The evidence of Vesp. fails, of course, to corroborate Luick's explanation.
It is apparent that all of the above explanations ignore the ex

tensive currency in the North of te and ̂  which evolved from a stress and 
sandhi combination. On these variants other inflectional forms developed 
analogically. ^

The Voiced Stops
7.8. The voiced bilabial stop /b/ is written b and it occurs in

itially, medially and finally. It is derived (a) from OE /b/ initially; 
finally from OE /bb/.^i
(a) Initial 8785 bind ’bind’ (OE bindan)

Fiial 628 rib ’rib’ (OE ribb)

23H. M. Flasdieck, "Zur ME made.” Bnglische Studien LVII, 1)9 ff. Also 
Jordan, cit., pp. 1)8-9.

%Luick, Historische Qy^nmatik, p. )74.
^iSlevers-Brunner, cit., p. 164: /b/ "bemgnet in germ. WSrtem

nur anlautend.” There are no reflexes of OE /bb/ medially in the Qureor.
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It is also derived (b) from ON /b/ initially; %  medially and finally from 
ON /bb/.33
(b) Initial 2879 bal 'ball' (OIc bSllr)

Medial 5176 gabbing 'scoffing* (< OIc gabba)
Final 26233 snib 'reprove* (OIc snubba)

It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /b/.
(c) Initial 692 best 'beast' (OF beste)

Medial 12218 gebet 'gallows* (OF gibet)
Final 9072 rob 'robe' (OF robe)

7.9. The voiced dental stop /d/ is written d. It occurs iii- 
tially, medially and finally. In all positions it is derived (a) from
OE /d/, medially and finally also from OE /dd/.
(a) Initial 390 dai 'day' (OE ds g)

Medial 5265 blodi 'bloody* (OE blôdig)
8003 mi del *middle ' (OE middel)

Final 1106 dede 'deed* (OE dm d)
5198 bidd 'request' (OE biddan)

It is also derived (b) from ON /d/ initially; finally from 1
(b) Initial 660 dei 'die' (OIc deyja)

Final 726 stad 'placed' (OIc staddr)
It is also derived (c) initially and mediallys* from OF /d/
(c) Initial 1908 doute 'doubt* (OF doute)

Medial 11796 idel 'idol* (OF idele)

spNoreen, cit., p. 238; "b kommt nur anlautend und nach m vor." 
33lbid.. p. 239Î "bb ist im ganzen selten."
®*Final /d/ did not occur in OF. Cf. Pope, o^' d t ., pp. 219-221.
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7.10. The voiced palatal continuant /|/ is written pre

ceding a front vowel, i^® preceding a front or hack vowel, and ge 
medially and finally. It is derived (a) from OE /j/ when it is gemi
nated 3T and it occurs medially.
(a) Medial 796 eggeid 'edged' (OE ecged)
It is also derived in all positions (b) from OF /^.®®
(b) Initial 4049 gentil 'gentle' (OF gentil)

Medial 1)91 iugement ' judgment ' (OF iugement)
Final 93 large 'large' (OF large)

7.11. The voiced velar stop /g/ is written g. It occurs in
itially and finally. Initially it is derived (a) from OE /g/^® and fin
ally from OE /gg/.^
(a) Initial 17O gast 'spirit ' (OE gast)

Final 136)8 dog 'dog' (OE dogga)
It is also derived (b) initially and medially from ON /g/^i; medially and 
finally from ON /gg/.
(b) Initial 12)2 gate 'path' (OIc gata)

^SThe author of the Cursor original evidently followed OE scribal prac
tice, using 3 where Vesp. has g. The Vesp. scribe writes g  for /g/ and 
/&/, but 3 fOT /y/ in eeurlier verses and ̂  more generally later. The em
ployment of £  as a spelling for two phonemes does not seem to lead to con
fusion:

266 In crist nam our bok begin 'initiate, start*
3880 Qua vend he wald pus me «inn '^eguile'

Evidently danger 6299 and stranger 7212 do not rime.
®®The spellings iestes 11) and gestes 12) are consistent with this 

practice.
®^Sievers-Brunner, op. cit., p. 194. 
ssPope, cit., pp. 276, 4)0.
39SieveP8-Brunner, op. cit., pp. I88-190.
^Ibid, pp. 194-).♦iNoreen, 0£. cit.. p. 239: /g/ komnt nur anlautend und nach ̂  vor.
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(c) Initial 11825 gutte
Medial 1)662 beggar
Final 

(d) Final
265 proloug 
9885 crag

(OF goute)
(OF begard) 
(OF prologue) 
(OIr crag)

Medial 6204 nagat ' 'in no wise' (OIc nan + gata)
23453 bigging(es 'habitations' (OIc bygging)

Final 1)448 gleg 'clever' (OIc gl^ggr)
It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /g/, and (d) finally from 
OIr /g/.

'gout'
'beggar'
•prologue'
'crag'

7.12. The only special problem in this series is that of the 
unvoicing of /d/ in final position. While evidence indicates that un
voicing of /d/ as the inflection of weak verbs in the preterit and past 
participle was general in many ME dialects,the evidence in Vesp. does 
not support this.

In Edin^, as Horning observes,*® /d/ is frequently written t 
in words like wonderit I9082, 19084, 19699; gaderit 19136; hungrit 
1985I; handlit 19206; ordanit 2)74); lengit 19798, 19803; langit 20141; 
mangit 19710; heuedit 20990. Parallel forms in Vesp. are spelled with 
'Inal -d, except wonderit which Vesp. renders as w o n d e r .*4

This may have been purely a spelling convention in Vesp. In 
riming monosyllables final -t spellings are preserved in words like fast, 
past, lent, sent, brent. In non-riming surroundings a -d spelling

*9Cf. A. H. Mkrckwardt, Origin and Extension of the Voiceless Preterit 
and the Past Participle Inflections of the English Irregular Weak Verb Con- 
jugation, in University of Michigan Publications in language and Litera-
^ï?Ifxiii, 151-171.

*^%8rning, op. cit., p. 51*
**Morris has^'restored" d in Vss. 19082 and 19699*. In 19084 it may he 

read as a substantive.
*®Strandberg, 0£. cit., pp. 8, I5, I6, 17.
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frequently occurs: passed 1466; fasted 12945; leued (left) 2846; send
206, 711; trend 3105; cured 2071; dueld 4260. The possibility that some 
of these spellings may represent a kind of mechanical substitution of 
one letter for another seems to be borne out by occasional spellings. 
Coverled 'coverlet' 112)9 may be a confusion with a final -ed of the 
preceding verse, but it may also be that the scribe mistook a spelling 
coverlit (which can be inferred from the rime-word tapit) for a dental 
suffix and altered it to his own -ed spelling. This is evidently the 
explanation for a spelling pouerd 'poverty' 17117 which appears instead 
of the more regular pouert. There is also the following;
195)4 Bot for he wend at come to 'But since he wished to receive it 

bar-for tok he baptim faint Therefore he took feigned baptism'
The narrative in Acts 8 refers to the institution of simony and the dissim
ulation of Simon Magus who received not a diluted, but a sham baptism.
Edini is consistent in spelling this fainte. Vesp., whose dialect presum
ably distinguishes between final /nd/ and /nt/, is also consistent in fail
ing to recognize this.

It is possible that final -d in Vesp. is a standardized spelling 
which may include /d/ and a variant [̂ ] in final position. It is also 
possible that the few words with double spelling forms have either [d] -r
[d] (also [ ed]) as the result of dialect mixture.

The Voiceless Fricatives 
7.1). The voiceless labiodental fricative /f/ is written f and 

occasionally in borrowings gh. It occurs initially, medially and finally. 
Initially and finally it is derived (a) frdm OE /f/, medially from OE /ff/.*®

*"There are no examples of OE /ff/ as such except in latin loanwords. Cf. 
Sievers-Brunner, gg. cit. (p. 202): "E>q)ressive, bzw. dynamische Gemlimttti
sind gennanisch ff, hh . ." It was perhaps more clearly expressed in 81a* 
vers-Brunner (1952) Tp* 19)): "Selten und dem Ursprung nach zweifelhaft
sind auch germanisch ff, ."
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(a) Initial 3935 far

Medial IO768 offer
Final 887 draf

'00'

•offer*
•drove'

(OE faran)
(OE offrian)
(OE draf)

It is also derived (b) initially from ON /f/*?
(b) Initial 1831 fare 'conduct' (OIc far)
It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /f/.
(c) Initial 7205 fin 'end' (OF finir)

Medial 4960 suffer 'suffer' (OF sufrir)
Final 29281 cheif 'chief (OF chef)

7.14. The voiceless interdental fricative /th/ is written to 
and t and it occurs initially, medially and finally. Initially and fin
ally it is derived (a) from OE /b/. Its occurrence medially is the re
sult of conpounding.*®
(a) Initial 3502 thing 'thing' (OE bing)

Medial 56O nathing 'nothing' (OE nS + Mng)
Final 1091 wrath 'wrath' (OE wrab)

It is also derived (b) initially and finally from ON /b/.
(b) Initial 5803 thra 'eager' (OIc brâr)

Final 2632 brath 'violent' (OIc brâ^r)
It is also derived (c) finally from OF /th/.
(d) Final 5145 faith 'faith' (OF feid)

7.15. The voiceless dental fricative /s/ is written s initial
ly and finally, c initially and medially before front vowels, and ss

îttoreen, pp. cit., p. 240: "f kommt nur anlautend und im inlaute vor
vor.490Ê  ̂ b /  relatively rare and appears ambiguously in Vesp. It is 

possible that Veep, /th/ is derived from this as in sithen 'since' (CE 
sippan) 132, or wreth 'wrath' (OMth wx»K>o) 32. Any conclusions, how
ever will raise a circular argument.



medially. It occurs initially.

—100-
media lly and finally. It is derived

initially and finally (a) from OE /s/, medially and finally from OE /i

(a) Initial 3456 se 'see' (OE seon)

Medial 11942 wissing 'direction' (OE wissung)
Final 9 was 'was' (OE wae s)

3109 i-wiss 'truly' (OE ge-wiss)
It is also derived (b) initially euid finally from ON /s/.
(b) Initial 350 samen 'together' (OIc sanan)

Final 7747 ros 'praise' (OIc hros)
It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /s/.
(c) Initial 3237 sargant 'servant' (OF sergant)

Medial 15287 basin 'basin' (OF bacin)
Final 456 pris 'value' (OF pris)

7.16. The voicelesB palatal fricative /S/ is spelled sc ini
tially; medially and finally it is spelled sc, sch, ss, x, ^ . 4® It oc
curs initially, medially and finally. In all positions it is derived (a) 
from OE /ô/.
(a) Initial 685 schepe 'sheep' (OAng seep)

Medial 13323 fissar 'fisher' (OE fiscere)
Final 13373 flexs 'flesh' (OE flee sc)

*^The following will illustrate the variety; wessen ’wash' 17354, 
bransches 'branches' 26363; biscopphede 'bishpp-hood' 19330; flexsli 
'fleshly' 18743, flessli 22804, flesâêïy 26364, flesli 28627; fixses 
'fishes' 22571. In final position: fleche IOIO3, flexs 13373» flees 
1953» flex 15547» flesse 1472» fleeche 1669, flesch 25730» flexes 
26564, flee 28475, flexse 28679. The spelling beseeten 'beshit* 22397 
may be a scribal blunder. The xs spellings nay be the result of influ
ence of ON fiskr and flesk with metathesis of the final consonant clus
ter. The variety of spelling is in part to be ejq)lained by the Act 
that /&/ appears in relatively few words in ME, and little ambiguity 
is possible, even within a wide range of spellings.
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7.17, The vôlceless velar fricative /h/ is spelled h®® ini

tially and gh medially and finally. It occurs initially, medially and 
finally. It is derived initially (a) from OE /h/, medially from OE 
/hh/, finally from OE /g/,
(a) Initial 419 hale 'whole' (OE hSl)

Medial 7366 laghand 'laughing' (OAng hlehhand)
Final 92 inogh 'enough' (OE genffg)

It is also derived (h) initially from ON /h/.®^
(b) Initial 734 hap 'fortune' (OIc happ)
It is also derived (c) initially from OF /h/.
(c) Initial 487 honur 'honor' (OF honour)

There are several special problems involving the phonemes of 
voiceless fricative series.

7.18. Vesp. /th/ has a variant [t] in final position, which is 
evidently a development in unaccented surroundings since it occurs either 
In such surroundings or in words often found there. The spelling t is 
most commonly found in wit 'with' and its coapounds, forwit. wituten. 
witin, witstand; also selcut 'marvel,' hundret '100,' and a few other 
words. This feature is peculiar to Vesp. All the other manuscripts, ex
cept GBtt,, In which wid is standard, have with (wip) which has been

F̂ oÛnder the influence of OF spelling practice, h is often omitted where 
it may be ea^ected, and inserted where it has no historical reason for oc
curring. Initial omissions include: ost 'host' 6273, »nuro 'honor' 3922,

'alas' 24113, werbaid 'warred' 727*
®iNoreen, ot. cit.. p. 241 "Der hauchlaut h komnt nur anlautend vor

r vnr *tsonanten vor.
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transmltted from the Cursor original. It must also be observed that in 
end-rimes in Vesp. wit is always rimed with words like grith. kith, smith 
and frith®® and never with words like to or witt. Also it deserves no
tice that a count of occurrences, of wit ̂  with from vss. 1-1000 gives a 
ratio of 49 to 9; from vss. 1000-2000 a ratio of 60 to 11 (seven of these 
between vss. I7II-56, perhaps indicating a scribal lapse); from vss. 
2000-3000 a ratio of 66 to 3; from vss. 9000-10000 a ratio of 47 to 0.
'This suggests that the scribe was here engaged in making a regular spell
ing change which he sometimes overlooked in earlier verses, but scarcely 
ever in later verses. Wit hin 'within' 807, bears this out.

7.19. Vesp. /S/ in unaccented environments has a variant [s].
Ibis is sometimes explained as a change of /à/ > /s/ in unaccented sur
roundings.®® Inglis 'English' 233, 2)4, 2)5, Frankie 'French' 237, 239,
240, and danis 'Danish'®* are the standard forms in Vesp. A few other 
words, among them peris 'perish' 15309,®® turn up occasionally. Initial 
occurrences are evident only in sal 'shall' and suld 'should'. Very 
likely schall and sal were at one time differentiated on the basis of 
contrastive accenting. In a number of words it is apparent that the form 
once characteristic of unaccented positions has become standardized in all 
environments.

®3Sbrandberg. op. cit., pp. 30, 33, 37*
®Jordan, gg. cit.. p. I66; Wright, og. cit., pp. 125-6.
®*Danis 'Danish^is identical in spelling and probably in pronunciation 

with Danis 'Dan's' 21975. Here a real confusion results, since Antichrist 
is identified as a Dane rather than as a member of the Jewish tribe of Dan.

®®This is actually a scribal blunder by the Vesp. scribe. Peris 'perish' 
Is addressed to Peter and the copyist understandably mistakes this for Per#, 
'Peter.' This appatrs (15313, 15357, 15364) in place of Petre. 8uch an er- 
rr-r suggests that gerto may not be the form normally used by the scribe.
Wore ip, felausip are typical of Northern Mss but Vesp. has wirsctoe 
sc ip. Apparently -ish forms are standard in Vesp. in all but a few
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7.20. Vesp. /h/ has two allophones, [h], written h, initially, 

and [x], written gh, in other positions. The latter is a coalescence of 
OE /hh/ medially, OE /h/ before /t/ and OE /g/ finally.®® In the last • 
there appears to be a double development. Since OE /g/ medially > Vesp. 
/w/, a word often used in phrases may develop final /w/ side by side with 
forms with final /h/. This has happened in the case of inogdi 'enough’
(OE genog) 4468, which also occurs as inou 2190. The spelling foghul 
•bird’ 3506 beside fouul I66O is quite likely a spelling inversion.

The Voiced Fricatives
7.21. The voiced labio-dental fricative /v/ is written v (and 

sometimes w) initially; v or f medially emd finally. It occurs in all 
positions. Medially and finally it is derived (a) from OE /f/. .
(a) Medial Il8e8 feuer 'fever' (OE fefer)

Final 3400 liue 'life' (OE life)
It is also derived (b) medially from ON /f/.
(b) Medial 4)26 heuen 'avenge' (OIc hefna)
It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /v/.
(c) Initial 24977 virgine 'virgin' (OF virgine)

Medial 5012 deliver 'deliver' (OF délivré)
Final 2915 caue 'cave' (OF cave)

7.22. The voiced interdental fricative /p/ is written arid 
occurs in all positions. Initially, medially and finally it is derived
(a) from Œ  /p/.
(a) Initial 7 'that' (OE pet)

Medial I3 cper 'other' (OE qper)
Final 827 kipe 'make known' (OE cj^an)

®^ordan, op. cit., pp. 176-7»
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It Is also derived (b ) initially and medially from ON •
(b) Initial 6 per ’their* (OIc peira)

Medial 6190 pepen ’thence’ (OIc paSan)
7.25. The voiced dental fricative /*/ is written s and occurs 

medially and finally. It is derived from OE /s/.
Medial 25285 husel ’housel* (OE hûsl)
Final 5378 ches 'choose* (OE cNosan)

It is also derived medially from OF
Medial 4174 prisun 'prison' (OF prisun)

7.24. Old English had three voiced fricatives [v, z], which
were positional variants of /f, p, s/, occurring intervocalically. In in
tervocalic position it also had three long voiceless fricatives /ff, pp, 
ss/ which contrasted with [v, z] in respect to length and also voicing. 
Quantity lost its phonemic status during the early ME period with length
ening of vowels in open syllables and shortening in closed syllables. Ac
cordingly, in ME either voiced or voiceless fricatives may occur medially. 
Since consonant length is no longer distinctive, Ch. Ill, fn. 3, vbicing 
becomes distinctive. The number of native words in which this type of 
contrast appears is relatively small. The introduction of French borrow
ings, however, in which there are /f/ /v/, /s/ /z/ contrasts,

5^%bere are some ten Biblical names with initial Zabulon, Zachari,
, Zeb. Zebedei, Zebee, Zechin, Zelote, Zorc^bel. These are not 

necessarily pronounced, being primarily literary. The spelling £  also oc
curs in a few French loans; sariantz 'servants' 4670, bsptiz 'baptize' 
12854, 19017, elements 'elements' 353, 355, ▼ertus 'virtues' 21222; but 
these words are also spelled sariants 2516, bmmtls 12846, 12847, elemante 
366, vertus 9990. H8ming.op. cit.. p. 54, has assumed on the slender ba- 
sis of a scant dozen z spellings that Bdin. has a voiced fricative here. 
Pope,Qg. cit., p. 2767 makes it clear that this was the spelling for the 
affricateTTdz ] and [ts] in OF. This is apparently carried over into
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substantlally augments the nuoiber of occurrences of such contrasts. The 
Vesp. scribe carefully distinguishes /f/ and /v/, and /s/ and /z/. In 
medial position the gelling v is almost conpletely regular, such forms 
as waifand 'waving* 13121 and sauf and 'saving' 11232 probably being rel
ics. In medial position s_ is the regular spelling for /z/. The only ex
ceptions appear to be an occasional z in foreign words like baptiszing 
12776 and hazardour 26854. Medial c never and medial ss very rarely oc
cur as spellings for Vesp. /z/.

7.25. An orthographical distinction between a voiced and a 
voiceless interdental fricative is rigidly maintained in Vesp. (also in 
GStt. ) through the syntols ̂  and to respectively, in contrast to the 
other Cursor MSS in which the symbols are interchangeable. ®® Clear evi
dence of a phonemic distinction, correlating precisely with distinctions 
In the use of these symbols is difficult to produce. The only OF borrow
ing in which the interdental fricative occurs is faith, a very early 
loan.®® Consequently OF cannot be used as a basis of coiQiarlson. The 
rare instances of OE /^/, e.g. sibban (OE sip + pan), are given aabig- 
uously in Vesp., either as sithen 1)2, or siben 952. The reflex of OE 
and ON /p/ in voiced environments, toich is a voiced fricative, is con
sistently written brober ‘brother* 1219; ober 'other* 1220; raber 
'rather' 21516; queben 'toence' 3826; forber 'further' 4107; bineben 
'beneath* I681.®® There are, on the other hand, a few words in toieh

®^The symbol ̂  is used almost exclusively in Edin., Trin. and Ftf., al
most never in Laud. %  is verse-initial in EM IOO36 and £  is used elsewhere

®®POpe, op. cit., p. 448.
®°Usage is divided in a few instances: birtoin 27310, bUbto 4179, and 

birthbin 5520 (< OE pyrbln and perhaps OIc byrBr); mur)w 4lV) and 
197I0, the latter evidently constructed on morto, a well-attested fona*
Worpi 1148, worthl 44, and wwtl*i 1647 appear to reflect the same kiai .
double borrowing (< QE weorp, worpig).
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the symbol g never appears; nathing 'nothing,' erthing 'burial, ' hething 
'mockery.' If nathing were considered as two words by the scribe, he 
would normally permit metrical accent to fall on the second element. If, 
however, it were considered a single word, English stress patterning would 
require the accent on the initial (^liable. The latter occurs with consider
able regularity (56O, 644, 853, 254), 2847, 4139, 4234, 5965, 10014, IO869, 
13077, 13999 . .). The same accent pattern occurs in hething (1735, 2028, 
2730 • •)• Where these words occur in rime the pattern, of course, is re
versed. Since neither nathing nor erthing presumably have a voiced inter
dental fricative, although it is intervocalic, the Vesp. scribe is endeav
oring to make a strict distinction here between the consonant of brewer 
and that of nathing.

It is clear from the Edin. MS and from the nature of some of 
the scribal slips which occur in Vesp. that the original must have used 
the symbol £  consistently to represent the interdental fricative, voiced 
or unvoiced. It is difficult to assume that the scribe of the Vesp. MS 
makes a distinction with perfect conformity to OE and presusmbly ME 
voicing practice wholly on the basis of coincidence.

7.26. Phonemic voicing of the interdental fricative in ini
tial position was completed by the time the Vesp. MS was written AnA is 
clearly indicated by the spelling. Hiitial g  in the spelling is regular 
in rou^ly a score of commonly unstressed words and their variants : pa.
pan 'then,' p&l they,' pair 'their,' pam 'them,' ^  'there,' ^  'those,'

spelling heping 11540 in Morris' edition is simply a guess. The 
manuscript is almost completely illegible. Hething appears to be reason
able on grounds of consistency.
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pat 'that,* pe 'the,' pe 'thee,' plder 'thither,* pepen 'thence,' pi
'thy,' pir, pis 'these,* pu 'thou,' pus 'thus,' for-pi 'therefore.'
Tne amount of irregularity is infinitesimal.®^ The Vesp. scribe makes
several precise distinctions:
1029 Qua lenges par, thar pam noght lang 'Who lingers there need not

want'
3941 be maister sinu of his the 'The master sinew of his

thigh'
Vesp. consistently differentiates between par 'there,' and thar 'need'
(2555, 2730, 5219, 7069, 9025, 10461, 13554, 23028). That the original
made no such distinction is apparent from a few verses:
3571 Wit mikel mirth, thar naman wene 'With much mirth, need no one

wonder'
Prf. has misread par of the preceding manuscript as par 'their' and is
forced to make an almost unrecognizable paraphrase : "V±t squete wordis
paire wai pai went".

13796 Rise, thar pe lij na langer®® 'Rise, you need lie no
longer.'

^^The regularity of this contrast has been overlooked by nearly every
one examining the EETS edition. One of the sources of the oversight is 
unquestionably the spelling the for pe which appears in vss. 5, 33, 146, 
192, 221, 234, 495 • • • Conçjarison of the SETS version with a microfilm 
of the Vesp. MS plainly shows that all the spellings should read pe.
Careful examination of scores of th and p  spellings makes it seem unlike
ly that the Vesp. scribe ever interchanged the two. An interesting in
stance of oversight is that of Heinrich Bupe, who collated Morris' edi
tion with the manuscript, and thus had no excuse for overlooking Morris' 
incorrect transcription. ffiq>e fCursor Studies. p. 245*) remarks of a 
critical edition which he attempted: "I have made a difference between
p (sharp) and (soft). I find great difficulty in finding the right 
way. I have spelt 3 between vowels, and taken final ̂  when there was a 
close connection with the following word beginning with a vowel or semi
vowel in quap and wip, because the MSS readings vary in these words be
tween to, p, and the softer pronunciation decidedly suits our dialect.
In some words I have adopted to from the MSS."

®9rhar is the correct reading, ühe SETS edition gives it as par.
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Trln. has recast this as "Rise and lye no longer pere."
It should be noted that thoru 'through' appears nowhere in Vesp. as Pont®* 
which would be the normal consequence if the p symbol were used indiscrim
inately in relatively unstressed words.®® The pronoun pe 'thee' which may 
be accented in certain surroundings, occurs 93 times in rime in Vesp. but 
is consistently written pe in distinction to the 'thigh' 3941 and the 
'prosper' 515O, both of which also occur in rime.

Phonemic voicing of the interdental fricative in initial posi
tion had probably occurred —  or had at any rate become a recognized fea
ture —  between the time of the Cursor original and Vesp.

7.27. In Edini and also in various other early ME manuscripts 
initial /p/ of words like pe, pat and the like is regularly written t fol
lowing the final dental of a preceding word,®® indicating an assimilation

64Actually a spelling poru appears in the EETS edition in vss. 22078, 
27974. According to the microfilm this should be thoru.

®®This is what Jespersen gp. cit., pp. 44-5, suggests "Some ME manu
scripts use both th and p, though they do not, as is sometimes said, dis
tinguish them systematically, using th for the unvoiced and p for the 
voiced consonant (Heuser {see below] wrongly says th for the voiced and 
p for the unvoiced sound). So far as I have been able to see, they do 
what we should rather much e3q>ect from medieval scribes, namely use p in 
the small constantly recurring (pronominal) words, in which orthographical 
conservatism is quite natural, emd th in nearly all other cases, whether 
the sound was unvoiced as in thing or voiced as in brother." Heuser (Re
view of "Die Hlteste mittelenglische Version der Assumptio Mzriae", Eng- 
lische Studien XXXIII, 257) states ; "BeilHufig n%e endlich noch eine 
hifbsche beobachtung Hackauf ' s Uber das MS GSttingen des Cursor Mundi, 
welches eine der unsergen nah verwandte fassung enthKlt, erwShnt werden, 
das 8 nSmlich hier th stets die stimmhafte, p  die stisnlose spirans bed- 
eute." This is, of course, the precise opposite of what the evidence in
dicates, and Heuser's statement must be regarded as a slip of the pen.
Emil Hackauf, Die alteste mittelengliacpe Version der Aaguggtto Mariae. 
Breslau Dies., 1902, p. xxxii, footnote: "^Intéressant ist dass in diesem
(I.e., GStt.) Ms. th stets die stinmlose, ̂  die stimmhafte %>irans bed- 
eutet. Hackauf8 observation, correct as it is, is undocumented and un
doubtedly impressionistic.

®®This is actually a kind of dissimilation. Cf. Jordan op. cit., p. 
182; also 'Th' In NED.
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to the dental. There are a few relics of this spelling in Vesp., amount
ing to about thirty in all. The Vesp. scribe ordinarily restores p but 
makes a few errors:

519 Minning es to fader cald 
Here the original clearly bad te fader which the scribe misread as to.
4908 Haue we noght ban o pe kinges 
9203 lurselem was struid an ban 

In both of these the correct word tern 'taken* has been overcorrected by 
the scribe (6.29).

7.28. Rime evidence presents a rather unresolved picture with 
respect to the fricative series. Rimes of gafe: haue. or kibe: blithe 
turn up fairly often. Somewhat more common, however, is the occurrence 
of different forms in what seems to be the identical environment:
11065 Quen iohn was b o m  in pat ilk sipe 

His frendes was ful gladd and blipe
14214 For pan es i nu gladd and blithe

pat i was noght wit paim pat sithe
1191 A hundrlth wintur of his liue 

Fra pan forbar adam his viue
2975 "Pou king," he said, "loses pi lijf 

pou has an($er mans wijf"
Actually this is probably more of a morphological than phonemic problem.
Despite the loss of infinitive inflections in verbs and case endings in
singular nouns, the Vesp. dialect retains a double set of stems for
many of these words, corresponding to earlier inflected and uninflected
stems. In this dialect they are by and large interchangeable. Where a
standard form has become established, as, for instance, rijf 'rife* 1594,
7695, 8531, 13550, 14364, 18662 there are no exceptions. Alt both
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and vlue are common. There appears to he a tendency on the part of the
Vesp, scribe to use the morphologically indicated form in the first
verse of a couplet and singly to rime on this. In general stem level
ling is still inconglete and little can be said with certainty regard
ing fricative phonemes in final position.

7.29. In Vesp. there is evident a tendency toward loss of an 
intervocalic fricative which appears in such variants as sipen sin.
giuen ̂ gin, quepen ̂ quen, pepen ̂  pen, lauedi ladi. lauerd lord.
The scribe occasionally plays on these words:
25490 And suffer sipen for vr sin
26865 Sin he fra sin him will noght were
26920 And sin his sinn was neuer forgiuen

The loss of the medial fricative appears to take place only before den
tals. Whether it came about by lenization of the medial consonant or 
by an assimilation to the following dental is unclear. Several stages 
of the development are represented by the spellings; heued. heud or 
hefd and hed(e; also glues, gifs, gis.

The Sonorants
7.30. The bilabial nasal sonorant /m/ is written m and oc

curs initially, medially and finally. In all positions it is derived
(a) fromyiE /m/. medially and finally also from OE /mm/.
(a) Initial 183 man 'nan* (OE mann)

Medial 3653 comen ‘come’ (OE cumen)
11208 wemming 'defect* (OE wenming)

Final 193 lam 'loam' (OE lam)
1786 ram 'ram' (OE ramn)
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It Is also derived (b) in all positions from ON /m/.
(b) Initial 1204 meke 'meek' (OIc mJUkr)

Medial 350 samen 'together' (OIc saman)
Final 1731 pam 'them' (OIc peim)

It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /m/.
(c) Initial 484 merci 'mercy' (OF merci)

Medial 7500 homage 'homage' (OF homage)
Final 728 blam 'blame' (OF blame)

The dental tiasal sonorant /n/ is written n and occuri
initially, medially and finally. In all positions it is derived (a)
from OE /n/, initially also from OE /bn/, medially and finally also
from OE /nn/.
(a) Initial 590 night 'night' (OE niht)

8986 nesse 'weedc' (OE hnesc)
Medial 420 mani 'many' (OE manig)

9202 wonnen 'won' (OE wunnen)
Final 4724 ken 'keen' (OE cen)

641 wan 'plenty' (OE wann)
It is also derived (b) in all positions from ON /n/. medially and fi-
nally also from ON /nn/.
(b) Initial 22883 nait 'use' (OIc neyti)

Medial 18261 tinning 'loss' (OIc tÿning)
563 minning 'mind' (OIc minning)

Final 7506 Ian •loan' (OIc Ian)
3556 ran 'ran' (OIc rann)

It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /n/, medially and finally 
from OF /&/.
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(c) Initial 241 nacion 'nation* (OF nacion)

Medial 9540 manere 'manner' (OF manière)

24773 senurre 'dominion' (OF seigneurie)
Final 741 gin 'contrivance' (OF engin)

1)420 sign 'sign' (OF signe)
The sonorant /l/ is written 1 and occurs initially, me

dially emd finally. In all positions it is derived (a) from OE /l/, in:
tially also from OE /hi/, medially and finally from OE /ll/.
(a) Initial 9871 le se 'lose' (OE llosan)

106 lauerd 'lord' (OE hlaford)
Medial 211 hali 'holy' (OE halig)

392 duelland 'remaining* (OE dwelland)
Final 119 sal 'shall' (OE sceal)

121 al 'all' (OAng all)
It is also derived (b) in all positions from ON /l/; initially from ON
/hi/; medially and finally from ON /ll/.
(b) Initial 1774 lau 'low' (OIc lâgr)

5324 lite 'delay' (< OIc hllta)
Medial 7648 felau 'fellow' (OIc felagi)

11536 calling 'visit' (< OIc kalla)
Final 105 til 'to' (OIc til)

46 ill 'ill' (OIc illr)
It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /l/
(c) Initial 4319 langur 'langor' (OF langueur)

Medial 2)81 felun 'felon' (OF felon)
Final 2217 foie 'foolish' (OF fol)
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7.55. The sonorant /r/ is written r emd occurs initially.

medially and finally. It is derived in all positions (a) from OE /r,
initially from OE /hr/. medially and finally from OE /rr/
(a) Initial 1767 ris 'rise' (OE risan)

128e reu 'rue' (OE hreowan)
Medial 214 dreri 'dreary' (OE dreorig)

8779 merring 'trouble' (OE merring)
Final 156 bare 'carried' (OE bœ r)

1054 fer 'distant' (OE feorr)
It is also derived (b) initially and finally®’̂ from ON /r/, initially al
so from ON /hr/,
(b) Initial 9 rike 'rich' (OIc rikr)

11948 ros 'boast' (OIc hr5s)
Final 925 sere 'several' (OIc sSr)

(OF raison) 
(OF barat) 
(OF Cher)

It is also derived (c) in all positions from OF /r/.
(c) Initial 219 resun 'reason'

Medial 4157 baret 'strife'
Final 5075 chere 'countenance'

7.34» The sonorant /w/ is written w and u and occasionally 
uu. It occurs in all positions.®® In all positions it is derived (a) 
from OE /w/; medially and finally also from OE /g/ following a back 
vowel.

°'’'i'ne Vesp. MS evidently has no word with medial /r/ which can be 
connected with an ON etymon.

®®Strictly speaking, medial and final occurrences can also be con
sidered in connection with diphthongs.
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Initial 856 wa 'woe ' (OE wa)

Medial 385 grouand 'growing' (OE growende)

5687 drauand 'drawing' (OE dragende)

Final 9932 snau ' snow ' (OE snaw)

2932 dau 'day' (OE dag- in obi. cases)

(ON *waip-) 
(OIc agi)

(OnF ward)

It is also derived (b) initially from ON /w/; finally from ON /g/ follow

ing a back vowel.
(b) Initial 35O5 waith 'game'

Final I636 au 'awe'
It is also derived (c) initially from OF /w/.
(c) Initial 5209 ward 'guard'

7.35. The sonorant /y/ is written y and It occurs in all 
positions. Initially it is derived from OE /j/, medially and finally 
from OE /j/ following a front vowel.

Initial 188 yeir 'year'
Medial 5623 plaiand 'playing'
Final 5IO dai 'day'

It is also derived initially from ON /j/.
Initial 7101 yate 'assent'

7.36. OF /n/ has coalesced with OE /n/ in Vesp. although re
flexes of it quite regularly have a traditional gi spelling. Among the 
words in which it appeetrs are coroigne 'carcass' 22906, cheigne 'chain' 
22054, groigned 'muttered' 13590, baraigne 'barren' 166)5, meigne 
'company' 3208, also regn 'reign' and signe 'sign' which appear rather 
often. Coalescence with OE /n/ is indicated by such spellings as meyne 
'company' 1916, meine 11597, and senurre 'dominion' 24773*

(OE gear)
(OE plegende) 
(OE dae g)

(OIc jâta)
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7.37. Vesp. /n/ has an allophone [̂ ] before velar consonants 

/g/ and /k/ for which a traditional ng, nc, nek or spelling is em
ployed. Confusion of thing and think is always graphic; na-thinc 'noth
ing' 1224-5 is influenced by me-thine two verses earlier. Thing for think 
9842, 21630, 24276 is also an oversight. Both g and k are used in for- 
thingk 25996, which rimes with sink. Alking thing for alkin thing 9379, 
9383 is not an unexpected anticipatory spelling. Lenth 'length' l642, 
2130, 5027, 5805 and also strenth 58O6 represent an assimilation of /n/ 
to /th/. In these words [n] occurs®® although the scribe also occasion
ally writes length 8244 and strencth 7208.

7.38. The Vesp. I© maintains an extremely regular alterna
tion; /a/ ~  /an/, /nil/ /nan/, /mT/ ~  /miTn/, /pT/ ̂  /pin/ before conso
nants and vowels, respectively.’̂® A rare exception is na vtetrage 'no 
outrage' 975. These have been preserved into MnE. Since the vowel-final 
allomcrph is regular before consonants, a remodelling of the words nangat 
and nankin has taken place in Vesp. where nagat and nakin are rather com
mon. Ekwall explains this as loss of /n/ before a velar stop."̂  ̂ It is 
more simply explained as morpheme alternation,

7.39. Loss of /l/ following a back vowel and preceding a velar 
step is clearly shown in Vesp.’’̂  ̂ Loss before velar stops is largely ob
scured by traditional spelling, but certain deviations may be observed:

^^Jordan, op. cit., pp. 173-4,
"̂ OArend, op. cit., pp. 222-5.
"̂ i-Ekwall, Loss of a Nasal before labial Consonants," Studies in 

English Philology, pp. 21-7.
”3A number of OF borrowings reflect a vocalization of OF /l/; auter 

'altar' 1936, 2388, 2442, 248); maugre 'despite' 4)05, 6424; faut 'fault' 
5365; sauter 'psalter' 7969. These took place net in English, but in 
French. Pope, 0£. cit.. p. 1)4.
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820 For-î>i yett wald he wit him tak 

This has been interpreted as 'take'7® but the context fails to support
it,

13115 And he to tak with balm began 'And he to talk with them began' 
And bad baim als to hald bam still

Morris restored 1 here, but the parallel MSS suggest that tak was the 
form in the Cursor original. The following are also of interest:
11247 Wit bis talkyng bat i yew sai 
18700 Herd bi® talkin o iesu muth 

The meaning here is that of taken 'token'« The scribe may have been 
misled by the context to read the word as talk(ing) and accordingly he 
used the familieir spelling. This occurs also in:
27844 Alkin talking wrangwisly 

The context has to do with covetousness and theft, and the meaning 
'taking' is unmistakably indicated. There is loss of /l/ also in 
walk;

11422 bai went and tua yeir war wakand
Kaluza has glossed this correctly, following the parallel M3S. The
sense of 'waking' would be preposterous here. The same loss occurs in 
folk;

4646 Til al mi fok it sal auail 
12054 0 bis fcle foke for bi dedes 
12838 And said bat al baa fok mogbt here 

A variant spelling agat for the adverb aljat 'by all means’ is given in 
Vesp., 4091. This may be a scribal error, but is more probably another

"^®8trandberg, o£. cit., p. 67; Bupe, c£. cit.. p. 219*.
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instance of loss of /l/. There is no indication that this loss also af
fected words like ilk, quiIk, silk or milk. A preterit welk, occurring 
eight times in Vesp. may have preserved /l/ in walk to some extent.

7.40. The spellings c|u and w in words like quat 'what' and 
Sill. sld® by side with wat and wl are generally interchangeable in
Vesp., indicating that an older [xw] in Vesp. is [hw] or [w].^* It is 
true that reflexes of OE cw and OF £u [kw] are regularly written qu;
31^4 'quake' (OE cwacian) 5566, 5196, 22539; questiun 'question' 22891 

(OF question). There are occasional puns:
18043 be quilk al ded him quick i yald

This may, however, be a kind of spelling pun, for the opposite also oc
curs:

778 He wat wel wat tim or tide G; He wat wele b®t quat .
Or sometimes gu and w spellings turn up in phrases:

157 How he was born and quen and ware
There is even a reverse spelling:
28686 To fall in syn hu gret foly 

Hu quat it es ÿar-in to ly

^  guat makes no sense. This should have been hu wath 'how dangerous.'
There seems to be little doubt that the original regularly had gu.
j.he dialect of the Vesp. scribe has [w] and he employs a w spelling as
it is convenient. In the above example, he evidently read wat for wath
from an earlier transcription and in order to resolve an ambiguity he
put down quat, falling into a worse error than the first.

''-̂ Wright, 0£. cit., p. 13O; Cf. also "Qu" in NED.
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7,41. The spellings w and v are often Interchangeable also. 

Sometimes v appears in place 4f w; his vlue 'wife' 1192; wath vas
'danger was' l846; he vent 'he went' 125IO, And on the other hand:
wessel 'vessel' 1662; mans wolce 'voice' 11420; wirglnlte 'virginity*
24681. Both occur in one verse:
24907 Do wou elsis and hald bi vou 'Make a vow Elsey, and hold thy vow'

In Vesp, both w and %  are employed as spellings for [%]; consequently the
confusion is to be considered graphic, not phonemic.



SUMMABY

This description of the phonology of the Vesp. MS of Oursor 
has been made in accordance vith modern synchronic methods and thus it con
stitutes a re-examination of many of the conclusions presented in the hand
books of luick, Jordan, Wright, Brunner and others. Substantial agreement 
is reached vith the writers of the handbooks on many particulars and it may 
be regarded as significant that earlier findings can be corroborated by 
never methods.

A number of conclusions established by this study are to be noted:
1) Two dialects must be distinguished, the first that of a lost 

original manuscript which was written in Southern Scotland ça. I3OO, and the 
second that of the manuscript actually under examination which was written 
in Northern England, possibly Durham, ça. l400.

2) It has been shown that OE /œ 2/ > Vesp. /f/ before voiced den
tals, that OE /i, u/ were lengthened in open syllables to Vesp. /ff, 7S/ re
spectively, and that before the clusters /Id, nd, st/ it was possible to 
have a long mid or low vowel. Since these features are distributed over 
limited geographical areas, two possibilities present themselves: first, on
the assusption that the provenance of Vesp. is reasonably well known, to 
make a comparison with other MSS of the Northern area and to fix the extent 
of various dialect areas; second, where the provenance of other MSS is well 
known, to establish more accurately that of Vesp.

3) It has been possible to determine more precisely the time of 
the Great Vowel Shift in the Northern dialect on the basis of a substsmtial 
body of evidence. It has also been shown that the shift appears to have 
started before dental consonants.

^ development of the unstressed vowel is not fully under
stood, especially in the Northern area. This study has clarified certain 
features, among them the complete loss of an earlier unstressed vowel in 
word-final position, quite probably medially in compounds, also in un
stressed endings of words, particularly -e^ and ^  It has been shown 
that final and -u in unstressed syllables are phonemicised as /y/ and 
/w/ respectively before the initial vowel of a following word.

5) This study has established a positive identification of an 
early instance of phonemic voicing of the interdental fricative, both medi
ally and initially in frequently unstressed words. As a result it Is pos- 
slble to date more accurately the first appearance of this development in the Northern dialect.

6) It is evident froai the examdnation of a single extensive lit
erary work that the concept of a "pure dialect" serves merely as a working
hypothesis. While the dialect of the Vesp. MS does not extended or 
numerous departures from the ordinarily ace^ted "Northern" features, nav» 
ertheless there are variant forms as the result of diachronic or areal *!»►

fact that these are regarded as impurities does not bespeak a
defect in the dialect or in the msmuscript, but points to a deficiency ta our knowledge.

119
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